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Abstract
Parity games are 2-person, 0-sum, graph-based, and determined games
that form an important foundational concept in formal methods (see e.g.,
[Zie98]), and their exact computational complexity has been an open prob-
lem for over twenty years now.
In this thesis, we study algorithms that solve parity games in that they
determine which nodes are won by which player, and where such decisions
are supported with winning strategies. We modify and so improve a known
algorithm but also propose new algorithmic approaches to solving parity
games and to understanding their descriptive complexity.
For all of our contributions, we write our own custom frameworks, in the
Scala programming language, to perform tailored experiments and empirical
studies to demonstrate and support our theoretical findings.
First, we improve on one of the solver algorithms, based on small progress
measures [Jur00], by use of concurrency. We show that, for many parity
games, it is possible to deliver extra performance using this technique in a
multi-core environment.
Second, we design algorithms to reduce the computational complexity
of parity games, and create implementations to observe and evaluate the
behaviours of these reductions in our experimental settings. The measure
Rabin index, arising from the design of the said algorithm, is shown to be a
new descriptive complexity for parity games.
Finally, we define a new family of attractors and derive new parity game
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solvers from them. Although these new solvers are “partial”, in that they
do not solve all parity games completely, our experiments show that they do
solve a set of benchmark games (i.e., games with known structures) designed
to stress test solvers from PGSolver toolkit [FL10] completely, and some of
these partial solvers deliver favourable performance against a known high
performance solver in many circumstances.
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1. Introduction
Parity games are 2-person (player 0 and 1), 0-sum, graph-based games with
infinite plays that are hard to solve. A parity game consists of two disjoint
sets of nodes that are owned by player 0 and 1, respectively. All nodes
are labelled by colours (also called priorities), and some are connected by
directional edges. Parity games are an important foundational concept in
formal methods. Such games are determined [EJ91, Mos91, Zie98]: either
player 0 or player 1 wins a given node in the game, and each player has
some memoryless, pure strategy that wins from all nodes which that player
wins, her so called winning region. In this research, we only deal with finite
parity games, and so assume that the number of nodes in a game is finite.
We will give their formal definitions, playing rules and discussion of their
key properties in Chapter 2.
One reason for the importance of these games is that a variety of appli-
cations reduce to the solution of parity games. Our research concentrates
on the analysis and the algorithms of solving parity games themselves, and
aims to develop approaches that directly or indirectly lead to faster parity
game solving. The applications and the construction processes (from the
original problems) of parity games are outside the scope of this thesis. We
now give a brief overview of some of these problems, and how parity games
address them in the next sections.
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1.1. Applications of parity games
1.1.1. Design synthesis process
LTL NBA DPA
Parity GamesWinning StrategiesControllers
convert determinise
present as
solvepresent as
Figure 1.1.: One of the design synthesis processes, with steps extracted from
combination of techniques in [GTW02, MS08, Pit06, PPS06].
Design synthesis is the process of automatically producing controllers
from temporal logic specifications [PR89]. Synthesis has been used, e.g.,
for the production of robot controllers [KGFP07]. Parity games and their
solution can complete a key step in design synthesis. This process is different
to the verification process, in which a model is already given and we want
to show that it has certain behaviour. In design synthesis, we have just
the behaviour and want to automatically generate a model that satisfies the
said behaviour.
There are a number of approaches to perform design synthesis [PPS06,
KGFP07, PR89]. One of the classical ways is depicted in Figure 1.1. This
approach starts from converting linear temporal logic (LTL) to nondeter-
ministic automata e.g., [MS08, Pit06], followed by a determinisation process
to convert them to deterministic automata, e.g., [GTW02, Pit06].
The deterministic automaton is then presented as a parity game, which
can be solved by the algorithms described in this thesis. In that game, one
player models the system and another player models the environment that
needs to be controlled. Once the parity game has been solved and the player
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representing the system wins the desired nodes, one may derive a controller
from the winning strategy of that player, e.g., as done in [PPS06].
Some of these conversion stages are extremely expensive and complicated.
As a result, design synthesis has not yet been scaled to tackle larger applica-
tions. Despite this, developing the design synthesis process into a working
practical solution remains an exciting prospect to many including hard-
ware designers, robotic engineers, and software developers. With further
research, this deep theoretical problem can lead to practical applications
including robotics (having goals or targets established, synthesis will then
help generating strategy to reach the goals), user programming (business
users provide the requirements, synthesis will generate software that pro-
duces the expected behaviours), and software/hardware testing (given the
specifications, synthesis will produce test suites).
One of our research aims is to achieve faster parity game solving. Al-
though parity game solving is only one of the steps in the long chain of
conversion process, improving this one step can contribute to the many
improvements required in making design synthesis a practical solution one
day.
1.1.2. Model checking in µ-calculus
Themodal µ-calculus [Koz83] is an important temporal branching-time logic
with least and greatest fixed point operators, which are used to express
recursive properties. In practice, one considers its local model checking
problem: given a state in a Kripke structure and a formula of the modal
µ-calculus, decide whether that state satisfies that formula. It is known that
this problem is equivalent, up to a polynomial time conversion, to that of
deciding whether a particular node in a parity game is won by a particular
player [Sti95].
The µ-calculus model checking is performed by reduction to the word
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problem. Given a Kripke structure K that represents a system with an
initial state kI , the µ-calculus formula φ can be translated to an alternating
tree automaton A(φ),
A(φ) = (Q, qI , δ,Ω)
where Q is a set of nodes representing the sub-formulas of φ, qI is the
initial node that represent the whole formula φ, δ is a transition function
that supports both existential and universal properties, and Ω is a colouring
function that assigns a natural number to every node. Automaton AT then
determines whether model K is accepted or rejected [GTW02].
A run of an alternating tree automaton “walks” through the states and
transitions in both A(φ) and K, and produces a tree rather than a sequence.
The structure of this tree contains branches that are formed based on δ and
K’s state values, and nodes that represent the pairs of states from A(φ) and
K. If certain behaviours of the transition function and states in K are met,
then the nodes are labelled as “final”. Therefore, the result of a run can
potentially form a tree of infinite size. Hence, the outcome of a run can not
be determined in a bottom-up fashion.
If K is accepted by A(φ), all nodes, in the tree produced by a run, are
labelled as final at some depth n. In order to effectively assert this fact,
the notion of an accepting run needs to capture the essence of that, some
conditions occur infinitely often. Parity games are used to support this
notion. The problem is solved by constructing a parity game from A(φ)
and K. The construction analyses the structures of A(φ) and K to create
a new graph based game G with edge relations, a colouring function, and
nodes that represent combined states of A(φ) and K. Model K is deemed
to satisfy formula φ if the node that represents state kI exists in player 0’s
winning region in parity game G (discussion of parity game properties is
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deferred to Chapter 2).
As µ-calculus model checking problem is reduced to parity game solv-
ing, faster parity game solving can directly lead to better µ-calculus model
checking tools.
1.1.3. Model checking and satisfiability in CTL*
The temporal logic CTL* (computation tree logic) is another type of branching-
time logic with path quantifiers and linear-time operators [HR04]. Its model
has a tree-like structure, and it supports existential and universal quantifi-
cation over paths.
In [KVW00], Kupferman et al. presented a method to perform model
checking for CTL/CTL*. In essence, this approach is similar to µ-calculus
model checking. The CTL* formula is first translated to an alternating
tree automaton, then the model checking problem is solved using the parity
game process alluded to earlier.
Parity games also play an important role in decision procedures for the
satisfiability for formulas written in the temporal logic CTL*. The deci-
sion procedure presented in [FLL10] consists of a reduction to the problem
of solving a parity game, via construction of tableaux for CTL* formulas
[VoMDoCS98, VB00].
Just as in the case of µ-calculus model checking, faster parity game solving
can also directly lead to more effective computation for CTL*.
1.2. Recent approaches in speeding up parity
game solving
There has been much research that aims to improve parity game solving
performance. In [CKW11], Cranen et al. reduce the computational com-
plexity of the games, by stuttering bisimilarity and strong bisimilarity, to
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minimise the game graphs. Some solvers resort to detection of partial so-
lutions quickly and compute attractors to them, e.g. Schewe’s Big-steps
[Sch07], and the subexponential algorithm by Jurdziński et al. [JPZ06].
Others develop polynomial time solvers restricted to special classes of par-
ity games, e.g., DAG solver for games with graphs of specific “tree-like”
structure [BDHK06], and Clique game solver for solving fully connected
bipartite games [DKT12, Obd07].
There is also the practical improvement of algorithms that utilise various
optimisations, in order to obtain solvers that perform well across bench-
marks, e.g., [FL09]. Some of these optimisations include removal of self-
cycles, SCC (strongly connected component) decomposition, reduction in
the number of unique colours, and detection of special structures, such as
one-player game, and single-parity games.
These approaches give us some insights in ways we can attempt to improve
parity game solving performance.
1.3. Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to design and develop faster parity game solver al-
gorithms. Despite the recent interests and developments in the parity game
solving process, there has not been much emphasis on utilising concurrency
to increase algorithm throughputs, considering that parallelised hardwares
have become common. Naturally, one expects to be able to harness this
power and utilise it to deliver extra performance in parity game solving.
We want to design and develop a new concurrent parity game solver algo-
rithm, and carry out experiments to verify its performance improvement.
As opposed to solving parity games with more computational power, we
also want to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of reducing the
complexity of parity games before they are sent to a game solver, and design
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an algorithm for doing so. The intuition is that the reduction in parity game
complexity (without altering its properties) should help improve the solver
performance, and that the degree to which a parity game allows for such a
reduction might serve as a useful measure of the descriptive complexity of
such a game.
In parity game solving, the number of different priorities present in parity
games is one of the dominating factors in the computational complexity of
the solving (more details of this will be provided in Chapter 4). We want
to develop an algorithm to identify the maximum meaningful reduction of
this value in a game and reduce the game’s number of different priorities
accordingly. In addition, we want to demonstrate that it is possible to derive
a useful parity game preprocessor from this work.
Finally, we think the idea of partial solution detection has potential to
deliver good performance. We want to explore this intuition and hope to
design new and fast performing parity game solvers from the study. The
idea of partial solutions is that one would trade off the precision of the
solution (for how many nodes the winner is decided) with the complexity
of the computation (e.g., by limiting it to run in polynomial time). We
will carry out theoretical analysis on these new partial solvers, formally
prove their correctness, and run experiments to observe their behaviours
and performance against a known parity game solver.
1.4. Publications
We now list publications that were the result of this PhD research. Although
the theoretical contributions were collaborations, we led the experimenta-
tion and evaluation of the theoretical contributions.
Chapter 3 – Improved Parity Game Solving by Concurrency is a joint
work with Michael Huth and Nir Piterman. This research is published in the
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paper titled “Concurrent Small Progress Measures”, which was presented
in the Haifa Verification Conference 2011 [HKP12a].
Chapter 4 – Descriptive Complexity of Parity Games is a joint work
with Michael Huth and Nir Piterman. This work, titled “The Rabin Index
of Parity Games”, was presented in a seminar hosted by the Department
of Computer Science, the University of Oxford in June 2011. It is also
published as an abstract in the Haifa Verification Conference 2011 [HKP11],
and in the Imperial College Departmental Technical Report 2012 [HKP12b].
Finally, the work on Partial Solvers, covered in Chapter 5, is based on
joint work with Michael Huth and Nir Piterman. The results of this research
are published in the paper titled “Fatal Attractors in Parity Games”. At
time of writing, this paper has been accepted in the 16th International
Conference on Foundations of Software Science and Computation Structures
(FoSSaCS), and will be presented in Rome, March 2013. In addition, this
work was already presented at the Annual Workshop of the ESF Networking
Programme on Games for Design and Verification (Games), in Napoli, Italy,
September 2012.
1.5. Scope/Assumptions
As already mentioned, we focus on parity games themselves, and concentrate
on generic algorithms and approaches that are not specifically designed for
a particular problem, in hoping to make contribution to parity game solving
across-the-board.
In this thesis, all parity games are assumed to have a finite number of
nodes. In addition, the colours in parity games are natural numbers, and
are bounded, i.e., all colours are positive integers, and the largest colour in
the game is a finite number. The colour bounds of the parity games involved
in relevant sections will be specified in the text.
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In a parity game, nodes that have no successors are dead-ends. Dually,
nodes that have no predecessors are orphans. It is valid for parity games
to have dead-ends, and orphan nodes. It is generally simpler for solver
algorithm to consider games without dead-ends as it avoids dealing with
edge cases (Chapter 5). Parity games with dead-ends can be easily converted
to their equivalents that have no dead-ends (detail covered in Section 2.4).
Whenever the algorithm assumes the input games are without dead-ends,
this fact will be explicitly stated at appropriate points.
1.6. Outline of thesis
We now give an outline of this thesis. The background topics required
throughout this thesis, including definition of parity games, playing rules,
and determinacy property, are covered in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 introduces our new parity game solver algorithm by concur-
rency, as well as a discussion of an existing concurrent solver, and our modi-
fication to it. We discuss the algorithm that our solver is based on in detail,
and provide a correctness proof of our solver algorithm. The chapter con-
cludes with the experimental results showing the performance comparison
between various solvers, on a set of selected non-random (games with known
structures) and random (randomly generated) parity games.
Chapter 4 covers our algorithms for reducing the computational complex-
ity of parity games. A descriptive complexity of parity games arises from this
work. We discuss our theoretical findings, formally prove the correctness,
followed by an empirical study and experimental results to demonstrate the
effect of the algorithm, on both non-random and random parity games.
Chapter 5 discusses our new parity game solvers. These solvers are based
on a new family of attractors, and run in polynomial time. However, the
trade-off is that they are incomplete, i.e., they do not solve all parity games
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completely. As in previous chapters, we provide the definitions of these
partial solvers, their correctness proofs, followed by the experiments that
demonstrate their effects, on the set of non-random games used throughout
the experiments in this thesis.
Chapter 6 contains the summaries of the contributions made in this thesis,
and discussion of future work. Finally, Appendices A and B contain results
from Chapters 4 and 5 with additional data that may be useful to readers
interested in extending this work.
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2. Background
The research carried out in this thesis focuses on the formal and experi-
mental study of a certain form of combinatorial game played between two
players, called parity games. We therefore devote this chapter to the review
of the basic technical notions needed for the study of such games throughout
this thesis. As alluded to already, we only deal with parity games with a
finite number of nodes. Therefore, all games are assumed to be as such.
We will define what parity games are. We then define key concepts in the
study of parity games. And this will lead us to repeating the central result
about such games: that each node in the game graph of a parity game
is won by exactly one of the two players. This determinacy can further
be witnessed by so called winning strategies, and so we also define that
notion. All concepts and results presented are illustrated by means of small
examples.
We now give an outline of this chapter. Section 2.1 describes the structure
of a parity game. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 cover how the game is played, what it
means to win the game, and the strategies that the players adopt to achieve
this. We explain why a game with dead-end nodes can easily be converted
to an equivalent one that has no dead-ends in Section 2.4. We then discuss
an important property of parity games, determinacy in Section 2.5, and
formally prove it in Section 2.6. Finally, we talk about the parity game
solvers and tools used in many of our experiments in Section 2.7.
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2.1. Parity games
A parity game G is a two-player (player 0 and 1) game played on a directed
graph (V , E). The nodes are owned by either player (but not both), and
every node is assigned a priority (also known as colour). As stated earlier,
the type of parity game relevant to this research has a finite number of
nodes and a finite number of colours, but the plays of these games can be
infinite (i.e., can go on forever). We now define a parity game formally:
Definition 2.1.1. A parity game G is defined as:
G = (V, V0, V1, E, c)
• V0 and V1 are two non-overlapping finite sets of nodes belonging to
player 0 and 1, respectively, and V = V0 ∪ V1.
• All nodes in V0 are owned by player 0, all nodes in V1 are owned by
player 1.
• Relation E ⊆ V × V is a set of pairs representing directed edges con-
necting the nodes. For example, (v, w) ∈ E denotes that node v has
an outgoing edge to node w.
• Set v.E denotes v’s successors, while E.v is v’s predecessors.
v.E = {w | ∀(v, w) ∈ E}
E.v = {u | ∀(u, v) ∈ E}
• The colouring function is a total function c : V → N that returns the
colour of the node v in V. Thus, we write c(v) for the colour of node
v.
• The maximum colour d in G is referred to as the “index” of G. It is a
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useful measure for the complexity of parity games. We will defer the
detailed discussion of this to Chapter 4.
It should be noted that V0 or V1 may be empty and so one player may own
all nodes in the game graph (V,E).
v7 1
v0
3
v5 4
v6 0
v4
5
v80
v3
6
v22
v11
Figure 2.1.: A parity game G.
Example 2.1.1. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a parity game. The con-
vention used in this thesis is that circles depict V0 nodes, whereas squares
depict V1 nodes. The number written inside node v is the colour c(v), and
the names are labelled next to the nodes.
A play λ starts by placing a token on a node v and the owner of v chooses
a successor node w (where (v, w) ∈ E) to move the token to next. Play λ
goes on forever, or ends when the token reaches a dead end vd (i.e., node
vd has no successor, meaning that there is no wd in V with (vd, wd) ∈ E).
Therefore, λ can be an infinite, or a finite (when a dead end is reached)
path connecting the nodes in V according to E.
Definition 2.1.2. A play λ in a parity game G can be either:
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• An infinite play, if the token is moved along an infinite path in play λ,
i.e., a sequence of nodes v0, v1, ..., where j ≥ 0, for every (vj, vj+1)
∈ E.
• A finite play, if the token is moved along a finite path in play λ, i.e., a
sequence of nodes v0, v1, ..., vi, where vi has no successor in E, and
for all 0 ≤ j < i, (vj, vj+1) ∈ E.
2.2. Winning the game
We now explain how it is determined which player wins a play in a parity
game. The winner of a play in parity game G is decided as follows:
Definition 2.2.1. In parity game G, player 0 wins play λ if one of the
following is true:
• If the play λ is a finite play, i.e., the token reaches a dead end v, where
v ∈ V1 (in this thesis, we refer to such v as a V1 dead end).
• If the play λ is an infinite play, and the parity of the minimal infinitely
visited colour in λ is even. Formally, let Inf(λ) be the set of colours
that occur in λ infinitely often: Inf(λ) = {k ∈ N | ∀j ∈ N : ∃i ∈ N : i >
j and k = c(vi)}, where N is natural number. Player 0 wins play λ iff
min Inf(λ) is even.
Definition 2.2.2. In parity game G, player 1 wins if one of the following
is true:
• If the play λ is a finite play, i.e., the token reaches a dead end v, where
v ∈ V0 (in this thesis, we refer to such v as a V0 dead end).
• If the play λ is an infinite play, and the parity of the minimal infinitely
visited colour in λ is odd. Formally, player 1 wins play λ iff min Inf(λ)
is odd.
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It should be noted that these winning conditions are mutually exclusive
and complete, so that each play is won by exactly one of the two players.
Example 2.2.1. Consider the game G in Figure 2.1. Player 0 wins if the
play moves on the paths:
• v0 → (v4 → v5)ω. The superscript ω indicates that the path repeats
infinitely between v4 and v5. The minimal infinitely visited colour is
4, which is an even number.
• v0 → v7, which ends in a V1 dead end.
Player 1 wins if the play moves on the paths:
• v3 → (v2 → v1)ω, the minimal infinitely visited colour is 1, which is
an odd number.
• v3 → v8, which ends in a V0 dead end.
From the above definitions and example, we see that the lower colours
have more significance in a play. Parity games of this type are “min-parity”.
On the other hand, parity games can be defined as “max-parity” where the
maximal infinitely visited colour determines the winner of a play. Properties
“max-parity” and “min-parity” are equivalent in that we can convert any
parity game given according to one of these definitions into an equivalent
parity game according to the other definition. Specifically, a parity game
G can easily change its polarity by subtracting all colours by d, where d is
the maximum colour in G, if it is even. If the maximum colour in G is odd,
then d = the maximum colour + 1. The polarity shift algorithm is depicted
in Figure 2.2.
Now we define what it means for a player to win on a node in a parity
game:
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1 Let d = the maximum colour in G
2 If d % 2 = 1 then d = d + 1
3 For all v in V
4 c(v) = d − c(v)
Figure 2.2.: The algorithm used to change the polarity of parity games, from
min to max and max to min.
Definition 2.2.3. Player p (where p = 0 or 1) wins on node v when she
can play all plays beginning in node v such that she wins all those plays,
regardless of how player p (i.e., 1 - p) plays.
Example 2.2.2. Consider the parity game G in Figure 2.1 again, player 0
wins on node v0 because from v0, player 0 can choose to:
• Either move to v7 and win by having reached a V1 dead end.
• Or move to v4, then force the play to enter the (v4 → v5)ω infinite loop.
This results in player 0’s win by minimum infinitely visited colour 4
(even).
This also illustrates that players may have more than one way of realising
the winning of a particular node. We now see another example: player 1
wins on node v6 because from v6:
• The play has to go to v1 (the only outgoing edge), then player 1 can
force the play to enter the (v1 → v2)ω infinite loop. This results in a
minimum infinitely visited colour of 1, hence player 1 wins.
These examples prompt a natural question: are all nodes won by some
player? We will answer and prove that positively in Section 2.6 (from the
definition of winning a node, it is clear that at most one player can win
on a given node). First we develop the required concepts for analysing this
question.
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2.3. Strategies
A strategy is a way of formalising how players play. A strategy τp specifies
how player p (p = 0 or 1) chooses a successor when the play arrives on a
Vp node. A parity game solver aims to find the strategies for the players
through which they can win. If τp guarantees player p to always win on
a set of nodes Wp, regardless of what player p does, we call τp a winning
strategy for Wp and Wp a winning region for player p (see Section 2.5).
Definition 2.3.1. A positional memoryless strategy for player p (p ∈ {0,
1}) is a total function τp : Vp → V, where for all v in Vp we have that (v,
τp(v)) ∈ E.
A strategy τp can only choose one successor for nodes in Vp, but the
chosen successor may be from V0 or V1. We only refer to parity game
strategies of this type in our research, therefore, all references to strategy
in this thesis are pure memoryless strategies.
Definition 2.3.2. • The play λτp is played according to player p’s strat-
egy τp (for p = 0 or 1), when the token arrives at a Vp node v, its
successor node w is chosen according to the pairs (v → w) specified by
τp.
• The play λτ0τ1 denotes the combined plays of player 0 and 1 when both
of them play according to their respective strategies, τ0 and τ1.
Example 2.3.1. Let us use pure memoryless strategies τ0 and τ1 to demon-
strate a play λτ0τ1 according to these strategies in the game G in Figure 2.1:
τ0 =

v0 → v6
v2 → v1
v4 → v5
v6 → v1
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τ1 =

v1 → v2
v3 → v4
v5 → v4
For λτ0τ1 to be consistent with strategies τ0 and τ1, player 0 and 1 must
select the successors according to τ0 and τ1.
Let the play λ start in v0. Following τ0 and τ1, the play λτ0τ1 generates the
path v0 → v6 → (v1 → v2)ω. The infinitely visited nodes in the play λτ0τ1 are
{v1, v2}, and hence the minimum infinitely visited colour in 1, so player 1
wins.
2.4. Dead-ends
We called nodes without successors dead-ends. A parity game with dead-
ends can be easily converted to one without [ACH09]. We demonstrate this
simple fact by an example.
v0 3
v1 1 v32
v23
(a) Original game G
v0 3
v1
1v′1 0
v3
2 v′31
v23
(b) Equivalent game without deadend
Figure 2.3.: Parity game G and its equivalent without deadend
Example 2.4.1. Figure 2.3 shows an example of dead-end removal. In
Figure 2.3(a), as V1 and V0 dead-ends, v1 and v3 are losing for player 1 and
0, respectively.
Figure 2.3(b) shows the equivalent game with dead-end “removed”. Here,
a new node v′1 (with loop to v1) is added so the play will be trapped in a
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cycle that visits a minimum even colour infinitely often, resulting in a loss
for player 1.
Similarly for v3, a new node v′3 with loop is added so the play is trapped
in an odd cycle when entering v3, resulting in a loss for player 0.
2.5. Winning strategies and regions
Every node in a parity game is either won by player 0 or 1 ([GTW02, ch. 6],
[Zie98]), and the proof of this property is found in Section 2.6. Parity games
are therefore determined. The nodes V in a game G can be partitioned into
two sets, W 0 and W 1 (and W 0 ∪ W 1 = V ), where each set (region) is
completely won by player 0 and 1, respectively. We call W 0 and W 1 the
winning regions of player 0 and 1. In winning region Wp, player p can play
in a way (i.e., has a winning strategy) that regardless of what player p does,
the minimum infinitely visited colour is always in player p’s favour.
Example 2.5.1. Consider the parity game G in Figure 2.1, the winning
region W0 is {v0, v4, v5, v7}, and W1 is {v1, v2, v3, v6, v8}, and some
winning strategies, σ and pi, for player 0 and 1, respectively, are:
σ =

v0 → v4
v2 → v1
v4 → v5
v6 → v1
pi =

v1 → v2
v3 → v2
v5 → v4
Note that if player 0 plays according to σ in W0, there is nothing player
1 can do to avoid loss. And vice versa for player 0 in W1 if player 1 plays
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according to strategy pi.
• If the run arrives on v0 in W0, the unique path consistent with τw0 will
be v0 → (v4 → v5)ω. This results in the minimum infinitely visited
colour = 4, which is an even number, so player 0 wins. Note that if
the token falls on other nodes in W0, the outcome will be the same.
• If the run arrives on v6 in W1, the unique path consistent with τw1 will
be v6 → (v1 → v2)ω. This results in the minimum infinitely visited
colour = 1, which is an odd number, so player 1 wins. Note that if
the token falls on other nodes in W1, the outcome will be the same.
A parity game is said to be solved when the winning regions and some sup-
porting winning strategies are determined for the players. In other words, a
solution of a parity game is the combined information of its winning regions
and players’ winning strategies.
2.6. Determinacy
As stated previously, parity games are determined [Zie98]: nodes can be
divided into two disjoint sets W0, and W1, completely won by player 0 and
1, respectively. Proofs of this theorem are provided in [GTW02, Chapter
6]. A modified version of the determinacy proof that assumes parity games
have a finite number of nodes is shown in this section. We want to present
the standard concepts of an attractor and of a subgame, and to illustrate
their use in a recursive algorithm for solving parity games by Zielonka. We
start off by explaining a few concepts required in the proof. Parity games
are assumed to be “max-parity” in this section.
2.6.1. Subgames
A subgame is an important concept in the determinacy proof.
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Definition 2.6.1. Let G = (V , V0, V1, E, c), and U ⊆ V . Define G[U ]
= (V ∩ U , V0 ∩ U , V1 ∩ U , E ∩ (U × U), c|U), where c|U is the restriction
of c to domain V ∩ U . We call G[U ] a subgame if for all v in U we have:
if there is no w in U with (v, w) in E, then there is also no w′ in V with
(v, w′) in E.
Informally, a subgame of a parity game G is a game consisting of subset
of nodes of V where no new dead-ends are introduced.
Example 2.6.1. Consider parity game G in Figure 2.1.
• G[U ], where U is {v1, v2, v3, v4, v8}, is a subgame, since G[U ] intro-
duces no new dead ends.
• G[Z], where Z is {v0, v5, v6, v7}, is not a subgame, since G[Z] intro-
duces new dead ends v5 and v6.
The definition of a subgame G[U ] does not concern itself about whether
G[U ] contains a subset of winning regions of G (although the subgames
produced by our partial solvers in Chapter 5 do contain subsets of the
winning regions of the full game. The details are deferred to Section 5.6.1).
A subgame is a valid parity game in its own right, and therefore, has all the
properties of a parity game, such as determinism. We use this property to
decompose a parity game into subgames such that the winners of the nodes
can be identified.
2.6.2. p-Traps
For p ∈ {0, 1}, a p-trap is a set of nodes U where player p has no strategy to
move the token out of the region U . In other words, player p has a strategy
to keep the token in U , or attract the token to a Vp dead end in U , regardless
of how player p plays.
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Definition 2.6.2. A p-trap U in a parity game G is a set of nodes where
{v | v ∈ Vp ∩U ∧ v.E ∩U 6= ∅} ∪ {v | v ∈ Vp ∩U ∧ v.E ⊆ U} is contained
in U .
Intuitively, once the token enters U, player p has no strategy to escape
this region.
From this definition, we can derive a property which will be used in the
determinacy proof in later section.
Lemma 2.6.1. A p-trap is a subgame. [GTW02, ch. 6]
Proof. Given a p-trap U , let G[U ] be the arena of G restricted to nodes in
U . If we can show that G[U ] introduces no new dead ends, then G[U ] is
a subgame. Let t be a node in Vp ∩ U , then by Definition 2.6.2, we have
t.E ∩ U 6= ∅. This means all nodes t have at least one successor in U .
Therefore, Vp nodes in G[U ] do not have dead ends.
From the same definition, we can derive that a Vp node u can only be
considered to be in a p-trap U , in addition to u being already in U ; all of
u.E are in U ; or u has no successors (i.e., u.E = ∅, a dead end). Therefore,
Vp nodes in U either have successors, or are already dead ends in G. This
shows G[U ] introduces no new dead ends and is a subgame.
2.6.3. p-Attractors
An p-attractor is a set of nodes A that regardless of how player p plays,
player p has a strategy to keep the token within the set and to reach a
specific target set. More specifically, in parity game G, Attr1p(G,X) is the
set of nodes in Vp that have at least one successor in X, plus the set of nodes
in Vp that either have no successor, or have all their successors in X. This
means Attr1p(G,X) is a set of nodes where player p has a strategy to force
the token into X or a dead end owned by player p in one single step.
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Definition 2.6.3. In parity game G = (V, V0, V1, E, c), let X be a subset of
V , and p = 0 or 1, then we have:
Attr1p(G,X) = {v ∈ Vp | (v.E) ∩X 6= ∅} ∪ {v ∈ Vp | v.E ⊆ X}
Inductively, let Attr0p(G,X) = X, and Attr1p(G,X) as defined previously,
Attri+1p (G,X) = Attrip(G,X) ∪Attr1p(G,Attrip(G,X), for all i > 1.
Then it is easy to see that Attri+1p (G,X) is a set of nodes at which player
p has a strategy to force the token into X or a dead end owned by player p
in i+ 1 or fewer steps.
Note that when v.E is ∅ for a node v in Vp, then node v is trivially
contained in X, therefore, Attr1p(G,X) also includes all Vp dead end nodes.
Definition 2.6.4. Let n be the smallest number such that Attrn+1p (G,X) =
Attrnp (G,X), then we have a p-attractor Attrp(G,X) equals Attrnp (G,X).
Since parity games are finite for us, such a natural number n always exists.
Example 2.6.2. Consider parity game G in Figure 2.1. Let X be {v2,
v4}. Then we have 0-attactor Attr0(G,X) = {v0, v1, v2, v4, v5, v6}. The
attractor is accumulated as follows:
• Node v2 is in X.
• Node v4 is in X.
• Add v0, as player 0 can choose to go to v4 from there.
• Add v1, as both of its successors are in X.
• Add v5, since its only successor is v4.
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• Add v6, player 0 can go to v1 from there, which is in the attractor set
Attr0(G,X).
Example 2.6.3. Consider parity game G in Figure 2.1 again. Let Y be
{v4}. Then we have 1-attractor Attr1(G, Y ) = {v3, v1, v2, v5, v4, v6}:
• Node v4 is in Y .
• Add v3, as player 1 can go to v4 from there.
• Add v1, as player 1 can go to v4 from there.
• Add v2, player 0 can only go to v1 from there, which is in the attractor
set Attr1(G, Y ).
• Add v5, since its only successor is v4.
• Add v6, player 0 can only go to v1 from there, which is in Attr1(G, Y ).
In parity game G = (V , V0, V1, E, c), where X is a set of nodes in V , the
complement of p-attractor Attrp(G,X) is a p-trap.
Lemma 2.6.2. The set V \ Attrp(G,X) is a p-trap. [GTW02, ch. 6]
Proof. By Definition 2.6.3, A = Attrp(G,X) is the maximal set of nodes
where player p has a strategy to move the token to X, or into a Vp dead-end
in a finite number of steps. On the other hand, if node t is outside A, then
it can not be possible for player p to have a strategy move the token from t
to nodes in A, or into a Vp dead-end, otherwise t would have been absorbed
into attractor A by definition.
Therefore, player p is unable to move the token into set A from all nodes
outside A, which means player p can not leave set V \A. Hence, the com-
plement of Attrp(G,X) (a p-attractor) is a p-trap.
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2.6.4. p-Paradise
A p-paradise Pp is a p-trap with corresponding player p strategy to guarantee
winning in all plays in Pp. Thus, Pp is considered a subset of Wp with
localised player p winning strategy.
Lemma 2.6.3. When the maximum colour is 0 in a parity game, then that
parity game can be partitioned into two disjoint regions: a 0-paradise and
1-paradise [GTW02, ch. 6].
Proof. This proof is repeated here from Lemma 6.7 of [GTW02, ch. 6]. In a
parity game G0 with the maximum colour 0 (this means 0 is the only colour
in G0), player 1 can only win by entering V0 dead ends. Let U be a set of
all V0 dead ends in G0, and region X1 is Attr1(G0, U) with corresponding
1-attractor strategy to U . We see that player 1 wins in X1 (which is a
0-trap).
From Lemma 2.6.2, let X0 be the complement of X1 (X0 = V \ X1),
therefore, which is a 1-trap. Thus player 1 is unable to leave this region.
Since the only colour in X0 is 0, and X0 is void of V0 dead ends. We see
that all plays beginning in X0 necessarily visit colour 0 infinitely often or
enter V1 dead ends. Therefore, player 0 wins all plays in X0.
From this it follows that G0 is partitioned into two disjoint regions X0
and X1 which are owned completely by player 0 and 1, respectively.
2.6.5. Determinacy proof
Theorem 2.6.1. A parity game G can be partitioned into two disjoint sets:
a 0-paradise and 1-paradise.
Proof. Recall that,
• A trap is a subgame (Lemma 2.6.1).
• The complement of a p-attractor is a p-trap (Lemma 2.6.2).
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• When the maximum colour is 0, a parity game can be partitioned into
two disjoint regions 0-paradise and 1-paradise (Lemma 2.6.3).
Consider max-parity game G, with the finite maximum colour n, and
the minimum colour 0. Without loss of generality, let there be no colour
gaps. Let p = n%2 (% is the modulo operator), and p = 1-p. Player p
wins if the token visits nodes of colour n infinitely often. Let Xp be the p-
attractor Attrp(G, Y ) to a known player p winning region Y . By definition of
attractor (Definition 2.6.3), player p is unable to escape regionXp, therefore,
Xp is considered a p-trap. Since Y is a known player p winning region, the
corresponding attractor strategy to Y is winning for player p in Xp. We let
this attractor strategy be the winning strategy xp for player p in Xp. Hence,
Xp is a p-paradise. We want to show that the complement of Xp (i.e., Xp)
is a p-paradise.
In the beginning of the algorithm, we have not yet identified any part
of the player p winning region, so Y is an empty set. Consequently, Xp is
simply an empty region with empty attractor strategy. We know that Xp
is a p-trap, because it is the complement of a p-attractor (Lemma 2.6.2),
player p is able to keep the token in Xp by trapping strategy xp, but not
necessarily to win. (At this stage, the fact that Xp is a p-trap, is trivially
true, since Xp is ∅, so Xp = G).
We use symbol \ to represent the set subtraction. In set Xp, we let Nn be
a set of nodes v where c(v) = n, then we compute the region Attrp(Xp, Nn).
We let Zn be its complement (Xp \ Attrp(Xp, Nn)), so Zn is a p-trap
(Lemma 2.6.2). It follows that G[Zn] is a subgame (Lemma 2.6.1).
In Xp, player p can play according to the strategy x∗p, defined as follows,
to maximise winning:
1. If the token is in Attrp(Xp, Nn)\Nn, player p follows the attractor
strategy and moves the token to Nn.
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2. If the token is in Nn, player p plays the strategy xp. This will move the
token elsewhere in (but still within) Xp since xp is a trapping strategy
of a p-trap.
3. If the token goes to Zn, both players play the inductive strategies in
subgame G[Zn].
There are two possible cases in which a play can develop. If the play is
confined to Attrp(Xp, Nn), and player p is able to visit nodes in Nn infinitely
often, then player p wins. If the play escapes Attrp(Xp, Nn) and goes into
Zn, the determination of the winner is deferred.
Recall that G[Zn] is a subgame, which has the maximum colour n-1, and
is a parity game in its own right. Inductively, G[Zn] can be decomposed into
its own two (disjoint) sets Xp and Xp, a p-paradise (with player p winning
strategy xp) and a p-trap (with the corresponding “partial” player p winning
strategy x∗p), respectively. Note that p is (n-1)%2 in G[Zn].
The proof continues inductively, subtracting 1 from the maximum colour
in each new subgame that emerges. Let these new subgames be G[Zi], where
i = {n-1, n-2,. . . , 0}, and i is their maximum colour. Since the maximum
colour of the original game G is finite, the maximum colour in the last
subgame (i.e., G[Z0]) will eventually be 0. We have proven in Lemma 2.6.3
that a parity game can be partitioned into W0 and W1 if the maximum
colour is 0. This inductively proves that a parity game can be partitioned
into two disjoint winning regions.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the stages of the determinacy proof before Xp is
resolved. Let the maximum colour n of G be even, p = n%2, and p is
denoted as 1-p in the figure. As noted, we let there be no colour gaps. Each
rectangular box represents the node space of the game/subgame (names are
labelled above the box) created in every stage of the proof. Violet transitions
indicate that the winners of the nodes, on the paths of the plays (played
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according to x∗p in their respective subgames) leading to the end points, have
not yet been determined. Blue/red transitions indicate that the winner of
all nodes, on the paths of plays (according to all x∗p strategies) leading to
the end points, is player 0/1.
Nn
Zn
W0W1
G[Zn], p=1
G[Zn-1], p=0
G
G[Z0]
Attrp(G,Nn)\Nn
, p=0
Attrp(G[Zn],Nn-1)\Nn-1
Nn-1
Zn-1
Attrp(G[Zn-1],Nn-2)
\Nn-2
Nn-2
Zn-2
Figure 2.4.: Diagram to assist comprehension of the determinacy proof on
parity game G, where its maximum colour n is even, and there
are no colour gaps.
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Nn
Zn
W0W1
G[Zn], p=1
G[Zn-1], p=0
G
G[Z0]
Attrp(G,Nn)\Nn
, p=0
Attrp(G[Zn],Nn-1)
\Nn-1
Nn-1
Zn-1
Attrp(G[Zn-1],Nn-2)
\Nn-2
Nn-2
Zn-2 (X1)
(X0)
(X1)
(X1) (X0)
Figure 2.5.: Diagram to assist comprehension of the determinacy proof on
parity game G. This diagram shows the winner resolution of
nodes in each region when Xp has been resolved in every sub-
game.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the stages of the proof after reaching the subgame
G[Z0] (where n=0). We can identify the first portion of the Wp region in G
(i.e., X1 in G[Z0]). This winning region information can now be propagated
to subgame G[Z1] to solve previously “unresolved” nodes. The process re-
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peats for all subgames G[Zi] (for i ∈ {1 . . . n}) until the entire game G is
solved.
2.7. Solver algorithms and tools
This section introduces the parity solvers and a toolkit that are used in the
experiments of this thesis.
2.7.1. Zielonka’s recursive solver
Zielonka’s recursive solver [Zie98] is essentially constructed from the steps
taken in the determinacy proof shown in Section 2.6.5. The pseudocode of
our Zielonka implementation (shown in Figure 2.6) follows the pseudocode
in [GTW02, ch. 6] closely, but omits the winning strategy resolution. In
Chapter 4, we measure the relative performance of parity game solving after
applications of various colour compression techniques, and use Zielonka’s
solver as a benchmark. The winning strategy extraction logic in Zielonka’s
solver [Zie98] does not contribute to the winning region resolution (it merely
records the desired successors according to the attractors computed in the
respective winning regions).
In Chapter 5, we develop new parity game solver algorithms and compare
them to Zielonka’s solver. Similarly, the winning strategy extraction logic
in these new parity game solvers simply records the desired successors ac-
cording to their special attracting rules (more details in that chapter), and
does not contribute to the actual game solving. In order to emphasise the
design essence and improve algorithmic comprehension of solvers, we decide
to omit their strategy extraction logic from their implementations.
The winning strategy extraction aspect of Zielonka’s solver can be ne-
glected in our experiments for reduction of complexity (in programming),
and improvement in fairness of comparison, for both chapters. Therefore,
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it makes sense to develop the simplified implementation that omits the part
of logic for winning strategy extraction for fairer performance comparison.
zielonka(G = (V,E, c)) {
n = max{c(v) | v ∈ V }
if (n == 0) { return (V \Attr1(G, ∅), Attr1(G, ∅)) }
σ = n%2
Wσ = win-opponent(G, σ, n)
Wσ = V \Wσ
return (W0,W1)
}
win-opponent(G, σ, n) {
W = ∅
repeat {
W ′ = W
X = Attrσ(G,W )
Y = V \X
N = {v ∈ Y | c(v) == n}
Z = Y \Attrσ(G[Y ], N)
(Z0, Z1) = zielonka(G[Z])
W = X ∪ Zσ
} until (W ′ == W)
return W
}
Figure 2.6.: Pseudocode of Zielonka’s solver without resolution of the win-
ning strategies
2.7.2. The SPM solver
Small progress measures (SPM) algorithm [Jur00] solves a parity game by
extracting the winning regions for both players and the winning strategy
(see Section 2.5) for player 0. It achieves this by assigning a vector of
natural numbers, called small progress measure, to every node in the parity
game. There are specific rules about the relationship between a node’s
small progress measure value to its neighbours’. These values keep track of
reward/penalty properties of each node in all possible plays.
The algorithm goes through all nodes in the game, and checks whether
every node’s current small progress measure fulfils all these rules. We refer
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to this action as “stability check”. If the rules are broken for some node v,
then we call v “unstable“. Then v’s small progress measure will be updated
(incremented monotonically) until the rules are fulfilled again, thus v be-
comes “stable”. If one measure is changed, the algorithm repeats the scan
of the entire game.
The algorithm stops when no more changes occur, i.e., all the nodes in
the game become “stable”. The winning regions for both players and the
winning strategy for player 0 can be extracted from the final values of small
progress measures.
The essence of a small progress measure is a rank that guides player 0 to
select a more favourable successor amongst all the successors from a given
node, in order to maximise the encounters of even-cycles in all possible
plays. The final value of a small progress measure tells us the winner of the
node, and all the measures together are used to partition the game into two
winning regions, W0 and W1.
This algorithm essentially computes a least fixed point over a finite lattice
of progress measures. We defer a detailed exposition of this algorithm to
Chapter 3.
2.7.3. PGSolver
The tool PGSolver by Oliver Friedmann and Martin Lange supports a host
of deterministic, sequential algorithms (including an implementation of the
above SPM solver) and can often solve games with millions of nodes in
reasonable time [FL10]. It also supports a number of preprocessors that
optimise the parity game solving process, as well as a rich collection of
parity games for benchmarking.
We are particularly interested in the non-random benchmark games in
this collection. These parity games have known structural patterns. Their
accompanying generator tools support configuration options to conveniently
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set the desired sizes. These games are specifically designed to pose “difficul-
ties” (e.g., exponential running time) to one or more parity game solvers.
Therefore, it is interesting to observe the effects of our various parity game
algorithms on these benchmarks. Having said that, we will also use a ran-
dom benchmark in our study of partial solvers, as that will get us a sense
of how precise such solvers might be in general.
The detailed description of the configurations used in parity game gen-
eration in our experiments will be provided in the relevant sections of this
thesis. The version of PGSolver used in our experiments is 3.2.
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3. Improved Parity Game Solving
by Concurrency
3.1. Introduction
Solving parity games is generally hard. The decision problem of which player
wins a node is in UP∩ coUP [Jur98]. The complexity class UP is contained
in NP and defined based on the notion of an unambiguous nondeterminis-
tic Turing machine. This is a non-deterministic Turing machine with the
property that: if some run of that Turing machine accepts an input, then
there is only one such run.
Parity games are an important foundational concept in formal methods.
This is why we are interested in developing faster ways of solving them.
The best known deterministic algorithms for solving parity games have
sub-exponential running time. We believe that concurrency can be helpful
in dealing with combinatorial problems such as parity games by providing
speed-ups for (sub)exponential algorithms. Yet, not much research has been
done on the parallelisation of parity game solvers. This is somewhat sur-
prising, given the current shift to multi-core computing. We are only aware
of the work in [vdPW08], which implements and evaluates a solver based
on Jurdziński’s small progress measures (SPM) [Jur00] on a multi-thread
architecture.
The approach taken in that paper has a fairly complex configuration space
for the concurrent scheduling (e.g., a partition of the node set into pools of
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nodes, and specification of the process ordering/strategy in each partition)
and the performance of the parallel solver appears to depend significantly
on the said configuration state.
We believe that there is great potential in performance improvements
of the SPM solver. We therefore want to conduct research on how one
can implement concurrent versions of SPM in a more generic manner, with
less configuration space, and with more robust performance gains. In this
chapter we make the following two contributions. Firstly, we change the way
the algorithm in [vdPW08] accesses shared data and improve considerably
its run time. Secondly, we develop an alternative concurrent implementation
of SPM that:
• has less logical dependency on configuration state,
• exhibits a performance less dependent on configuration details, and
• has an experimentally observed linear speed-up in the parallelisation.
Both of the new implementations performs better than the other on some
of the benchmarks and both outperform the original implementation of
[vdPW08]. The aim of this research is not necessarily to find the best
performing concurrent parity game solver algorithm, nor to construct the
fastest parallel solver implementation. Rather, we here want to assert and
corroborate our intuition, that concurrency is beneficial in parity game solv-
ing, and develop an improved scheduling algorithm that is better than the
known existing attempt.
We now give an outline of this chapter. Section 3.2 describes SPM [Jur00]
in detail. Section 3.3 discusses what makes SPM a suitable candidate for
parallelisation, followed by a review of work (called the PW solver in this
thesis) [vdPW08] on parallelising the SPM solver on multi-core machines,
as does a presentation of our improvement to it in Section 3.4. The design
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and rationale of our algorithm (CSPM) and its implementation [HKP12a]
is found in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 shows the correctness proof of the
CSPM algorithm. Finally we discuss the experimental results and conclude
in Section 3.7 and 3.8.
3.2. Jurdziński’s small progress measures (SPM)
As already indicated in Section 2.7.2, SPM [Jur00] computes the small
progress measure for every node in the parity game. These small progress
measures are the witnesses of existence of even cycles (cycles of even colour)
in the game graph, and the winning regions (for both players) and one win-
ning strategy (for player 0) can be extracted from these measures.
Each step of the algorithm compares the small progress measure (of the
current node) to the measures of successor nodes. If the current measure
does not satisfy the SPM rules (we call this state “unstable”, further details
are deferred to Section 3.2.4), the value of the measure needs to be “up-
dated”. The process iterates through every node in the game graph until
every node becomes “stable”.
We explain the structure of small progress measure in detail first, followed
by the description of the SPM rules and algorithm.
3.2.1. Structure of a small progress measure
In parity game G = (V, V0, V1, E, c), the small progress measure of node
v ∈ V , denoted as ρ(v), is a vector of natural numbers of length n, where n
is 1 plus the index (the maximal colour in G). The even position elements
of such vectors are always 0, and the odd position elements i are bounded
by the number of nodes where their colours are equal to i in the game. Let
us formally define its structure in the following two definitions.
Definition 3.2.1. Given a parity game G = (V, V0, V1, E, c):
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• Value mi is the number of nodes v ∈ V where c(v) = i.
• Let d be the index (the maximal colour) of G.
• A small progress measure ρ(v) is a vector of natural numbers M0 ×
M1 × ...× Md, where Mi is equal to 0 if i is even, or is equal to n
where n ∈ {0, 1, ..., mi} if i is odd. Note that the zero values at even
positions do not add anything to the final evaluation of winning regions
or strategies. They can be removed in the optimised implementation of
SPM. We keep them in our presentation to simplify the SPM algorithm
and improve comprehension.
• The total function ρ : V → M0 × ... × Md, takes in a node as input
and returns its small progress measure. We denote node v’s small
progress measure value as ρ(v).
The SPM algorithm takes functions ρ and manipulates them at nodes.
From Definition 3.2.1, we see that the bound of a small progress measure
is determined by the structure (number of nodes of a certain colour) of the
parity game (it belongs to). Let us use an example to illustrate this point.
Example 3.2.1. Referring to parity game G0 in Figure 3.1, G0 has index
2. Therefore, ρ(v) for all nodes v ∈ V are in the form (0,x,0,y), where x, y
∈ N, with x ∈ {0, ..., m1}, and y ∈ {0, ..., m3}.
We see that G0 has m1 = 2, m3 = 1, so valid values in each of the
elements of ρ(v) can be,
Position 0th 1st 2nd 3rd
Value space Mi {0} {0, 1, 2} {0} {0, 1}
i.e. ρ(v) is bounded by 0201.
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00
v0
0000
3
v1
0000
2
v2
0000
1 v3
0000
0
v4
0000
1
Figure 3.1.: Parity gameG0 with initialised small progress measures denoted
next to their corresponding nodes.
3.2.2. Small progress measure comparison
The stability check of the SPM solver compares the small progress measures
lexicographically. The comparison operation takes in a natural number n
as a parameter and compares the measures from the 0 th position up to the
nth position in the vector.
Example 3.2.2. In parity game G of index 5, let small progress measures of
nodes v1 (i.e., ρ(v1)) and v2 (i.e., ρ(v2)) be (0,1,0,3,0,1), and (0,1,0,2,0,3),
then we have:
• ρ(v1) =1 ρ(v2), since the first two elements of ρ(v1) and ρ(v2) are
equal.
• ρ(v1) =2 ρ(v2), since the first three elements of ρ(v1) and ρ(v2) are
equal.
• ρ(v1) >3 ρ(v2), since the third (0-indexed) element of ρ(v1) is greater
than ρ(v2)’s (the comparison is performed up to the the third element,
the rest of the vectors are ignored).
• ρ(v1) >5 ρ(v2), since the third (0-indexed) element of ρ(v1) is greater
than ρ(v2)’s.
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A small progress measure can also be an infinite value, denoted as >. It is
the maximal value that is greater than any other small progress measures.
Definition 3.2.2. Formally, in all parity games G, > >i ρ(v), for all v ∈ V
and 0 ≤ i ≤ d, where d is the index of G.
Example 3.2.3. Considering ρ(v1) and ρ(v2) from Example 3.2.2, we have:
> >3 ρ(v1) >3 ρ(v2)
We will discuss how a small progress measure may become > through the
use of “update” rules in the next section.
3.2.3. Small progress measure incrementation
During parity game solving, the SPM algorithm progressively increments
some small progress measures. The incrementation (update) operator “+i”
is subscripted by a number i that specifies the position of the element in the
vector to increment. The following example demonstrates a series of such
increments on a small progress measure.
Example 3.2.4. Consider parity game G0 (Figure 3.1) which has m1 = 2
and m3 = 1 (c(v2) and c(v4) = 1, and c(v0) = 3), therefore all (non->) ρ
values in G are bounded by 0201. Recall that the elements in even positions
are always 0. If we apply +3 1 to an initialised small progress measure
(0000) repeatedly, then we get the increment sequence:
• 0000 +3 1 = 0001
• 0001 +3 1 = 0100 (overflow is carried to the previous odd position)
• 0100 +3 1 = 0101
• 0101 +3 1 = 0200
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• 0200 +3 1 = 0201
• 0201 +3 1 = >
In the last item above, when a small progress measure is incremented over
its bound, an overflow occurs, and the small progress measure becomes >.
Example 3.2.5. Using the small progress measure from game G0 (Fig-
ure 3.1) again, if we increment an initialised small progress measure (0000)
at various positions, then we get the increment sequence:
• 0000 +1 1 = 0100
• 0100 +3 1 = 0101
• 0101 +3 1 = 0200
• 0200 +1 1 = >
We now discuss how the SPM solver uses the small progress measures to
solve a parity game.
3.2.4. Small progress measure algorithm
The SPM solver has the following four stability rules:
1. If v is in V0 and c(v) is even, then ρ(v) ≥c(v) ρ(w) for some (v, w) in
E.
2. If v is in V0 and c(v) is odd, then ρ(v) >c(v) ρ(w) for some (v, w) in
E.
3. If v is in V1 and c(v) is even, then ρ(v) ≥c(v) ρ(w) for all (v, w) in E.
4. If v is in V1 and c(v) is odd, then ρ(v) >c(v) ρ(w) for all (v, w) in E.
Figure 3.2.: SPM stability rules.
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Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show the pseudocode of the auxiliary function prog(v, w)
and the SPM solver. Together they ensure all small progress measures
comply with the four SPM rules specified in Figure 3.2 at the end of the
execution.
1 if ρ(v) ≤c(v) ρ(w)
2 let ρ′(v) = trunElem(ρ(w), c(v))
3 ifc(v) is odd
4 ρ′(v) = ρ′(v) +c(v) 1
5 return ρ′(v)
6 else
7 return ρ(v)
Figure 3.3.: Pseudocode for prog(v, w).
Figure 3.3 shows the pseudocode of prog(v, w), which returns a small
progress measure that is no smaller than ρ(v), and greater than or equal
to ρ(w), for two nodes v and w. The method first compares ρ(v) and ρ(w)
with parameter c(v). If ρ(v) is greater than ρ(w), then the method simply
returns ρ(v). Otherwise, a new measure ρ′(v) is created with the same
elements up the the c(v)th position of ρ(w) – facilitated through a method
trunElem(). If c(v) is odd, then ρ′(v) is additionally incremented by 1 at
the c(v)th position.
This logic ensures a few properties:
• The elements above the c(v)th position of ρ(v) are not populated, i.e.,
they are set to 0.
• Even position elements of small progress measures are always 0, since
even-parity nodes u never have to perform incrementation at the
c(u)th position.
This effectively means that if ρ(v) is less than ρ(w), then ρ′(v) is incre-
mented (semantically more than once) from ρ(v) to a value that is greater
than or equal to ρ(w), depending on the parity of c(v). Method trunElem(ρ(w),
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i) (abbreviated from “truncate elements”, line 7) returns ρ(w) with the el-
ements higher than the ith position in the vector set to 0.
1 given a parity Game G = (V0, V1, E, c), V = V0 ∪ V1
2 for all v ∈ V
3 initialise ρ(v)
4 repeat
5 for all v ∈ V
6 if v ∈ V0 then
7 ρ(v) = min{prog(v, w) | (v, w) ∈ E}
8 else if v ∈ V1 then
9 ρ(v) = max{prog(v, w) | (v, w) ∈ E}
10 until no ρ(v) is changed
Figure 3.4.: SPM solver.
The main loop of SPM solver (Figure 3.4) starts by initialising all ρ(v)
in G to 0 (all elements are set 0), then checks stability for every node. The
algorithm then updates all v ∈ V to satisfy the SPM stability rules in the
following manner. For all w ∈ v.E, if node v is in V0, setting ρ(v) to the
minimum of prog(v, w) values ensures ρ(v) is at least strictly greater (or
greater than or equal to, depending on parity of c(v)) than at least one
of ρ(w). If node v is in V1, assigning ρ(v) to the maximum of prog(v, w)
ensures ρ(v) is strictly greater than (or greater than or equal to) all ρ(w).
v0
000
2
v1
000
2
v2
000
1 v3
000
0
v4
000
1
Figure 3.5.: The parity game G1 with the initialised small progress
measures.
The next example shows the complete steps of solving a parity game by
the SPM solver.
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Example 3.2.6. Consider G1 = (V, V0, V1, E, c) depicted in Figure 3.5.
Note that the index of G1 is 2, so ρ values have length 3. At the start of the
algorithm, ρ(v) for all v ∈ V are initialised to 000.
Let us extract facts for every node from the SPM rules to assist in our
example:
• ρ(v0) needs to be greater than or equal to ρ(v1), or ρ(v4).
• ρ(v1) needs to be greater than or equal to ρ(v0), and ρ(v2).
• ρ(v2) needs to be greater than ρ(v1).
• ρ(v3) needs to be greater than or equal to ρ(v2), or ρ(v4).
• ρ(v4) needs to be greater than ρ(v3).
The SPM solver scans the nodes in V in no particular order. For the
purpose of this example, let us assume it goes though nodes vi in ascending
order on i:
Iteration 1.
1. v0 ∈ V0 and c(v0) is even, so ρ(v0) needs to be ≥2 ρ(v1) or ρ(v4); this
is true, so no change.
2. v1 ∈ V1 and c(v1) is even, so ρ(v1) needs to be ≥2 ρ(v0) and ρ(v2);
this is true, so no change.
3. v2 ∈ V0 and c(v2) is odd, so ρ(v2) needs to be >1 ρ(v1); this is false,
so set ρ(v2) = ρ(v2) +1 1 = 010.
4. v3 ∈ V0 and c(v3) is even, so ρ(v3) needs to be ≥0 ρ(v2) or ρ(v4); this
is true, so no change.
5. v4 ∈ V1 and c(v4) is odd, so ρ(v4) needs to be >1 ρ(v3); this is false,
so set ρ(v4) = ρ(v4) +1 = 010.
Some ρ have been changed in the previous iteration, so the process repeats.
6. ρ(v0) (000) ≥2 ρ(v1) (000) or ρ(v4) (010), so no change.
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7. ρ(v1) (000) 6≥2 ρ(v0) (000) and ρ(v2) (010), so increment ρ(v1) to
010.
8. ρ(v2) (010) 6>1 ρ(v1) (010), so set ρ(v2) = ρ(v2) +1 1 = 020.
9. ρ(v3) (000) ≥0 ρ(v2) (020) or ρ(v4) (010), so no change.
10. ρ(v4) (010) >1 ρ(v3) (000), so no change.
Again, some ρ have been changed, so the process repeats.
11. ρ(v0) (000) 6≥2 ρ(v1) (010) or ρ(v4) (010), so increment ρ(v0) to 010.
12. ρ(v1) (010) 6≥2 ρ(v0) (010) and ρ(v2) (020), so increment ρ(v1) to
020.
13. ρ(v2) (020) 6>1 ρ(v1) (020), so set ρ(v2) = ρ(v2) +1 1 = >.
14. ρ(v3) (000) ≥0 ρ(v2) (>) or ρ(v4) (010), so no change.
15. ρ(v4) (010) >1 ρ(v3) (000), so no change.
Repeat.
11. ρ(v0) (010) ≥2 ρ(v1) (020) or ρ(v4) (010), so no change.
12. ρ(v1) (020) 6≥2 ρ(v0) (010) and ρ(v2) (>), so increment ρ(v1) to >.
13. ρ(v2) (>) >1 ρ(v1) (>), so no change.
14. ρ(v3) (000) ≥0 ρ(v2) (>) or ρ(v4) (010), so no change.
15. ρ(v4) (010) >1 ρ(v3) (000), so no change.
Repeat.
11. ρ(v0) (010) ≥2 ρ(v1) (020) or ρ(v4) (010), so no change.
12. ρ(v1) (>) ≥2 ρ(v0) (010) and ρ(v2) (>), so no change.
13. ρ(v2) (>) >1 ρ(v1) (>), so no change.
14. ρ(v3) (000) ≥0 ρ(v2) (>) or ρ(v4) (010), so no change.
15. ρ(v4) (010) >1 ρ(v3) (000), so no change.
Finally, there were no changes in the last iteration. The algorithm stops.
All nodes in G1 are now stabilised with the following final small progress
measures:
• ρ(v0) = 010
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• ρ(v1) = >
• ρ(v2) = >
• ρ(v3) = 000
• ρ(v4) = 010
v0
010
2
v1
>
2
v2
>
1 v3
000
0
v4
010
1
Figure 3.6.: The parity game G1 annotated with the stabilised small
progress measures.
Figure 3.6 shows game G1 annotated with the stabilised measures. The
correctness criterion for the SPM algorithm says that nodes that have mea-
sures equal to > are won by player 1, the rest are won by player 0. Therefore,
following the above results, the winning region W0 is {v0, v3, v4}, and re-
gion W1 is {v1, v2}. The winning strategy τw0 for player 0 is determined by
choosing the successor with the lowest progress measure from V0 nodes. In
this example, that strategy is:
τw0 =

v0 → v4
v3 → v4
v2 → v1 (since v2 has no other successors)
The SPM solver does not extract player 1 winning strategy. To work
around this issue, we convert G1 to its dual game G1, and solve for player
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0. The winning strategies for player 0 in G1 will be the winning strategies
of player 1 in G1. One simple way to create a dual game is to change the
ownership of all nodes, and add 1 to all colours in the original game, and to
leave the edge relation as is. The resulting game G1 is shown in Figure 3.7.
v0 3
v1 3
v2 2 v31
v42
Figure 3.7.: The dual parity game G1 of G1.
The SPM algorithm in [Jur00] iterates through the entire node set until
the progress measure function is stable. The work in [EWS01] introduced
a modified SPM algorithm which iterates through only nodes that require
update. It should in theory have lower overall computation complexity.
Technically, this algorithm requires a counter value and a value that contains
the “best” successor node for every node. If one were to create a parallel
implementation of this algorithm, synchronisation of these values, which
is required to ensure correctness, would have a detrimental effect on the
performance. In addition, the solver in [EWS01] is designed to solve a
specific type of parity game (consisting of only 3 colours). We therefore
strive to find an alternative algorithm that can solve generic parity games,
i.e., games with finite number of nodes and colours, but not restricted to a
fixed number, and has better balance between thread contention and overall
computational complexity.
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3.3. Enhancement of SPM through concurrency
The update operation on ρ(v) in the SPM solver only considers the small
progress measures of nodes in v.E. A change in value ρ(v) only impacts on
the small progress measures of nodes in E.v. Therefore, an update on ρ(v)
is only depending on/affecting v’s immediate neighbours. Due to this local
look up property, the SPM solver is particularly suitable for parallelisation,
and is chosen as the basis of our concurrent solver.
3.4. Known concurrent implementation, PW
solver
In [vdPW08], van de Pol and Weber introduce a concurrent implementation
of a parity game solver based on SPM (we call it PW solver in this thesis).
The PW solver partitions the set of nodes in parity game G into n partitions
V = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Pn, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, where each Pi is controlled by
a different thread i.
1 Partition V to P1, P2, ..., Pn
2 repeat
3 changed = false
4 do in parallel n times
5 for each v ∈ Pi ordered by selected permutation approach
6 ρ′(v) = update(ρ(v))
7 if ρ′(v) >c(v) ρ(v) then
8 ρ(v) = ρ′(v)
9 changed = true
10 await all terminate
11 until ! changed
Figure 3.8.: The PW algorithm
The pseudocode of the PW algorithm is shown in Figure 3.8. Each thread
i iterates through all nodes v of its partition Pi in an ordering specified by
one of the suggested permutation approaches in [vdPW08] (discussion of
these is deferred to later parts in this section). A thread i calculates the
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small progress measure value ρ′(v) for all such v (update(ρ(v)) on line 6) such
that ρ′(v) satisfies the SPM stability rules (Figure 3.2). If ρ′(v) >c(v) ρ(v),
then ρ(v) is updated to ρ′(v), otherwise ρ′(v) is discarded. This requires
thread i to read values of ρ for nodes from partitions assigned to other
threads.
The PW solver computes a least fixed point ρ where in each iteration all
threads work on their respective portion of ρ concurrently. The solver stops
when no thread modifies its portion of ρ (terminating condition on line 11),
as then no thread will obtain new work to do.
The implementation of the PW solver requires little modification from the
sequential SPM solver, and is thus a simple and elegant solution for utilising
processing resources of multi-core environments. But the performance of the
PW solver can be affected by configuration options, which we discuss next.
Each iteration in the PW solver can decide whether another iteration is
required only once all threads have finished their partition scans. We thus
want a fairly uniform balance of computational loads across threads so as
to minimise idling. But partitioning V into sets Pi of roughly equal size,
as done in [vdPW08], does not recognise that the computational load for
individual threads depends also on the number of successor nodes of nodes
in its partition. Also, the workload of individual threads should reduce as
computation progresses towards the least fixed point. But even if ρ(v) has
reached its least fixed point in partition Pi, an iteration of PW would still
require thread i to calculate a new and now redundant progress measure
ρ′(v).
In addition, the configuration state requires a selection of permutation
approach which specifies the ordering in which a thread goes through the
nodes in its partition. The permutation approaches suggested in [vdPW08]
include Swiping, Focus List, and Work List. In Swiping, each thread iterates
over its partition in backward exploration order, by attempting to process
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successor nodes before their predecessors. In Focus List, each thread main-
tains a prioritised list, containing nodes in its partition, ordered by frequency
of updates. The thread then goes through nodes in this list: the basic as-
sumption is that recently updated nodes are likely to be updated again. In
Work List approach, a work list contains nodes that need to be updated.
If the small progress measure of a node is updated, all its predecessors will
be added to the list. Each thread maintains its own work list, and other
threads are allowed to inject nodes into it.
These approaches either rely on the heuristics of the parity game gener-
ation, or trade off (either way) the computational complexity with higher
lock contention. There is no obvious method for deciding which of these
approaches is best in terms of overall performance, without prior analysis
of the structure of the parity game.
We present an improved version PWe of the PW algorithm, which exe-
cutes lines 6-9 in the PW code only when the method stable(v) (depicted in
Figure 3.10) returns false. Method stable(v) is computationally cheaper
than method update(v) (discussion of which is deferred to the next section),
so we expect to see some performance gain from PW to PWe.
For sake of comparison, we implemented both PW and PWe solvers on our
own platform. The results from our experiments (reported in Figures 3.16
and 3.17) on the PW solver corroborate the results reported in [vdPW08]
that there is some performance gain over the sequential version of SPM. The
PW solver is easy to program and has many configuration options. So we
believe that if one can derive suitable configurations from the structure of
input parity games, then the PW solver will be able to consistently deliver
its optimum performance.
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3.5. CSPM: our concurrent solution
We now report on our design of a concurrent SPM solver, denoted as CSPM
henceforth. The objectives of our design are to optimally utilise the re-
sources and processing power offered by the modern computing hardware,
to minimise idling of threads, and to ensure all threads are doing “useful”
work as much as possible.
The implementation of our CSPM solver is shown in Figure 3.9. It exploits
the local look up nature of small progress measure updates via the SPM
stability rules: a new value of ρ(v) is solely determined by current values of
ρ at successor nodes of v in v.E. Clearly, this means that one can process sets
of nodes concurrently without interference if these sets are not connected
by edges in E.
1 insert all v ∈ V to pendingQueue
2 repeat N times in parallel
3 let v = pendingQueue.remove(0)
4 if stable(v) is not true then
5 parallelLift(v)
6 add all nodes from {u ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ E} to pendingQueue
7 until pendingQueue = ∅
Figure 3.9.: Main loop of the CSPM algorithm
But even if (v, w) is in E, then updates to ρ(v) and ρ(w) cannot lead to
genuine interference. There are two possible cases:
1. If ρ(w) is updated before ρ(v), then the update of ρ(v) takes the new
value of ρ(w) into consideration, which is sound.
2. If ρ(v) is updated before ρ(w), then the update of ρ(v) is based on
stale data at w. But a subsequent update of ρ(w) causes another
iteration, at which point in time v has the current value of ρ(w). So
this is sound as well.
Our design of CSPM is informed by these insights in order to minimise
thread blocking so as to maximise total throughput. The code for CSPM
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has only two synchronised sections in its main loop, and it is shown in
Figure 3.9. The first one is the pendingQueue, which contains a list of
nodes that need to be processed, and maintains a counter of currently active
threads (not explicitly shown). Each thread decrements the counter at the
end of processing. The second one is the access to ρ(v), which is protected
by a multiple-readers/single-writer lock. Note that all locks used in the
implementation of CSPM are of this type. Other node attributes such as
owner, and colour are immutable, and so can be read by multiple threads
safely without the need for locking. This design aims to reduce critical
sections to finer synchronised segments, and lets multiple threads process
nodes without blocking each other until the actual update of the value ρ(v).
See the code parallelLift(v) in Figure 3.11.
We now discuss our CSPM solver in detail. In its main loop (Figure 3.9),
the queue pendingQueue holds the nodes which may require processing,
and so it initially contains all nodes. For a predefined number N of threads,
each thread i (for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}) removes the first node v from the queue,
increments the active thread count by 1, and processes v as follows.
On line 4, thread i examines whether the value of ρ(v) is stable for all w ac-
cording to the SPM stability rules by method call stable(v) (see Figure 3.10).
If so, nothing is modified. Otherwise, parallelLift (see Figure 3.11) is per-
formed on v to update the value of ρ(v). All the predecessors of v now may
be subject to modifications of their progress measures, and so they are all
added to the pendingQueue. The thread now decrements the active thread
count by 1. This process repeats and terminates when the pendingQueue
is empty and active thread count is zero.
We now discuss the auxiliary method stable(v) (depicted in Figure 3.10)
which checks whether ρ(v) satisfies the SPM stability rules. Access to mu-
table blocks has been marked by synchronized on symbols, indicating that
the following line/block (surrounded by curly brackets) is synchronised. Un-
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1 synchronized on ρ(v):
2 if ρ(v) = > then return true
3 for all w ∈ {v′ ∈ V | (v, v′) ∈ E}
4 synchronized on ρ(w):
5 let %(w) = ρ(w)
6 synchronized on ρ(v): {
7 if ρ(v) >c(v) %(w) then
8 if v ∈ V0 then return true
9 else if c(v) is even and ρ(v) =c(v) %(w) then
10 if v ∈ V0 then return true
11 else if v ∈ V1 then return false
12 }
13 if v ∈ V1 then return true
14 else return false
Figure 3.10.: stable(v)
marked lines are safe for concurrent access. This method contains finer syn-
chronised segments to avoid lengthy blocking. As already mentioned, the
mutable part ρ(v) of node v is protected by multiple-read/single-write locks
to ensure thread safety. This is sound as method stable(v) only needs read
access, therefore, the synchronized sections in method stable(v) are only
blocked when a write to the corresponding node’s small progress measure is
in progress.
Small progress measure comparisons are performed lexicographically up
to the position that is the colour of the left-hand side node, i.e., the com-
parison of ρ(v) and ρ(w) is done up to the c(v)th position. On line 2, if ρ(v)
is already >, it can not be incremented further (as > is the maximal small
progress measure value), and we thus consider ρ(v) stable. The remainder of
method stable(v) implements the SPM stability rules in Figure 3.2, relying
on a local copy %(w) of the current value of ρ(w), so that ρ(w) is accessed
only once. The rules are implemented as follows:
• If ρ(v) is greater than %(w) and v ∈ V0, the SPM stability rules for V0
are met and ρ(v) is deemed stable.
• If c(v) is even, v is in V0, and ρ(v) is equal to %(w), it means ρ(v) is
equal to at least one of {ρ(w) | w ∈ v.E}. This makes ρ(v) stable also.
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• If c(v) is even, v is in V1, and ρ(v) is equal to %(w), the stability of
ρ(v) is not yet decided. Since stability requires that ρ(v) ≥ ρ(w) for
all w ∈ v.E, we have to iterate through all successors of v.
• If v is in V1 and ρ(v) is less than %(w), then ρ(v) is unstable.
• Finally, the code only reaches line 13/14 if
– either ρ(v) is greater than all values %(w) and v is in V1, so ρ(v)
is stable.
– Or v is in V0 with ρ(v) less than all values of %(w), hence, ρ(v)
is unstable.
1 synchronized on ρ(v):
2 if ρ(v) = > then return
3 let ρnew(v) = ~0
4 for all w ∈ v.E
5 let ρ′new(v) = progc(v, w)
6 if ρnew(v) = ~0 then ρnew(v) = ρ′new(v)
7 else
8 if (v ∈ V1 and ρ′new(v) >c(v) ρnew(v))
9 or (v ∈ V0 and ρ′new(v) <c(v) ρnew(v))
10 then ρnew(v) = ρ′new(v)
11 synchronized on ρ(v):
12 if ρ(v) <c(v) ρnew(v) then ρ(v) = ρnew(v)
Figure 3.11.: parallelLift(v)
Figure 3.11 shows the pseudocode of method parallelLift(v). Its design en-
sures the correct, concurrent calculation of the potentially new value ρnew(v)
of ρ(v). On line 2, if ρ(v) is already >, the method simply returns and
performs no action. The temporary progress measure ρnew(v) holds the po-
tential value for ρ(v). Line 3 initialises ρnew(v) to value ~0, which denotes
that every element in ρnew(v) is initialised to 0.
The for-loop on lines 4 to 10 iterates through all w ∈ v.E, and stores in
ρnew(v) the maximum (respectively, minimum) value evaluated so far for w
that makes ρ(v) stable. Then ρ(v) is set to the final value of ρnew(v) after
having iterated through all w ∈ v.E, which is the only time the write lock
is acquired.
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1 synchronized on ρ(w):
2 let %(w) = ρ(w)
3 if %(w) = > return >
4 synchronized on ρ(v):
5 let ρnew(v) = ρ(v)
6 if ρnew(v) ≤c(v) %(w) then
7 let ρnew(v) = trunElem(%(w), c(v))
8 if c(v) is odd then
9 ρnew(v) = %(v)+c(v) 1
10 return ρnew(v)
Figure 3.12.: progc(v, w)
Method progc(v, w) (depicted in Figure 3.12) is a thread safe version of
prog(v, w)) and returns a progress measure ρnew(v) that is stable for w only.
The synchronised sections on line 2 and 5 take local copies of ρ(w) and ρ(v),
and store them in %(w) and ρnew(v), respectively. Therefore, the rest of the
method does not require further locking.
• If %(w) is >, then return >, as in this case, the only stable progress
measure for v is >.
• If ρnew(v) (at this point, it is simply ρ(v)) is greater than %(w), then
ρnew(v) (at this point, ρ(v)) is considered stable for w. Since we do
not reduce the value of ρ(v), we simple return ρnew(v) (which equals
to the value of ρ(v) at this point).
• Otherwise, the output of progc(v, w) needs to be greater than or equal
to, or strictly greater than %(w) (depending on the parity of c(v), see
the SPM rules in Figure 3.2) where elements higher than the c(v)th
position are “zeroed out”.
On line 4 of the main loop (Figure 3.9), we apply the same optimisa-
tion implemented in PWe solver, that the more computationally expensive
parallelLift() is only attempted on unstable nodes.
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>
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v1
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2 v3
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1
v4
>
2
Figure 3.13.: Parity game G2 annotated with stable progress measures.
Example 3.5.1. Let us demonstrate the possible “acceleration” that can
be achieved by CSPM. Referring to game G2 in Figure 3.13, consider the
following cases:
• Nodes v0 and v3 share no edge, so they can be processed in parallel.
• Note that v0 is a V1 node with odd colour, so ρ(v0) has to be strictly
greater than both ρ(v1) and ρ(v4) (according to SPM stability rules
in Figure 3.2). If the update to ρ(v0) happens before the update to
ρ(v4), and if ρ(v4) has the stale data 0100 (with ρ(v1) = 0001), then
ρ(v0) is updated to 0101. The node v0 is added to the pendingQueue
for reprocessing when v4 is processed. This requires one additional
iteration for ρ(v0) to reach the expected value (>).
• Similarly, v1 and v4 can be processed at the same time with no inter-
ference.
• However, if ρ(v4) is processed before ρ(v0), then ρ(v4) is first incre-
mented to >, and then ρ(v0) is subsequently updated to >, thus saving
one iteration for ρ(v0) to reach the expected value.
3.6. Correctness of CSPM solution
We now argue that our CSPM solver is correct (that it computes the ex-
pected winning regions and winning strategy) and that this correctness de-
pends neither on configuration details (such as the number of threads) nor
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on scheduling details. We define the meaning of the “state” of parity game
G in the setting of the small progress measure computation, followed by
the lemmas and the theorem that show the CSPM algorithm monotonically
increases the “state” of G and eventually computes the least fixed point.
Throughout the proofs in this section, we use v to denote the current
node, and w to denote any of v’s successor nodes, so w is in v.E. This
follows that both v and w are in V ; this fact may not be explicitly stated
in the proofs of this section.
The formal definition of method prog(v, w) (pseudocode in Figure 3.3) is
shown in Figure 3.14. Since the method called in CSPM (progc(v, w)) is only
a thread safe variation of prog(v, w) with no logical difference, we prove the
algorithm is correct for prog(v, w). Additionally, to aid the CSPM correct-
ness proof, we define a global state update function F (in Definition 3.6.2, it
is also shown in the same figure) that updates the small progress measures
of all nodes in game G once and simultaneously.
Definition 3.6.1. The set M>G consists of all possible small progress mea-
sure values for G plus >. For parity game G with node set V , let a single
state of G be a progress measure function ρ : V → M>G . We write SG for
the set of all possible states of G.
Definition 3.6.2. We define a global state update function F : SG → SG,
such that F (ρ) captures all updates one could have made in state ρ (i.e.,
updates for all v in V at the same time). Then the details of F (ρ)(v) for
each case of v is shown in Figure 3.14.
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prog(v, w) =

ρ(v), if ρ(v) >c(v) ρ(w)
trunElem(ρ(w), c(v)), if ρ(v) ≤c(v) ρ(w) ∧ c(v) is even
trunElem(ρ(w), c(v)) +c(v) 1, if ρ(v) ≤c(v) ρ(w) ∧ c(v) is odd
F (ρ)(v) =

ρ(v), if v is stable
min{prog(v, w) | w ∈ v.E}, if v is unstable and v ∈ V0
max{prog(v, w) | w ∈ v.E}, if v is unstable and v ∈ V1
Figure 3.14.: Definition of prog(v, w) where w is in v.E, and of F (ρ) for ρ
in SG
Because of concurrency, different runs of the CSPM solver typically gen-
erate different sequences of states. Let ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ... be one such sequence
of states. Let ρ1 and ρ2 be two different states. The set of states SG is a
finite lattice induced by the partial order ρ1 ≤ ρ2 iff ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(v) in
M>G for all v ∈ V [Jur00].
Lemma 3.6.1. The sequence, ρ1, ρ2, . . ., produced by CSPM is monotoni-
cally increasing.
Proof. On line 12 of Figure 3.11, we see that parallelLift(v) only up-
dates ρ(v) if ρnew(v) is greater. Therefore, an atomic step in CSPM ei-
ther increases ρ, or has no effect (but never reduces). If ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ...
is a sequence of states produced by a run of CSPM, then it follows that
ρ1 ≤ ρ2 ≤ ρ3 ≤ ...
We then show that F is a monotone function on that lattice, that its
least fixed point is the state computed by SPM, and that our CSPM solver
computes exactly that state. In order to prepare these results, we first prove
the key properties of the global update function F .
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Lemma 3.6.2. Let G be a parity game. Then we have:
1. For all ρ in SG, ρ ≤ F (ρ), i.e., F is extensional.
2. For all ρ1 ≤ ρ2 in SG, F (ρ1) ≤ F (ρ2), i.e., F is monotone.
Proof. In proofs, we write ρ′(v) as an abbreviation of F (ρ)(v).
1. In all three definitional cases of prog(v, w), the method returns a small
progress measure that is no less than the original ρ(v) value, so it is
clear that ρ(v) ≤c(v) prog(v, w). If ρ(v) is always less than or equal to
prog(v, w), then ρ(v) must be less than or equal to min{prog(v, w) |
w ∈ v.E}. Naturally, it follows that ρ(v) must be less than or equal
to max{prog(v, w) | w ∈ v.E}. This is true for all v in V . Hence,
ρ ≤ ρ′ = F (ρ).
2. Recall that ρ′i(v) (for i = 1 or 2) is the value of the new small progress
measure computed on account of all nodes w in v.E. If we can show
that ρ′1(v) ≤c(v) ρ′2(v) is true when ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(v) in all possible
cases of relations between ρi(v) and ρi(w), then the following rela-
tionship is always true:
ρ′1(v) ≤c(v) ρ′2(v)
when ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(v) is true.
All possible cases are:
(2a) ρ1(v) >c(v) ρ1(w) and ρ2(v) >c(v) ρ2(w).
(2b) ρ1(v) >c(v) ρ1(w) and ρ2(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(w).
(2c) ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ1(w) and ρ2(v) >c(v) ρ2(w).
(2d) ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ1(w) and ρ2(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(w).
Let us recall a few facts from the definition of prog(v, w) to assist in
the proof, when w is the only successor of v:
Fact 2i If ρ(v) >c(v) ρ(w), then prog(v, w) returns ρ(v). Hence,
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ρ′(v) =c(v) ρ(v).
Fact 2ii If ρ(v) ≤c(v) ρ(w), then prog(v, w) returns a new small
progress measure that is greater than or equal to ρ(v), i.e.,
ρ(v) ≤c(v) ρ′(v).
So the proofs of the above four cases given ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(v) are as
follows:
• Case (2a), if ρ1(v) >c(v) ρ1(w) and ρ2(v) >c(v) ρ2(w), then we
reason as follows:
ρ′1(v) =c(v) ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(v) =c(v) ρ′2(v) (Fact 2i), so ρ′1(v) ≤c(v)
ρ′2(v).
• Case (2b), if ρ1(v) >c(v) ρ1(w) and ρ2(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(w), then we
reason as follows:
ρ′1(v) =c(v) ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(v) ≤c(v) ρ′2(v) (Fact 2i and 2ii), so
ρ′1(v) ≤c(v) ρ′2(v).
• Case (2c), if ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ1(w) and ρ2(v) >c(v) ρ2(w), then we
reason as follows:
ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ′1(v) and ρ2(v) =c(v) ρ′2(v) (Fact 2i), for ρ′1(v) ≤c(v)
ρ′2(v) to be true, ρ′1(v) must be ≤c(v) ρ2(v). If ρ2(v) =c(v) ρ′2(v),
then v must be considered “stable” by the definition of F (ρ)(v),
which means ρ2(v) is the maximal value (at that point in time).
So it follows that ρ′1(v) ≤c(v) ρ′2(v).
• Case (2d part1), if ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ1(w), ρ2(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(w), and
v ∈ V0, then we reason as follows:
By the definition of F (Figure 3.14), ρ′1(v) = min{ρ1(w) | ∀w ∈
v.E}, and ρ′2(v) = min{ρ2(w) | ∀w ∈ v.E}.
Let w1, w2, ... be the successors of v. If ρ1 ≤ ρ2, then ρ1(w1) ≤c(w1)
ρ2(w1), ρ1(w2) ≤c(w2) ρ2(w2), ...Also, let ρ1(wn) = min{ρ1(w) | ∀w ∈
v.E}, and ρ2(wo) = min{ρ2(w) | ∀w ∈ v.E}, so ρ1(wn) ≤c(wn)
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ρ1(w) ∀ w ∈ v.E, and ρ2(wo) ≤c(wo) ρ2(w) ∀ w ∈ v.E.
Since ρ1(wo) ≤c(wo) ρ2(wo), this means ρ1(wn) ≤c(wn) ρ1(wo) ≤c(wo)
ρ2(wo), and we have ρ1(wn) ≤c(wn) ρ2(wo)⇒ ρ′1(v) ≤c(v) ρ′2(v).
• Case (2d part2), if ρ1(v) ≤c(v) ρ1(w), ρ2(v) ≤c(v) ρ2(w), and
v ∈ V1, then we reason as follows:
By the definition of F (Figure 3.14), ρ′1(v) = max{ρ1(w) | ∀w ∈
v.E}, and ρ′2(v) = max{ρ2(w) | ∀w ∈ v.E}.
Let w1, w2, ... be the successors of v. If ρ1 ≤ ρ2, then ρ1(w1) ≤c(w1)
ρ2(w1), ρ1(w2) ≤c(w2) ρ2(w2), ...Also, let ρ1(wn) =max{ρ1(w) | ∀w ∈
v.E}, and ρ2(wo) = max{ρ2(w) | ∀w ∈ v.E}, so ρ1(w) ≤c(w)
ρ1(wn) ∀ w ∈ v.E, and ρ2(w) ≤c(w) ρ2(wo) ∀ w ∈ v.E.
Since ρ1(wn) ≤c(wn) ρ2(wn), this means ρ1(wn) ≤c(wn) ρ2(wn)
≤c(wn) ρ2(wo), and we have ρ1(wn) ≤c(wn) ρ2(wo) ⇒ ρ′1(v) ≤c(v)
ρ′2(v).
Hence, F (ρ1) ≤ F (ρ2) if ρ1 ≤ ρ2.
This concludes the proof that F is both extensional and monotone.
Using that lemma, we can formally prove the correctness of our CSPM
solver.
Lemma 3.6.3. Let ρm be the output of CPSM. Then ρm is a fixed point of
F .
Proof. The underlying lattice has finite height (and so no infinite ascending
chains exist). So the sequence produced by CSPM is monotonically increas-
ing but will stop at some point (otherwise this would contradict the fact
that there are no infinite ascending chains).
Since F is extensional, we have ρm ≤ F (ρm). To see F (ρm) ≤ ρm, note
that ρm+1 equals ρm and so this is stable at all nodes v, and so F will also
not increase ρm.
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Lemma 3.6.4. Let ρ1, ρ2, . . . be a sequence produced by CSPM. Let ρ be
some fixed point of F . Then ρi ≤ ρ for all i.
Proof. We show this claim by mathematical induction on i. For i = 0, the
claim says that ρ0 ≤ ρ and this is true as ρ0 is the least element in the
lattice. Assume that ρi ≤ ρ, then ρi+1 ≤ F (ρi) (intuitively as F makes all
the updates that CPSM makes, and potentially more). Since F is monotone
we get F (ρi) ≤ F (ρ) by the induction hypothesis. But F (ρ) is ρ as this is
a fixed point. So the claim follows.
Theorem 3.6.1. Let G be a parity game. Every function ρ computed by
our CSPM solver for G is the least fixed point of F for game G.
Proof. Let ρm be the output of CSPM. We show that ρm is a fixed point of
F in Lemma 3.6.3. But in Lemma 3.6.4, we have shown that each ρi and
also ρm are less than or equal to every fixed point of F , so this is also true
for the least fixed point of F .
Let τ be the least fixed point of F , then ρm ≤ τ since ρm is less than or
equal to every fixed point of F (including the least one). Considering ρm is
a fixed point of F , it follows that τ ≤ ρm, as the former is the least fixed
point of F . Since ≤ is a partial order, we conclude that τ equals ρm, and
the final output of CSPM is the least fixed point of F as desired.
This theorem ensures that our CSPM solver always computes the correct
final state, no matter how scheduling works or how many threads run.
3.7. Experimental evaluation
3.7.1. Experimental assumptions and setup
The purpose of our implementations is to enable us to observe the relative
performance difference of various solver algorithms under the same condi-
tions. They are not intended to be used as practical parity game solver tools.
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Hence, we implemented solvers in Scala for ease of programming and com-
prehension. Scala is an object-functional programming language that pro-
duces executables that run in Java Virtual Machine environment. Games,
nodes, and small progress measures are coded as domain objects which un-
derstand their roles and responsibilities. For example, a node object knows
who its predecessors/successors are, and a small progress measure object
ρ(v) knows how to compare itself with other small progress measures, tak-
ing into consideration that the comparison is performed from 0th position
up to the position corresponding to c(v).
The intended purpose of our algorithm is to assert that the performance of
generic parity game solving process can be improved by use of concurrency.
Therefore, we also did not implement optimisations that exploit knowledge
of the game structure, as we seek comparisons across a wide spectrum of
parity game types as alluded to in the introduction. In addition [vdPW08],
none of the suggested permutation approaches in [vdPW08] were identified
as being uniformly better. So we only implemented Swiping (Section 3.4)
approach, as it is the simplest heuristic to program. In it, each thread
iterates through all nodes in its partition in some ordering. By the same
token, we did not implement hardware specific optimisations in [vdPW08]
as they would blur relative comparisons of the algorithmic essence of solvers.
All experiments are run on a multi-core machine, a server with four Dual-
Core AMD OpteronTM 8220 SE processors running at 2.8 GHz, and 16G
of RAM. This effectively means the total number of CPU cores available
is eight. We measure the wall-clock time (lapse time between start and
termination of the process) to solve different parity game types under various
solver configurations. No prior analysis is carried out on the generated
games to inform solver configurations.
PGSolver [FL10] is used to generate non-random games. By default these
parity games are max-parity (i.e., higher colours are more significant). As
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we deal with min-parity games, we therefore perform polarity shift on these
as part of the game generation step. As we do not control the node creation
order of PGSolver game generation, we therefore can not guarantee that
the exploration orders of the generated games are favourable for our PWe
implementation. A list of brief summaries of the non-random games used
in the experiments is shown in Figure 3.15.
• Clique: fully connected games with alternating colours and no self-
loops.
• Ladder: layers of node pairs with connections between adjacent layers.
• Jurdzinski: worst cases for small progress measure solvers.
• Recursive Ladder: layers of 5-node blocks with loops.
• Strategy Impr: worst cases for strategy improvement solvers.
• Model Checker Ladder: layers of 4-node blocks.
• Tower Of Hanoi: captures well-known puzzle.
Figure 3.15.: List of non-random games used in the experiments.
Non-random game experiments include 5 iterations of tests for a solver
configuration against each of the game types listed above. We show the
average results of five iterations to allow for and address timing variations
in running parallel programs on the same game. The notation CSPMX
refers to CSPM solver with X threads, and PWeY is PWe solver using Y
threads (hence using Y partitions). Similarly for the PWY notation.
The games are denoted by
GameName[xx] vv/ee/cc,
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where xx is the game configuration option, and vv/ee/cc describes inter-
nal structure of the game. Part vv is the number of total nodes, ee the
total number of edges, and cc the index of the game. For example, a
Jurdziński[25 50] 3850/10149/52 game is the worst case game for the
SPM algorithm defined in [Jur00] of 25 layers and 50 blocks, whose node
count, edge count and index are 3850, 10149 and 52. Note that most of the
games used in the experiment have large indices compared to the maximum
index 4 for PW in the experiments of [vdPW08].
We also evaluate our concurrent implementations of SPM on randomly
generated parity games. The random games used in our experiment are
generated by our own parity game generator. The games generated are
noted by
xx/yy/zz/cc,
where xx is the number of nodes. Node ownership is determined by a
fair coin flip for each node independently. Every node v has between yy
to zz out-going edges to nodes other than v itself, which eliminates self-
loops. We also set yy to 1 in our experiment so this ensures that these
games have no dead-ends. Colours at nodes are chosen at random from
{0, . . . , cc}. Finally, we perform static colour comparison (further details
can be found in Section 4.2.4) to eliminate gaps, so there are no colour gaps.
The latter means that, e.g., a set of colours {0, 3, 4, 5, 8} is compressed to
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Since random games with the same configuration can still
vary greatly in structure (hence greater timing variations), this part of the
experiment includes twenty iterations.
For both random and non-random parts of the experiment, each test
consists of the following sequence of activities:
1. Use PGSolver or our random game generator to create parity game G
with desired game configuration.
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2. For each solver configuration Solver Config listed in Figure 3.16 (and
Figure 3.17):
a) Solve G with Solver Config to extract winning regions W0 and
W1.
b) If Solver Config = CSPM16, we verify that the computed win-
ning region for player 0 (W0) is correct by this manner. We first
remove all edges, from V0 nodes, that are inconsistent with the
computed player 0’s winning strategy τw0 in W0, we assert that
the remaining graph contains no cycles of odd colour. Then we
save the solution {W0,W1} as {W0,W1}saved. We do this because
the winning regions produced by various solver configurations of
the same game have to be identical. We only have to verify the
correctness of the regions once and cache the results for future
comparison.
c) For other values of Solver Config, verify that the generated pair
of winning regions {W0,W1} equals {W0,W1}saved.
The time taken to generate parity games (step 1), and to verify winning
regions (step 2b and 2c) are excluded from the experimental results. If one of
the solutions fails the verification steps (step 2b or 2c), the whole experiment
is aborted. This was useful for debugging code for our experiments, and
the completion of the experiments indicated our solvers did not produce
inconsistent solutions.
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3.7.2. Experimental results on random games
Solver
Config
200/1/
40/200
400/1/
80/400
800/1/
160/400
1000/1/
200/400
1600/1/
200/400
1600/1/
320/400
2000/1/
400/400
CSPM16 290 1229 6162 9723 24717 178434 397277
CSPM8 193 890 5214 8566 31303 182188 441682
CSPM4 297 1505 9626 16231 49124 241133 539127
CSPM2 554 2904 17964 29889 80443 311870 697870
CSPM1 1102 5817 36178 58892 143616 446105 1007521
PWe16 497 765 4364 7324 31799 207221 695064
PWe8 193 721 4443 7248 31082 200117 655174
PWe4 292 1171 7634 12498 42412 223781 723586
PWe2 488 2182 14581 23977 67956 269671 817696
PWe1 1003 4336 29626 48159 119185 356286 916465
PW16 605 2003 11431 19491 71316 550779 1796483
PW8 382 1761 11966 19974 77008 551511 1670156
PW4 635 3122 23054 37975 119321 602335 1765632
PW2 1200 6037 44109 72318 192291 743073 2011881
PW1 2335 11755 86395 142373 349662 1018271 2496656
Figure 3.16.: Average times (in ms) for 20 runs of xx/yy/zz/cc games for
CSPM and PWe.
Figure 3.16 shows our experimental results for random games. As already
stated, the experiment includes 20 iterations of tests to allow solver timing
variations due to randomness of the game structures. The set of solver
configurations are displayed in rows and game specifications are listed in
columns. The indices of the random games are capped at 400, except for
200-node games.
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For CSPM, the average runtime shows 8 threads are optimal for games
with fewer than 1600 nodes in the experiment. For all the game specifica-
tions in the experiments, CSPM enjoys around 30% to 50% reduction in
solver time from one to two threads, 22% to 48% reduction from two to four
threads, and 18% to 47% reduction from four to eight threads.
For larger games with 1600 nodes or more, we observe that using 16
threads delivers extra performance (2% to 21% time reduction from 8 threads).
We understand that the computational complexity for processing a node v
is associated with the number of v’s successors (i.e., |v.E|). The value ρ(v)
can reach its fixed point only if all ρ(w) values reach their fixed points.
When the number of successors passes a certain threshold, the benefit of
having extra threads to push a greater number of “areas” towards their least
fixed points begins to outweigh the additional context switching overhead
due to the handling of multiple threads per CPU. Hence, ρ may reach its
least fixed point in fewer iterations and so in less wall-clock time.
We now compare CSPM, PW, and PWe. In our experiment, the optimal
performances of CSPM are consistently 49% to 76% faster than PW’s opti-
mal runtimes across the game configurations tested, while the performance
of PWe is closer to that of CSPM. Note that PWe and PW algorithms differ
only in an added stability check. This indicates that the stability check is
effective in increasing overall performance in solving random games. Specif-
ically for CSPM vs PWe, we do observe that for games with fewer than
1600 nodes (and fewer successors), PWe outperforms CSPM slightly. This
behaviour is reversed for larger games. This observation shows that PWe’s
strategy which favours reduction of thread contention is advantageous for
games with lower computational complexity.
In addition, the raw data without application of averaging suggest that
run times for solving different games of the same type can vary quite sig-
nificantly, especially for larger games. Run times of “harder” games can
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be orders of magnitude longer than those of “easier” games of similar size.
We attribute this to the existence of large winning regions W1 with high
colour nodes. Solvers then need to increment a greater number of small
progress measures from a relatively low value all the way to >. This update
process can heavily increase the running time as the index may be as large
as 400. As these discrepancies apply to both CSPM and PWe solvers, it is
still apt to compare their relative differences through the averaged statistics
discussed already.
Our experimental data confirm that none of these solvers can avoid an
exponential blowup in the size of games. But we do see a linear speed-up for
the CSPM solver. Experiments on games with more than 2000 nodes (and
index capped at 400) did not complete in a reasonable amount of time, due
to resource constraints imposed by our test server and programming model.
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3.7.3. Experimental results on non-random games
Solver
Config
Clique
[300]
300/
89700/
300
Ladder
[400]
800/
1600/2
Jurdz-
iński [5
5] 85/
209/12
Recur-
sive
Ladder
[12] 60/
129/38
Strat-
egy
Impr [1]
35/
70/42
Model
Checker
Ladder
[500]
1501/
2001/1000
Tower-
Of-
Hanoi
[5] 972/
1698/2
CSPM16 7046 1050 21719 39292 1870 2326 4159
CSPM8 7044 1469 13614 19740 1794 2221 4038
CSPM4 13532 1842 11815 19035 1976 4180 4012
CSPM2 26782 5913 20454 26290 1858 8546 3753
CSPM1 53081 10963 37133 46348 1577 16666 4142
PWe16 4640 1523 152996 273252 11443 5828 1008
PWe8 9229 1259 122632 204970 8669 5015 456
PWe4 18058 506 100210 227154 8504 9406 841
PWe2 36490 1769 110400 147838 10056 18467 1890
PWe1 36732 3736 63323 83922 12806 36714 5149
PW16 10147 1503 177485 351314 11046 6277 1040
PW8 14540 1222 146117 311333 11171 5365 497
PW4 25994 384 135423 356054 11872 10415 912
PW2 51555 1284 130394 100873 18309 20558 1930
PW1 102161 3380 90594 141976 25346 40838 5396
Figure 3.17.: Average times (in ms) for 5 runs of non-random games [FL10]
with CSPM, PWe, and PW.
We now discuss the analysis of the non-random game experimental results
shown in Figure 3.17. The game size configurations are chosen to exhibit
similar running times for different game types used and a manageable to-
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tal running time for our experiments. Comparing CSPM amongst various
thread counts alone, we see that CSPM with 8 threads do not always pro-
duce optimal results in our experiment. Eight threads deliver worse per-
formance than 4 threads for Jurdziński[5 5], Recursive Ladder[12],
and TowerOfHanoi[5]. This suggests that solving of these games causes
a high degree of thread contention. CSPM16 delivers better performance
than CSPM8 for Ladder[400]. This behaviour is similar to the results ob-
served in the random game experiment (Secton 3.7.2) when game size and
successor count become large.
Comparing CSPM to PWe and PW, within the constraints of our ex-
perimental setup, the optimal results CSPM outperform the optimal PWe
and PW solver for 4 out of 7 game types (Jurdziński[5 5], Recursive
Ladder[12], Strategy Impr[1] and Model Checker Ladder[500]). One
of the contributing factors is the scheduling of its task delegation. The
pendingQueue maintains only nodes likely to require updates, so threads
can concentrate on performing “useful” tasks. The optimal time reductions
from CSPM to PWe observed are 56% to 81% solver time reduction for
these four games.
Game Ladder[400] and TowerOfHanoi[5] have extremely small indices
(2). A small index implies a short small progress measure and so there is low
computational load in each update. Intuitively, this structure would incur
high thread contention. The threads spend relatively fewer CPU cycles on
node processing, and more on node switching. This resource usage is more
suited for scheduling strategies of PW and PWe, which favour reduction of
thread contention over computational load.
Game Clique[300] is a fully connected parity game, which means that
all nodes have all other nodes as successors (and so there are no self-loops).
Nodes in this game also alternate in ownership and parity of colour. There-
fore, this is one configuration where every partition is likely to make an
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equal (or very similar) partition of the load, which suits the PWe algorithm
extremely well.
In Figure 3.17, we see that the optimal performance of PWe is better
than PW for 6 out of 7 game types (except Ladder[400]). This indicates
that the added stability check is also beneficial for most non-random game
types used in the experiment. Game Ladder[400] consists of a chain of
nodes, and so one small progress measure update on node v causes a chain
reaction of updates/checks on all its predecessor nodes. During solving,
the nodes in this structure would often be “unstable”, PWe (and CSPM for
that matter) needs to frequently perform stable(v) and then parallelLift(v).
The duplicated activities cost extra processing.
The combination of new scheduling algorithm and added stability check
allows CSPM to exhibit 31% to 87% performance gain over PW under
their optimal thread counts for most games, except for the two games with
extremely small indices.
3.8. Conclusion
We implemented a concurrent version of the Small Progress Measure solver
for parity games (CSPM) [HKP12a], and have formally proven its correct-
ness. Our implementation of CSPM relies on the maintenance of a synchro-
nised queue (pendingQueue), which keeps a list of nodes that are potentially
unstable. In addition, the threads are only blocked when accessing the pend-
ingQueue, decrementing the active thread counter (counter increment is in
the same block as node removal), and when the mutable property (i.e., small
progress measures) of nodes is being written. They only become idle when
pendingQueue is empty as there is then no more work to do. The program
terminates when the queue is empty and active thread counter becomes 0.
Because of this, we believe CSPM achieves a good balance between com-
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putational complexity and thread contention, and should deliver better per-
formance over SPM [Jur00], a known parallel implementation of SPM in
[vdPW08] (PW), and our on variation of PW, the algorithm PWe. In the
settings of our experiments, the results support this expectation:
• The optimal average running time of CSPM (8 or 16 threads) is 82%
to 94% of the average running time of the SPM solver (i.e., PW1,
since there is one partition/thread for the whole game) in a multi-core
environment for all of the random game types used in our experiment.
• For random games with 1600 nodes or more, CSPM’s optimal solver
time is 49% to 76% less over PWe for their optimal thread counts.
• The optimal average running time of CSPM has performance gains
between 26% to 95% of reduction over the SPM solver (i.e., PW1) for
all non-random game types used in our experiment.
• For non-random games whose indices are greater than 2, CSPM’s
optimal solver time is 31% to 87% less over PWe for their optimal
thread counts.
• Game Ladder[400] and larger random games (1600 nodes or more)
share similar solver behaviour, that extra thread count to update more
regions simultaneously helps ρ to reach its least fixed point sooner,
hence delivering better performance.
We note that the PWe algorithm suits the structure of Clique[300] (a
fully connected game) extremely well, and delivers the best optimal per-
formance. In our experiments, we observe better performances from PWe
and PW for Ladder[400] and TowerOfHanoi[5] than CSPM. Both of these
have small indices of 2. Also PWe performs more favourably than CSPM
for random games with fewer than 1600 nodes. These experimental results
give us these insights. The CSPM solver is more suited than PWe for larger
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parity games (games with higher computational complexity). In addition,
CSPM performs better than PW (as well as the original SPM, i.e., PW1)
for all random games we generated. We therefore have experimental sup-
port for our hypothesis that our CSPM solver is more flexible and generic
as it does not rely on configuration details, e.g., a predefined partition of
the game graph.
At first glance, our work may seem similar to the approach in [EWS01].
Both algorithms keep pending queues and contain logic to reduce the compu-
tational complexity by avoiding unnecessary small progress measure update.
However, the algorithm in [EWS01] has only sequential concerns and is a
special case solver that restricts to parity games of three colours (0, 1, and
2). Therefore, it has very different pending queue initialisation and stability
check considerations when compared to our concurrent generic parity game
solver.
In conclusion, we think that our implementations and experimental re-
sults attest to the great potential that concurrency may bring to parity
game solving.
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4. Descriptive Complexity of
Parity Games
4.1. Introduction
The aim of research in this chapter is to reduce the computational complex-
ity of the parity games prior to sending them to a solver. We discuss the
algorithms developed from this work [HKP12b], which effectively reduce the
maximal colours in min-parity parity games without altering their winning
regions and strategies. One of the properties used in the correctness proofs
of these algorithms emerges as an effective way to describe the complexity
of parity games.
Solving parity games is generally hard, as alluded to in Chapters 1, 2,
and 3. The decision problem of which player wins a node is in UP ∩ coUP
[Jur98]. A number of solvers have been developed and researched since
parity games were first introduced to assist the study of µ-calculus and tree
automata independently by Mostowski [Mos91], and Emerson and Jutla
in 1991 [EJ91]. Some examples of these solvers include Jurdziński’s SPM
[Jur00], Schewe’s Big-Steps [Sch07], and Zielonka’s recursive solver [Zie98].
Given parity game G = (V , V0, V1, E, c), let m be |E|, and n be |V | (the
numbers of edges and nodes, respectively). Also, without loss of generality,
assume there are no colour gaps (see Definition 4.2.2 in Section 4.2.4) in
the ascending sorted list of colours in G, and let d be the index/maximal
colour. The computational complexities of these solvers are as follows, where
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we consider worst-case upper bounds of the running time:
• Small progress measures [Jur00]: O(d×m× ( nd/2)d/2)
• Big-steps [Sch07]: O(m × k×nd
γ(d)), where k is a small constant, and
γ(d) = d/3 + 1/2 − 1/3d − 1/(dd/2ebd/2c) if d is even, and γ(d) =
d/3 + 1/2− 1/(dd/2ebd/2c) if d is odd.
• Recursive solver [Zie98]: O(m× nd).
From the above, we see that the index of the parity game is the most domi-
nant factor in the computational complexities, and therefore, it is beneficial
to develop an effective method to reduce this value. An existing folklore
method (we call it static colour compression [FL10], and defer its details
to Section 4.2.4) reduces the number of colours in linear time by simply
removing gaps between colours. Although it is quick to run and does not
alter the winning regions and strategies, it does not reduce the index to the
minimal possible value.
In parity game G, if a play λ is infinite, then there must be a cycle C
in λ. We know that the parity of the minimal infinitely visited colour k
determines the winner of the play λ. This means node v (in C), whose
colour is k, is the deciding factor of the outcome of play λ. Other nodes
w in λ, whose colours are not minimal (i.e., c(w) > k), do not contribute
to the outcome of λ. Hence, changing c(w) to a value no smaller than k
has no effect on the outcome of λ. It follows that if all nodes that have the
minimal colours in their respective cycles remain to be the minimal colour
node (in their respective cycles), and maintain their existing parities after
a possible colouring function change, the outcomes of all possible plays in
game G will not be changed. Hence, the winning regions and strategies of
players in game G will remain the same.
Furthermore, it is a well known fact that parity games are determined and
players have a pure positional memoryless winning strategy to win in their
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respective winning regions [EJ91, Mos91, Zie98]. Therefore, the proposed
colour compression algorithm only needs to consider simple cycles (defini-
tions of cycle and simple cycle are provided in Section 4.2.2). We only need
to maintain the parities of the colours of all simple cycles in G in order
to keep the same solution. A formal correctness proof of this finding is in
Section 4.3.
When considering only simple cycles, the algorithm becomes more ef-
fective/aggressive in reducing the indices of parity games. However, this
improvement comes at a cost. The problem of deciding whether there is a
simple cycle through two nodes in a directed graph is NP-complete ([EIS76]
and [FHW80]). It turns out that the cycle detection version of the algorithm
is actually a good over-approximation which can be implemented practically
and produces fairly close results to the exact version (that relies on simple
cycle detection) in our experiment.
In the correctness proof of this algorithm, we introduce a measure of
descriptive complexity for parity games. Traditional computational com-
plexity deals with the worst bounds, whereas descriptive complexity looks
at individual problem instances (here, a parity game) and characterises
their complexities by how much resources one needs in order to describe
them. Examples of descriptive complexity include Kolmogorov complexity
of words over an alphabet, and the DAG-width of a directed acyclic graph
(more details in Section 4.2.1). The Kolmogorov complexity of a piece of
text is a (typically) shorter form of the English description of the text. The
DAG-width describes how close a directed graph is to a directed acyclic
graph, this value being the maximal node size after decomposing a directed
graph to a tree structure.
In our case, our descriptive complexity of a parity game is its index or
colouring function. We know that parity games can be reduced to a game
having only one or two colours (solve the game, assign colours of all W0
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nodes to 0, and allW1 nodes to 1). However, this is not very interesting. We
want to define a more meaningful minimum index or shortest description, in
order to measure the complexity of parity games better. Such a definition
has the potential to lead to better preprocessors, or even new parity game
solvers. Therefore, we want to look for the minimum index required for the
game to maintain the same winning regions and strategies.
In [CM99], the Rabin index in automata has been defined to be the min-
imal number of pairs needed in a Rabin acceptance condition to recognise
some set of infinite words. The definition of the minimal index in parity
game mentioned above is similar in spirit, thus we also name this index
as the Rabin index (in parity games), which is required for G to maintain
its crucial structural invariants (namely its winning regions and strategies).
This can therefore be seen as finding the shortest description of parity game
G.
The approach we propose ignores the ownership of nodes and only con-
cerns itself with the colours of the nodes. Forgetting node ownership is
shared by the notion of the DAG-width. Here we define an equivalence
relation between colouring functions. Although the over-approximated (cy-
cle) version of the algorithm was discovered earlier, for a more coherent
presentation of this material, we introduce the exact version of the algo-
rithm (called rabin) first. It takes in an original colouring function c and
returns a new colouring function c′ whose index is equal to the Rabin index.
We then discuss the complexity of the algorithm and show that the Rabin
index calculation is in EXPTIME and has NP-hard decision problems as-
sociated with it. We then present the over-approximated version of rabin,
the algorithm rabinα, which has an implementation that has a polynomial
bound on its running time.
In [CKW11], two different approaches to parity game complexity reduc-
tions are introduced using stuttering bisimilarity and strong bisimilarity to
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minimise game structures. Their algorithms reduce the arena of the whole
game (i.e., nodes, edges and colours) by identifying the equivalence of win-
ners of nodes, rather than manipulating the colouring function.
We now provide an outline of this chapter. Section 4.2 contains back-
ground relevant to this research but not previously covered. We define what
colour compression means, and show an example of a known “folklore” static
colour compression method. We then present the proposed approaches and
their proofs of correctness in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The chapter concludes
with a description of the experimental framework, the results, and discus-
sion of related work.
4.2. Background
4.2.1. Descriptive complexity
Descriptive complexity classifies the complexity of a problem by the effort
required to describe the problem. It is useful in characterising the complex-
ity for a particular problem in a given instance or configuration, rather than
presenting the worst bound of all problems of the same type. Here we give
two examples.
Kolmogorov complexity
The Kolmogorov complexity [LV08] of a piece of text string is the length of
the shortest description required to express it.
Example 4.2.1. Given a text string S0 “xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx”, one
possible short English description of S0 is “x 24 times”. The length of S0
is 24, the length of short description is 8 (excluding white spaces). In this
case, we might say that the Kolmogorov complexity of S0 is 8.
Example 4.2.2. Given a text string S1 “ADfacXVsfadfrtwrtere24AZ”, there
is no obvious way to express S1 in a more compact form. In this case, we
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say the Kolmogorov complexity of S1 is simply the length of S1 itself, which
is 24.
One can formalise this notion and make it more precise, by appealing
to Turing machines that accept strings of text. But here we only need an
intuitive understanding to motivate the work in this chapter. The Kol-
mogorov complexity is useful in indicating how complicated the structure
of a text string is. If a text string has high Kolmogorov complexity, it in-
dicates the string is likely to be void of easily recognisable patterns, hence
lacking simple expressions to succinctly describe the content. We would
therefore expect that it is harder to compress than strings with lower Kol-
mogorov complexity. In this chapter, we also want to study by how much
the colouring function of a parity game can be “compressed” in a certain
sense.
DAG-width
In DAG-width analysis [BDHK06], a parity game arena (V , E) is decom-
posed into a tree, where each tree node contains a subset of nodes in V .
The algorithm extracts the winning regions and strategies for both players
by using a tree structure to identify occurrences of cycles in all possible
plays. The DAG-width is a measure of the size of the largest node in
the decomposed tree. It describes how close a directed graph (such as a
parity game arena (V,E)) is to a directed acyclic graph. In this approach,
the descriptive complexity of a parity game is a measure over a derived
tree. Parity games that have bounded DAG-width are polynomially solvable
[BDHK06].
We want to develop a similar measure to describe the complexity of di-
rected graphs but also want to consider the colouring functions of parity
games. In our proposed approach, a small Rabin index implies the structure
of the corresponding parity game is simple, i.e. it can be computationally
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less complicated to solve.
4.2.2. Cycles and simple cycles
Our proposed algorithms detect the existence of cycles and simple cycles in
parity games in order to determine whether it is “safe” to reduce the colour
of a node. We give definitions of these terms here.
Definition 4.2.1. 1. A path P in a directed graph (V,E) is a sequence
v0, v1, . . . , vn of nodes in V such that (vi, vi+1) is in E for every i in
{0, 1, . . . , n− 1}.
2. A cycle C in a directed graph (V,E) is a path v0, . . . , vn with (vn, v0)
in E.
3. A simple cycle C in a directed graph (V,E) is a cycle v0, v1, . . . , vn
such that for every i 6= j in {0, 1, . . . n} we have vi 6= vj.
4. For (V,E, c), the c-colour of cycle C (or simply the colour of C) in
(V,E) v0,. . ., vn is min0≤i≤n c(vi). In other words, the colour of a
cycle is the minimal colour of all nodes in that cycle.
Simple cycles are paths that loop and no node has more than one outgoing
edge on that path. A cycle is defined similarly, except that it is allowed that
vi equals vj for some i 6= j, so a node on that path may have more than one
outgoing edge. The colour of a cycle is the minimal colour that occurs on
it.
For example, for the parity game in Figure 4.1, a simple cycle is v0, v4,
v3, v2, v1 and its colour is 1, a cycle that is not simple is v0, v1, v2, v1 and
its colour is 2.
4.2.3. Satisfiability problem
Our implementation of the simple cycle version of algorithm rabin calls
a SAT [ES04] solver. Satisfiability (SAT) is a computer science problem
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v0 3
v1 3
v2 2 v31
v42
Figure 4.1.: A parity game used to illustrate cycles and simple cycles.
where the problem is expressed by a set of boolean variables and constraints,
encoded in conjunctive normal form (CNF). We then ask the question “Does
there exist an assignment of these boolean variables so that the conjunction
of the constraints evaluate to true?”. If the answer is “yes”, then the problem
is satisfiable, otherwise it is unsatisfiable.
Example 4.2.3. Consider the following example, in which we have vari-
ables x1, x2, and x3. Constraint C0 is (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ x3. We ask can C0
evaluate to “true”?
The answer is “yes”. For example, C0 is “true” when x3 = “true” or (x1
∧ x2) = “true”, so C0 is satisfiable.
Example 4.2.4. For variables x1 and x2, let constraint C1 be (x1 ∨ x2) ∧
(¬x1 ∨ x2) ∧ ¬x2.
Since there is no variable assignment of C1 that evaluates to “true”, C1
is unsatisfiable.
We need to build a simple cycle detector in the implementation of our
algorithm rabin. We reduce the problem of deciding whether there exists a
simple cycle between two nodes to a SAT problem. So the fact that the cor-
responding SAT constraints are satisfiable is the witness of the existence of
some simple cycle between the nodes. We defer the details to Section 4.4.2.
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4.2.4. Static colour compression
Colour compression reduces the number of unique colours in colouring func-
tions. One of the known techniques to compress the colours in a parity game
is to simply remove the gaps (defined in Definition 4.2.2) of the colours
while maintaining the colour ordering between nodes. We call this method
static colour compression (discussed as priority compression by Friedmann
& Lange in [FL10]). This is a very simple way of compressing the colours.
Although it is fast to execute, it does not, in general, always achieve the
best possible colour reduction.
Definition 4.2.2. In parity game G, let d be its index, and mi be the
number of nodes v ∈ V with c(v) = i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. Then colour gaps are
those colours j where mj = 0.
Static colour compression works by checking all the colours (in ascending
ordering) that are present in the game graph, reducing the minimal colour
to 0 or 1, and then removes the gaps between the rest of colours, without
changing the parity and the ordering. The process stops when the maximal
colour has been checked/updated.
Considering the case when the colours in parity game G are sorted in
ascending ordering. If two “consecutive” colours c1 and c2 have unequal
values, then it means that G has no nodes with colours in between them.
In this case, all nodes with c2 colour can simply be changed to c1 if c1 and
c2 have the same parity. Otherwise, all c2 colour nodes can only be reduced
to as low as c1 + 1. This algorithm does not consider the edges of the
underlying parity game at all.
Definition 4.2.3. Let c0, c1, c2, ..., cm be the list of colours of all nodes
in parity game G such that ci−1 ≤ ci (in ascending ordering). The static
colour compression function scc: N → N is defined as,
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scc(ci) =

0, if i = 0 and ci%2 = 0
1, if i = 0 and ci%2 = 1
scc(ci−1), if ci%2 = ci−1%2
scc(ci−1) + 1, if ci%2 6= ci−1%2
The aim of the static colour compression algorithm is to reduce the dif-
ferences in colours between nodes by eliminating all gaps between colours
while maintaining the original parity and the ordering of colours. Let us
demonstrate the scc function by a simple example.
v0 10
v1 3
v2 6 v32
v45
(a) The original game.
v0 2
v1 1
v2 2 v30
v41
(b) Colour compressed game.
Figure 4.2.: A parity game G to demonstrate the static colour compression
algorithm.
Example 4.2.5. Consider the colours of parity game G in Figure 4.2(a).
Sorting colours according to Definition 4.2.3, we have {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4} as
{2, 3, 5, 6, 10}. We now apply scc on this list.
• scc(c0) = 0 (first colour, reduce to minimum possible)
• scc(c1) = 1 (different parity to previous node, so set scc(c1) to scc(c0)
+ 1)
• scc(c2) = 1 (c2 has the same parity as c1, hence the gap of 2 is not
necessary, set scc(c2) to scc(c1))
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• scc(c3) = 2 (as parities of c3 and c2 are different, set scc(c3) to scc(c2)
+ 1)
• scc(c4) = 2 (c4 has the same parity as c3, hence the gap is not neces-
sary, set scc(c4) to scc(c3))
The compressed game is shown in Figure 4.2(b). The static colour com-
pression algorithm managed to reduce the index of the game from 10 to 2.
Note that the parity of the minimal colour to occur infinitely often in a play
does not change because this algorithm does not change the parity of the
nodes, and also it pays special attention not to alter the global colour order-
ing of the nodes. A formal correctness argument of this reduction technique
is described in Section 2.4.3 in the PGSolver user guide [FL10]. We show
a modified version (to suit our notation and further development in this
chapter) of the proof here.
Theorem 4.2.1. Static colour compression does not change the winning
regions of parity game G.
Proof. Let G′ be the game after static colour compression is applied on G.
It is clear that Definition 4.2.3 shows scc is a total function, and preserves
parities. If we show that scc is also monotone, the node with the minimal
colour in an infinite play in G will also be the minimal colour node with the
same parity in the same play in G′. Since scc also preserves the parity of
the colour at that node, we then have shown that scc does not change the
winning region of parity games G.
So let c0, c1, c2, ..., cm be the list of all colours in G in ascending ordering
(i.e., ci ≤ cj for i ≤ j). In Definition 4.2.3, we see that scc(ci) only ever
increases from or remains equal to scc(ci−1), so scc(c0) ≤ scc(c1) ≤ ... ≤
scc(cm). Therefore, we have scc(ci) ≤ scc(cj) for ci ≤ cj .
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4.3. Colour compression by Rabin index
computation
We want to develop a more effective way of colour compression, and hope
to see more significant impact on the time reduction in solving the resulting
parity games. We reduce the complexity of colouring function c in parity
game G = (V, V0, V1, E, c) by transforming c to some colouring function c′.
Static colour compression ignores the game graph of G but preserves the
parity of all cycles in that graph. We are now studying whether a similar
compression can be achieved by taking the game graph into account, but
by “forgetting” which player owns what node.
Since we also want that transformation to ignore ownership of nodes,
it needs to be sound for every possible ownership structure V = V0 ∪ V1.
Therefore, for all such partitions V = V0 ∪ V1, the two parity games G =
(V, V0, V1, E, c) and G′ = (V, V0, V1, E, c′) that differ only in colours need to
be equivalent in that they have the same winning regions and the same sets
of winning strategies. We formalise this notion.
Definition 4.3.1. Let (V,E) be a directed graph and c, c′ : V → N two
colouring functions. We say that c and c′ are equivalent, written c ≡ c′, iff
for all partitions V0 ∪ V1 of V the resulting parity games G = (V, V0, V1, E, c)
and G′ = (V, V0, V1, E, c′) have the same winning regions and the same sets
of winning strategies for both players.
Intuitively, changing colouring function c to c′ with c ≡ c′ is sound: re-
gardless of what the actual partition of V is, we know that this change
will neither affect the winning regions nor the choice of their supporting
winning strategies. But the definition of ≡ is not immediately amenable
to algorithmic simplification of c to some c′. This definition quantifies over
exponentially many partitions, and for each such partition it insists that
certain sets of strategies are equal.
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We need a more compact characterisation of ≡ as the basis for designing
a static analysis. To that end, we appeal to the previously defined concepts
from graph theory. We can now characterise ≡ in terms of colours of simple
cycles. Crucially, we make use of the fact that parity games have pure,
positional strategies [EJ91].
Proposition 4.3.1. Let (V,E) be a directed graph and c, c′ : V → N two
colouring functions. We denote the colour in colouring function c by c-
colour. Then c ≡ c′ iff for all simple cycles C in (V,E), the c-colour of C
has the same parity as the c′-colour of C.
Proof. Let us write c ∼ c′ iff for all simple cycles C in (V,E), the c-colour
of C has the same parity as the c′-colour of C. We have to show that ∼
equals ≡.
1. We show that ∼ is contained in ≡. Let c ∼ c′ be given. We want
to show c ≡ c′. So let V0 ⊆ V be given. Consider the two derived parity
games (V, V0, V1, E, c) and (V, V0, V1, E, c′). Let W0 be the winning region
of player 0 in the parity game (V, V0, V1, E, c), and σ a strategy for player 0
winning for player 0 on W0 in (V, V0, V1, E, c).
Now consider an arbitrary strategy pi for player 1. Then pi is such a
strategy in both parity games (V, V0, V1, E, c) and (V, V0, V1, E, c′). Let v ∈
W0 and let P be the play in (V,E) that begins in v and is consistent with
σ and pi. Since P is consistent with deterministic strategies of both players,
its ultimately periodic behaviour determines a simple cycle C so that P is
composed of a (possibly empty) finite prefix and infinitely many repetitions
of C. Since v is inW0 and since σ is winning for player 0 inW0, we infer that
the c-colour of C has to be even. Since c ∼ c′, this means that the c′-colour
of C is even, too. The play is also won by player 0 in (V, V0, V1, E, c′).
Since pi was arbitrary, this shows that σ is also a winning strategy on
W0 in the parity game (V, V0, V1, E, c′). Therefore, W0 is a subset of the
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winning region W ′0 of player 0 in (V, V0, V1, E, c′).
A symmetric argument exists for winning region W1 in (V, V0, V1, E, c)
for player 1 and winning strategy pi for player 1 on W1. pi is also a winning
strategy on W1 in (V, V0, V1, E, c′) and that W1 is contained in W ′1, hence
the winning region of player 1 in (V, V0, V1, E, c′).
Combining these two insights, and since V equalsW0 ∪W1, it follows that
W0 equals W ′0 and that W1 equals W ′1. So the winning regions are equal
in (V, V0, V1, E, c) and (V, V0, V1, E, c′), and strategies that are winning on
these sets in one of the games (V, V0, V1, E, c) and (V, V0, V1, E, c′) are also
winning on these sets in the other game since c ∼ c′. (We showed this for
one player, but the result follows for the other player by symmetry.)
2. We show that ≡ is contained in ∼. Let c ≡ c′ be given. Let C
be a simple cycle in (V,E). Let the parity of the c-colour of C be even.
(The case when this is odd is proved symmetrically and so we omit that
proof.) Consider the parity games (V, V, ∅, E, c) and (V, V, ∅, E, c′) where V0
is defined to be V , and so V1 is empty. Since V0 equals V , player 0 has some
strategy σ such that σ(v) is again in C for all nodes v from C. Since the
c-parity of C is even, it then follows that C is contained in W0, the winning
region of player 0 in (V, V0, V1, E, c).
Since c ≡ c′ is assumed, we therefore know that W0 is also the winning
region of player 0 in (V, V, ∅, E, c′), and that σ is also a winning strategy on
W0 in that game. In particular, every play beginning in some node v from
C and consistent with σ is won by player 0 in (V, V, ∅, E, c′). But every such
play just repeats the simple cycle C infinitely often (it cannot generate a
sub-cycle of C as σ is deterministic and C is simple). The outcome of that
play is determined by the c′-colour of C. Therefore, the c′-colour of C has
to be even.
Next, we define the relevant measure of descriptive complexity, which will
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also serve as a measure of precision for the cycle version and simple cycle
version of the algorithms we will develop.
Definition 4.3.2. 1. A coloured arena is simply a parity game ignoring
node ownerships (V,E, c). Its index is maxv∈V c(v) and is denoted by
µ(c).
2. The Rabin index RI(c) of coloured arena (V,E, c) is
min{µ(c′) | c ≡ c′}.
3. The Rabin index of parity game (V, V0, V1, E, c) is RI(c) for (V,E, c).
The index µ(c) reflects the maximal colour occurring in c, which we re-
ferred to as d in earlier chapters. For a colouring function c : V → N on
(V,E), its Rabin index is the minimal possible maximal colour in a colouring
function that is equivalent to c. This definition applies to coloured arenas
and parity games alike.
As an aside, is µ(c) a good measure, given that µ(c+ n) = n + µ(c) for
c + n with (c + n)(v) = c(v) + n when n is even? And given that c may
have large colour gaps? Fortunately, this is not a concern for the Rabin
index of c. This is so as for all c′ ≡ c with µ(c′) = RI(c) we know that the
minimal colour of c′ is at most 1 and that c′ has no colour gaps – due to
the minimality of the Rabin index.
Intuitively, in order to prove that RI(c) < k for some k > 0 one has to
produce a colouring c′ with µ(c′) < k and show that all simple cycles in the
graph have the same parity under c and c′. As we will see below, deciding
for a given coloured arena (V,E, c) whether RI(c) is at least k is NP-hard
for fixed k ≥ 2.
Next, we present the simple cycle version of the algorithm that computes
a colouring function which witnesses the Rabin index of a given c.
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4.3.1. Rabin index computation
The following auxiliary lemma motivates the construction of our Rabin in-
dex computation algorithm. It provides sufficient conditions for a colouring
function c to have its own index µ(c) as its Rabin index RI(c).
Lemma 4.3.1. Let (V,E, c) be a coloured arena where
1. there is a simple cycle in (V,E) whose colour is the maximal one of c
2. for all v in V with c(v) > 1, node v is on a simple cycle C with colour
c(v)− 1.
Then there is no c′ with c ≡ c′ and µ(c′) < µ(c). And so µ(c) equals RI(c).
Proof. Let k be the maximal colour of c and consider an arbitrary c′ with
c ≡ c′.
Proof by contradiction: Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that
there is a colouring c′ with c′ ≡ c and µ(c′) < µ(c). Let the maximal colour
k′ of c′ satisfy k′ < k. By the first assumption, there is a simple cycle C0
whose c-colour is k. Since k′ < k and c ≡ c′, we know that the c′-colour of
C0 can be at most k − 2. Let v0 be a node on C0 such that c′(v0) is the
c′-colour of C0. Then c′(v0) ≤ k− 2. As all nodes on C0 have c-colour k, we
have also c(v0) ≥ k. For k < 2, then c′(v0) ≤ k − 2 gives us a contradiction
c′(v0) < 0. It thus remains to consider the case when k ≥ 2.
By the second assumption, there is some simple cycle C1 through v0 such
that the colour of C1 is k−1. In particular, there is some node v′0 in C1 with
colour k−1. But k−1 cannot be the colour of C1 with respect to c′ since v0
is on C1 and c′(v0) ≤ k − 2. Since c ≡ c′, the c′-colour of C1 is therefore at
most k−3. So there is some v1 on C1 such that c′(v1) ≤ k−3 < k−1 ≤ c(v1).
If c(v1) > 1, we repeat the above argument at node v1 to construct a
simple cycle C2 through v1 with colour c(v1)− 1. Again, there then have to
be nodes v′1 and v2 on C2 such that the colour c′(v′1) is the c′-colour of C2,
and such that c′(v2) ≤ k − 4 < k − 2 ≤ c(v2) holds.
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We can repeat the above argument to construct simple cycles C0, C1, C2, . . .
and nodes v0, v′0, v1, v′1, v2, v′2, . . . such that c′(vj) ≤ k−j−2 < k−j ≤ c(vj)
until k − j ≤ c(vj) ≤ 1. But then c′(vj) ≤ k − j − 2 ≤ 1 − 2 = −1, a
contradiction.
We now turn this characterisation into a workable algorithm for comput-
ing the Rabin index of parity games. In our Rabin index computation, we
define an “anchor” to help us to obtain the optimised colouring function c
with respect to the Rabin index. We give its definition here.
Definition 4.3.3. An anchor (colour) of node v is the maximal colour of
all those simple cycles C−1 that go through v, have 1-c(v)%2 parity, and
lower colours than c(v).
When no such simple cycles C−1 exist for v, we simply say v has no
anchor.
From the above lemma and definition, we introduce our simple cycle ver-
sion of the algorithm rabin, and the cycle version rabinα. We now discuss
the algorithm rabin, shown in Figure 4.3. It takes a colouring function
as input and outputs an equivalent one whose index is the Rabin index of
the input. Formally, rabin computes a colouring function c′ with c ≡ c′
and where there is no c ≡ c′′ with µ(c′′) < µ(c′). Then, RI(c) = µ(c′) by
definition.
We illustrate a run of rabin for the parity game in Figure 4.1. Let the
initial sort of cycle, in ascending colour ordering, be v3v4v2v0v1. Then
cycle changes no colours at v3 (as v3 has no anchor), at v4 (as the anchor
of v4 is 1 due to simple cycle v4v3), at v2 (as the anchor of v2 is 1 due to
simple cycle v2v1v0v4v3), but it changes c(v0) to 1 (as v0 has no anchor).
Also, c(v1) will not change (as the anchor of v1 is 2 due to simple cycle
v1v2).
Then pop changes c(v1) to 2 (as there is no simple cycle with colour
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rabin(V,E, c) {
rank =
∑
v∈V c(v);
do {
cache = rank;
cycle(); pop();
rank =
∑
v∈V c(v);
} while (cache != rank)
return c;
}
cycle() {
sort V in ascending c-colour ordering v1,v2,...,vn;
for (i=1..n) {
j = getAnchor(vi);
if (j == −1) { c(vi) = c(vi)% 2; }
else { c(vi) = j + 1; }
}
}
getAnchor(vi) {
for (γ = c(vi)− 1 down to (c(vi)− 1)%2; step size 2) {
if (∃ simple cycle C with colour γ through vi) { return γ; }
}
return −1;
}
pop() {
m = max{ c(v) | v ∈ V };
while (not ∃ simple cycle C with colour m) {
for (v in { w ∈ V | c(w) = m}) { c(v) = m − 1; }
m = m − 1;
}
}
Figure 4.3.: Algorithm rabin which relies on methods cycle, getAnchor,
and pop.
3). Let the sort of the second call to cycle be v0v3v1v2v4. Then the
corresponding list of anchor values is −1,−1, 1, 1, 1 and so cycle changes
no colours. Therefore, the second call to pop changes no colours either.
Thus the overall effect of rabin was to lower the index from 3 to 2 by
lowering c(v1) to 2 and c(v0) to 1. The final output is shown in Figure 4.4.
Algorithm rabin uses a standard iteration pattern based on a rank func-
tion which sums up all colours of all nodes. In each iteration, two methods
are called:
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v0 1
v1 2
v2 2 v31
v42
Figure 4.4.: The parity game from Figure 4.1 showing how rabin reduces
the original colouring function.
• Method cycle analyses the cyclic structure of (V,E) and so reduces
colours of nodes, until the second assumption of Lemma 4.3.1 holds.
• Method pop repeatedly lowers all occurrences of maximal colours by
1 until there is a simple cycle whose colour is a maximal colour (until
the first assumption of Lemma 4.3.1 holds).
These iterations proceed until neither cycle nor pop has an effect on the
colouring function. Method cycle first sorts all nodes of (V,E, c) in as-
cending colour values for c. It then processes each node vi in that ascending
order. For each node vi it calls getAnchor to find (if possible) an “anchor”
for vi. If getAnchor returns −1, then vi has no anchor as all simple cycles
through vi have colour c(vi), or there is no simple cycle through vi at all.
Therefore, it is sound to change c(vi) to its parity. Otherwise, getAnchor
returns the anchor colour j that is maximal in the sense that:
• there is a simple cycle C through vi whose colour j is smaller and of
different parity than that of vi, and
• for all simple cycles C ′ through vi, either they have a colour that has
the same parity as the colour of vi, or they have a colour that is less
than or equal to j.
The node on this simple cycle C with colour j is thus an anchor (node) for
node vi. Method cycle therefore resets c(vi) to j+ 1. The idea behind pop
is that one can safely lower maximal colour m to m− 1 if there is no simple
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cycle whose colour is m. For then all occurrences of m are dominated by
smaller colours on simple cycles.
Strictly speaking, it is sound for cycle to change c(vi) to 0 if there is no
simple cycle through vi, and c(vi) has parity 1. However, the reduction of
c(vi) from 1 to 0 will be dealt with by pop if c(vi) is the maximal colour
in the game. As a result, there will be no difference in the final colouring
function and index returned.
We now prove the soundness of our algorithm rabin.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let (V,E, c) be a given coloured arena and let c′ be the
colouring function that is returned by the call rabin(V,E, c). Then c ≡ c′
holds.
Proof. Let c = c0, c1, . . . be the sequence of colouring functions that reflect
the state changes of c in the call rabin(V,E, c). By Proposition 4.3.1, it
suffices to show that cn ∼ cn+1 for all such n. So let cn be given.
1. Consider first the case when cn+1 is obtained from cn by an execution
of the for-statement in pop. Then m is the maximal colour of cn but there
is no simple cycle in (V,E) that has cn-colour m. In other words, colour
m will never decide the cn-colour of a simple cycle. It is therefore safe to
decrease all occurrences of m to m− 1, as this will change the colour of no
simple cycle in (V,E). Since this change defines cn+1, we have ci ∼ cn+1 as
desired.
2. Now consider the case when cn+1 is the result of cn through the
execution of the if-branch in cycle, i.e., we consider a node vi for which
getAnchor returns −1. This means there is no simple cycle C through vi
in (V,E) whose cn-colour is lower than cn(vi) and has different parity than
cn(vi). Either vi is not on a simple cycle, or the colour of cycles through vi
can be at most cn(vi). It is therefore safe to reduce the colour of vi to that
parity, as done in cycle. For the resulting cn+1 we therefore have cn ∼ cn+1.
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v0
4 36 5 2
3 31 2 2
0
0
1
1v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1
iteration cycle pop
1 nil c(v6) = 5
2 c(v6) = 1 c(v5) = 4
3 c(v5) = 2 c(v4) = 3
Figure 4.5.: Coloured arena (V,E, c) and table showing effects of iterations
in the execution of rabin(V,E, c)
3. Now consider the case when cn+1 is the result of cn through the
execution of the else-branch in cycle. If the call to getAnchor returns j ≥ 0
for node vi, then consider an arbitrary simple cycle C in (V,E) through vi
whose colour p has a parity other than that of cn(vi). Then it must be
that j ≤ p by the definition of method getAnchor. So every simple cycle
through vi has either a colour that has the parity of cn(vi) or has a colour
p with j ≤ p. Therefore, it is safe to change the colour at vi to j + 1 (the
case j + 1 = cn(vi) will have no effect), resulting in new colouring function
cn+1: this is so since then all simple cycles through vi have the same parity
with respect to cn and cn+1.
Another run of rabin is seen in Figure 4.5: a coloured arena with c(vi) = i
(in red/bottom) produces output rabin(V,E, c) (in blue/top). The table
shows how c changes through repeated calls to cycle and pop. Each it-
eration of rabin reduces the measure µ(c) by 1. This illustrates that the
number of iterations of rabin is not bounded by a constant.
We note that ≡ cannot be captured by just insisting that the winning
regions of all abstracted parity games (games ignoring node ownership) be
the same. In Figure 4.6, we see a coloured arena with two colouring functions
c (in blue/top) and c′ (in red/bottom).
The player who owns node v will win nodes v and w as she chooses
between z or o the node that has her parity. So c and c′ are equivalent in
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that they always give rise to the same winning regions. However, if v is
owned by player 1, that player has a winning strategicy for c that moves
from v to w, but this is not winning for c′.
1
0
1 1
1
z
o
1 0
wv
0
Figure 4.6.: Two colouring functions c (in blue/top) and c′ (in red/bottom)
that give rise to the same winning regions, but not always to
the same winning strategies. Thus c 6≡ c′
In Figure 4.7, coloured arena (V,E, c) has odd index n and a Rabin index
of 2. Although there are cycles from all nodes with colour n, e.g., to the
node with colour n− 1, there are no simple such cycles. All colours reduce
to their parities; a single pass of cycle first reduces all bottom row nodes
to their respective parities, then it reduces all top row nodes (of colour n,
which has odd parity) to 1 since they all have an anchor of 0.
0
n
1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1
n n
nn− 121
Figure 4.7.: Colouring function c (red/bottom) has Rabin index 2, witnessed
by c′ (blue/top)
We now show that the output of rabin satisfies the assumptions of
Lemma 4.3.1. Since rabin is sound for ≡, we therefore infer that it com-
putes a colouring function whose maximal colour equals the Rabin index of
its input colouring function.
Theorem 4.3.1. Let (V,E, c) be a coloured arena. And let c∗ be the output
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of the call rabin(V,E, c). Then c ≡ c∗ and µ(c∗) is the Rabin index of c.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.2, we have c ≡ c∗. Since ≡ is clearly transitive, it
suffices to show that there is no c′ with c∗ ≡ c′ and µ(c′) < µ(c∗). By
Lemma 4.3.1, it therefore suffices to establish the two assumptions of that
lemma for c∗. What we do know is that since c∗ was returned by rabin,
neither cycle nor pop have an effect on c∗.
The first assumption of Lemma 4.3.1 is therefore true since pop has no
effect on c∗ and so there must be a simple cycle in (V,E) whose colour is
the maximal one in c. (This also applies to the boundary case when c∗ has
only one colour, as (V,E) has to contain cycles since it is finite and all nodes
have outgoing edges.)
As for the second assumption, let there be by way of contradiction some
node v with c∗(v) > 1 and no simple cycle through v with colour c∗(v)− 1.
Then cycle would have an effect on c∗(v) and would lower it, a contradic-
tion.
4.3.2. Complexity
We now discuss the complexity of the rabin algorithm and of the decision
problems associated with the Rabin index. We turn to the complexity of
rabin first.
Let us assume that we have an oracle that checks for the existence of sim-
ple cycles. Then the computation of rabin is efficient modulo polynomially
many calls (in the size of the game) to that oracle. Since deciding whether
a simple cycle exists between two nodes in a directed graph is NP-complete
(see e.g., [EIS76, FHW80]), we infer that rabin can be implemented to run
in exponential time.
Next, we study the complexity of deciding the value of the Rabin index.
We can exploit the NP-hardness of simple cycle detection to show that the
natural decision problem for the Rabin index, whether RI(c) is at least k,
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is NP-hard for fixed k ≥ 2. In contrast, for k = 1, we show that this
problem is in P. By duality the decision problem whether RI(c) is at most
k is co-NP-hard for fixed k ≥ 1.
Theorem 4.3.2. Deciding whether the Rabin index of a coloured arena
(V,E, c) is at least k is NP-hard for every fixed k ≥ 2, and is in P for
k = 1.
Proof. First consider the case when k ≥ 2. We use the fact that deciding
whether there is a simple cycle through nodes s 6= t in a directed graph
(V,E) is NP-complete. Without loss of generality, for all v in V there is
some w in V with (v, w) in E (we can add (v, v) to E otherwise). Our
hardness reduction uses a coloured arena (V ′, E′, c), depicted in Figure 4.8,
which we now describe:
t
00
0
0
0
0
k k−1 k−2 1 0
0
(V,E)
k
k−1
s
Figure 4.8.: Construction for NP-hardness of deciding whether RI(c) ≥ k for
k ≥ 2
We colour s with k− 1 and t with k, and colour all remaining nodes of V
with 0. Then we add k+1 many new nodes (shown in blue/top in the figure)
to that graph that form a “spine” of descending colours from k down to 0,
connected by simple cycles. Crucially, we also add a simple cycle between t
and that new k node, and between s and the new k − 2 node.
We claim that the Rabin index of (V ′, E′, c) is at least k iff there is a
simple cycle through s and t in the original directed graph (V,E).
1. Let there be a simple cycle through s and t in (V,E). Since there is
a simple cycle between s and the new k − 2 node, cycle does not change
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the colour at s. As there is a simple cycle through s and t, method cycle
also does not change the colour at t. Clearly, no colours on the spine can be
changed by cycle. Since there is a simple cycle between t and the new k
node, method pop also does not change colours. But then the Rabin index
of c is k and so at least k.
2. Conversely, assume that there is no simple cycle through s and t in
the original graph (V,E). It follows that t has no anchor and so cycle
changes the colour at t to the parity of k. Then, pop reduces the colour of
the remaining node coloured k to k − 1. Thus, it cannot be the case that
the Rabin index of c is at least k.
This therefore proves the claim. Second, consider the case when k = 1.
Deciding whether RI(c) is at least 1 amounts to checking whether c ≡ ~0
where ~0(v) = 0 for all v in V . This is the case iff all simple cycles in
(V,E, c) have even c-parity. But that is equivalent to the case iff all cycles
in (V,E, c) have even c-parity.
To see this, note that the “if” part is true as simple cycles are cycles. As
for the “only if” part, this is true since if there were a cycle C with odd
c-parity, then some node v on that cycle would have to have that minimal
c-colour, but v would then be on some simple cycle whose edges all belong
to C. At the risk of spelling out the obvious, this shows that we no longer
require simple cycle detection oracle for checking whether the Rabin index
is at least 1.
It remains to show that checking whether all cycles in (V,E, c) have
even c-parity is in P. Solving 1-player parity games is in P [FL09], and
(V, {}, V, E, c) is such a game. So we can verify, in P, whether the winning
region of that parity game for player 0 equals V ; if so, all cycles in (V,E, c)
have even c-parity, otherwise there must be a cycle with odd c-parity.
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4.3.3. Abstracting in the Rabin index by over-approximation
We now discuss an efficient version rabinα which replaces oracle calls for
simple cycle detection with over-approximating cycle detection (by Tarjan’s
DFS algorithm [Tar72], details deferred to Section 4.4.1). In fact, this static
analysis computes an abstract Rabin index, whose definition is based on an
abstract version of the equivalence relation ≡. We define these notions
formally.
Definition 4.3.4. 1. Let algorithm rabinα be algorithm rabin where all
existential quantifications over simple cycles are replaced with existen-
tial quantifications over cycles.
2. Let (V,E) be a directed graph and c, c′ : V → N two colouring func-
tions. Then:
a) c ≡α c′ iff for all cycles C, the parities of their c- and c′-colours
are equal.
b) The abstract Rabin index RIα(c) of (V,E, c) is min{µ(c′) | c ≡α
c′}.
Thus rabinα uses the set of cycles in (V,E) to over-approximate the set
of simple cycles in (V,E). In particular, c ≡α c′ implies c ≡ c′ but not the
other way around, as can be seen in the example in Figure 4.9.
In that example, we have c ≡ c′ since all simple cycles have the same
parity of colour with respect to c and c′. But there is a cycle that reaches
all three nodes and which has odd colour for c and even colour for c′. Thus,
c 6≡α c′ follows.
v
01 3
21 3 wu
Figure 4.9.: Colouring functions c (blue/top) and c′ (red/bottom) with c ≡
c′ but c 6≡α c′
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Note that the definition of ≡α is like the characterisation of ≡ in Propo-
sition 4.3.1, except that the universal quantification over simple cycles is re-
placed by a universal quantification over cycles for≡α. In proving Lemma 4.3.3,
we were thus able to reuse the proof for Lemma 4.3.2 where we replace ≡
with ≡α, rabin with rabinα, and “simple cycle” with “cycle” throughout
in that proof.
We now show that the over-approximation rabinα of rabin is sound
in that its output colouring function is equivalent to its input colouring
function. In addition, we further show that this output yields an abstract
Rabin index in Theorem 4.3.3 below.
First we discuss the lemmas required in the theorem.
Lemma 4.3.3. Let (V,E, c) be a coloured arena and let rabinα(V,E, c)
return c′. Then c ≡α c′ and µ(c′) ≥ RI(c).
Proof. Let c = c0, c1, . . . be the sequence of colouring functions that reflect
the state changes of c in the call rabinα(V,E, c). Since ≡α is transitive, it
suffices to show that cn ≡α cn+1 for all such n. So let cn be given.
1. Consider first the case when cn+1 is obtained from cn by an execution
of the for-statement in pop. Then m is the maximal colour of cn but there
is no cycle in (V,E) that has cn-colour m. In other words, colour m will
never decide the cn-colour of a cycle. It is therefore safe to decrease all
occurrences of m to m − 1, as this will change the colour of no cycle in
(V,E). Since this change defines cn+1, we have ci ≡α cn+1 as desired.
2. Now consider the case when cn+1 is the result of cn through the
execution of the if-branch in cycle. Then we consider a node vi for which
getAnchor returns −1. Therefore, there is no cycle C through vi in (V,E)
whose cn-colour is lower than cn(vi) and has different parity than cn(vi).
But the colour of cycles through vi can be at most cn(vi). Therefore, all
cycles through vi have the same parity as cn(vi). It is therefore safe to
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reduce the colour at vi to that parity, as done in cycle. For the resulting
cn+1 we therefore have cn ≡α cn+1.
3. Now consider the case when cn+1 is the result of cn through the
execution of the else-branch in cycle. If the call to getAnchor returns
j ≥ 0 for node vi, then consider an arbitrary cycle C in (V,E) through vi
whose colour p has a parity other than that of cn(vi). Then it must be
that j ≤ p by the definition of method getAnchor. So every cycle through
vi has either a colour that has the parity of cn(vi) or has a colour p with
j ≤ p. Therefore, it is safe to change the colour at vi to j + 1 (the case
j+ 1 = cn(vi) will have no effect), resulting in new colouring function cn+1:
this is so since then all cycles through vi have the same parity with respect
to cn and cn+1. (And both colouring functions could only break cn ≡α cn+1
by means of cycles through vi.)
We can now adapt the results for rabin to this abstract setting.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let (V,E, c) be a coloured arena where
1. there is a cycle in (V,E) whose colour is the maximal one of c
2. for all v in V with c(v) > 1, node v is on a cycle C with colour c(v)−1.
Then there is no c′ with c ≡α c′ and µ(c′) < µ(c), and so µ(c) = RIα(c).
Proof. Let k be the maximal colour of c and consider an arbitrary c′ with
c ≡α c′.
Proof by contradiction: Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that
there is a colouring c′ with c′ ≡α c and µ(c′) < µ(c). Let the maximal colour
k′ of c′ satisfy k′ < k. By the first assumption, there is a cycle C0 whose
c-colour is k. Since k′ < k and c ≡α c′, we know that the c′-colour of C0 can
be at most k− 2. Let v0 be a node on C0 such that c′(v0) is the c′-colour of
C0. Then c′(v0) ≤ k − 2. As all nodes on C0 have c-colour k, we have also
c(v0) ≥ k. Again, if k < 2 we have a contradiction right away. So let k ≥ 2.
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By the second assumption, there is some cycle C1 through v0 such that
the colour of C1 is k − 1. In particular, there is some node v′0 in C1 with
colour k−1. But k−1 cannot be the colour of C1 with respect to c′ since v0
is on C1 and c′(v0) ≤ k− 2. Since c ≡α c′, the c′-colour of C1 is therefore at
most k−3. So there is some v1 on C1 such that c′(v1) ≤ k−3 < k−1 ≤ c(v1).
If c(v1) > 1, we repeat this argument at node v1 to construct a cycle C2
through v1 with colour c(v1)−1. Again, there then have to be nodes v′1 and
v2 on C2 such that the colour c′(v′1) is the c′-colour of C2, and such that
c′(v2) ≤ k − 4 < k − 2 ≤ c(v2) holds.
In this manner, we can repeat this argument to construct cycles C0, C1, C2, . . .
and nodes v0, v′0, v1, v′1, v2, v′2, . . . such that c′(vj) ≤ k−j−2 < k−j ≤ c(vj)
until k− j ≤ c(vj) ≤ 1. But then we obtain c′(vj) ≤ k− j−2 ≤ 1−2 = −1,
a contradiction.
Similarly to the case for algorithm rabin, we now show that the output of
rabinα satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4.3.4. Since algorithm rabinα is
sound for ≡α, we therefore infer that it computes colouring functions whose
maximal colour equals the abstract Rabin index of their input colouring
function.
Theorem 4.3.3. Let (V,E, c) be a coloured arena. And let c∗ be the output
of the call rabinα(V,E, c). Then c ≡α c∗ and µ(c∗) is the abstract Rabin
index RIα(c).
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.3, we have c ≡α c∗. Since ≡α is transitive, it suffices
to show that there is no c′ with c∗ ≡α c′ and µ(c′) < µ(c∗). By Lemma 4.3.4,
it therefore suffices to establish the two assumptions of that lemma for c∗.
What we do know is that neither cycle nor pop have an effect on c∗ as it
was returned by rabinα.
The first assumption is therefore true since pop has no effect on c∗ and so
there must be a cycle in (V,E) whose colour is the maximal one in c. (This
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also applies to the boundary case when c∗ has only one colour, as (V,E)
has to contain cycles since it is finite and all nodes have outgoing edges.)
As for the second assumption, by way of contradiction let there be some
node v with c∗(v) > 1 and no cycle through v with colour c∗(v)− 1. Then
cycle would have an effect on c∗(v) and would lower it, a contradiction.
We now study the sets of parity games whose abstract Rabin index is
below a fixed bound. We define these sets formally.
Definition 4.3.5. Let Pαk be the set of parity games (V, V0, V1, E, c) with
RIα(c) < k.
We can now show that parity games in these sets are efficiently solvable,
also in the sense that membership in such a set is efficiently decidable.
Theorem 4.3.4. Let k be a fixed value that is greater than or equal to
1. All parity games in Pαk can be solved in polynomial time. Moreover,
membership in Pαk can be decided in polynomial time.
Proof. For each parity game (V, V0, V1, E, c) in Pαk , we first run rabinα on
it, which runs in polynomial time. By definition of Pαk , the output colouring
function c∗ has index < k. Then we solve the parity game (V, V0, V1, E, c∗),
which we can do in polynomial time as the index is bounded by k. But that
solution is also one for (V, V0, V1, E, c) since c ≡α c∗ by Lemma 4.3.3, and
so c ≡ c∗ as well.
That the membership test is polynomial in the running time can be seen
as follows: for colouring function c, compute c′ = rabinα(V,E, c) and re-
turn true if µ(c′) < k and return false otherwise; this is correct by Theo-
rem 4.3.3.
We note that algorithm rabinα is precise for coloured arenas A = (V,E, c)
with Rabin index 0. These are coloured arenas that have only simple cycles
with even colour. Since a coloured arena has a cycle with odd colour iff it
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has a simple cycle with odd colour, rabinα will correctly reduce all colours
to 0 for such arenas.
For Rabin index 1, the situation is more subtle. We cannot expect rabinα
to always be precise, as the decision problem for RI(c) ≥ 2 is NP-hard.
Algorithm rabinα will correctly compute Rabin index 1 for all those arenas
that do not have a simple cycle with even colour. Consider c from Figure 4.9,
algorithm rabinα can only change c to index 2 (c(u) = 1, c(v) = 2, and
c(w) = 2), although the Rabin index of c is 1.
4.4. Implementation details
The rabin/rabinα implementations used in the experiments are written
in Scala. We are interested in the study of descriptive complexity and the
impact that colour compressions have on the time taken to solve parity
games. It is not our intention to create a highly optimised parity game pre-
processor, nor to compete with a well established parity game tool kit, such
as PGSolver [FL10]. Therefore, all game elements are realised as objects for
the sake of conceptual simplicity in our implementations.
The implementation of rabin follows the pseudocode shown in Figure 4.3
closely. We program the simple cycle detection oracle by reducing the prob-
lem to incremental SAT solving (Section 4.4.2). The implementation of
rabinα has only one difference to rabin, that simple cycle detection oracle
is replaced by cycle detection (Section 4.4.1).
4.4.1. Cycle detection using Tarjan’s DFS algorithm
Cycle detection works by decomposing a directed graph into maximal strongly
connected components (SCCs) using Tarjan’s algorithm [Tar72]: if two
nodes are in the same SCC, then they are connected by a cycle. This
approach is linear in the number of edges. The pseudocode of our Tarjan
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SCC decomposition implementation is shown in Figure 4.10.
SCCs = ∅
i = 0
tarjan(G = (V,E)) {
stack = ∅; data = ∅
for v ∈ V {
if data(v) == ∅ {strong-connect(v,E)}
}
return SCCs
}
strong-connect(v,E) {
data(v) = (i, i)
i = i + 1
stack.push(v)
for w ∈ v.E {
if data(w) == ∅ {
strong-connect(w,E)
data(v) = (data(v).lhs, min{data(v).rhs, data(w).rhs})
}
else if stack(w) 6= ∅ {
data(v) = (data(v).lhs, min{data(v).rhs, data(w).lhs})
}
}
if data(v).lhs == data(v).rhs {
newSCC = ∅
temp = ∅
do {
temp = stack.pop()
newSCC = newSCC + temp
} while (v 6= temp)
SCCs = SCCs + newSCC
}
}
Figure 4.10.: Pseudocode of Tarjan’s SCC decomposition [Tar72].
4.4.2. Simple cycle detection using SAT
Our implementation of the simple cycle detection oracle expresses the game
arena (V , E) and the conditions that there exists a simple cycle between
two nodes vi and vj by SAT constraints. Then the satisfiability of these
constraints is a witness of the existence of such simple cycle. We solve this
problem by using a SAT solver (MiniSat) [ES04].
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As the study of efficiency of SAT constraints in the given problem is
outside the scope of this thesis, we did not strive to develop a more optimal
construction. In this section, we discuss the approach we did take to build
the simple cycle detection oracle used in the rabin implementation.
Given a directed graph (V , E), we express the existence of a simple cycle
between two nodes in V by the following variables and constraints.
Variables
1. For i ∈ {1..|V |}, create a boolean variable pi for every node vi.
2. For every node vi, assign a variable pi,x for every outgoing edge, where
x is the order of the outgoing edge, for 1≤ x ≤ k, where k is the number
of outgoing edges from vi (so we enumerate the outgoing edges in some
fashion).
3. For every node vi, assign a variable qy,i for every incoming edge, where
y is the order of the incoming edge, for 1 ≤ y ≤ l, where l is the number
of incoming edges to vi.
In our setting, we encode a single edge from vi by using all the outgoing
edge variables described in item 2 above together. When we want to indicate
a certain edge of node v is on (or “activated”), we set a prefix of the edge
variables to “false”, and a suffix of the edge variables to “true”. The position
of the first “true” variable is the order of the selected edge from v. We
proceed similarly for incoming edge variables in item 3 above.
For example, the assignment
¬pi,1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pi,j−1 ∧ pi,j ∧ . . . ∧ pi,k
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encodes the jth outgoing edge from vi. The assignment
¬q1,n ∧ . . . ∧ ¬qm−1,n ∧ qm,n ∧ . . . ∧ pl,n
encodes the mth incoming edge to vn.
Constraints
We will describe how the constraints are constructed based on the graph
structure, and provide intuitions on how the encoding works.
1. For every node vi, if pi,k is the last outgoing edge and ql,i is the last
incoming edge of vi, we add the constraint, pi → pi,k ∧ ql,i, which we
convert into CNF form as follows: ¬pi ∨ (pi,k ∧ ql,i), then
(¬pi ∨ pi,k) ∧ (¬pi ∨ ql,i)
2. For every node vi, we add the constraint, ¬pi → ¬pi,k ∧ ¬ql,i, which
we convert into CNF form as follows: pi ∨ (¬pi,k ∧ ¬ql,i), then
(pi ∨ ¬pi,k) ∧ (pi ∨ ¬ql,i)
Constraint 1 and 2 specify the initial conditions for every node. If vi
is considered to be on a simple cycle, then constraint 1 implies that
one of its edges is chosen. Dually, if vi is not considered to be on
a simple cycle, then we may assume one of its edges is not chosen
(constraint 2).
3. For every node vi, we add the constraint, pi,j → pi,j+1, for j < |v.E|
(number of outgoing edges from v). In CNF, this becomes
¬pi,j ∨ pi,j+1
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Constraint 3 ensures that if one of the outgoing edges of vi is “true”,
then it implies its next outgoing edge is also “true”. The effect of this
is that if the constraints encoding a simple cycle that involves the mth
outgoing edge are not satisfiable, then this constraint will “activate”
the next outgoing edge from vi.
4. For every node vi, we add the constraint, qj,i → qj+1,i, for j < |E.v|
(number of incoming edges to v). This becomes
¬qj,i ∨ qj+1,i
Constraint 4 has a similar effect as constraint 3 on the incoming edge
variables.
5. For every edge e ∈ E between vi and vj , if e is the mth outgoing edge
of vi, then represent e by ¬pi,m−1 ∧ pi,m. If e is the nth incoming edge
of vj , then represent e by ¬qn−1,j ∧ qn,j . As a result, this case adds
four constraints: ¬pi,m−1 ∧ pi,m → qn,j , ¬pi,m−1 ∧ pi,m → ¬qn−1,j ,
¬qn−1,j ∧ qn,j → pi,m, and ¬qn−1,j ∧ qn,j → ¬pi,m−1.
And we convert them into CNF:
pi,m−1 ∨ ¬pi,m ∨ qn,j
pi,m−1 ∨ ¬pi,m ∨ ¬qn−1,j
qn−1,j ∨ ¬qn,j ∨ pi,m
qn−1,j ∨ ¬qn,j ∨ ¬pi,m−1
For the case that m = 0, we have pi,m → qn,j and qn,j → pi,m, in the
CNF forms:
¬pi,m ∨ qn,j
¬qn,j ∨ pi,m
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If pi,m−1 or qn−1,j does not exist, then remove the constraints that
involved the missing variables.
Previously we mentioned that the assignment to encode one outgo-
ing/incoming edge uses all outgoing/incoming edge variables. Because
of the other constraints, this conjunction is equivalent to just the con-
junction of the border variables. Constraint 5 ensures that if an edge
is chosen as the outgoing edge from some node, then it is chosen as
the incoming edge of its target node.
6. For every edge variable pi,j , we have ¬pi,j−1 ∧ pi,j → pv′ , where v′ is
the jth successor of vi. Assuming pi,j−1 exists, its CNF form becomes
pi,j−1 ∨ ¬pi,j ∨ pv′
Otherwise, it is just pi,j → pv′ , in CNF form:
¬pi,j ∨ pv′
Constraint 6 says if the edge that enters node v′ is chosen, then node
v′ must be chosen as well.
7. If we want to detect the existence of a simple cycle vi and vj , set pi and
pj to “true”. We do this by simply including the following constraint:
pi ∧ pj
The conjunction of all these constraints forms the input to a SAT solver.
If the output is “satisfiable”, then it indicates there exists at least one simple
cycle between vi and vj . If the output is “unsatisfiable”, then there is no
such simple cycle.
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v1 p1 v2p2
v3 p3
p1,1 q1,2
q1,1 p2,1
p1,2 q1,3
p3,1 q2,2
Figure 4.11.: A directed graph D1 encoded in boolean variables.
Example 4.4.1. Figure 4.11 shows the directed graph D1. We want to
detect whether D1 contains a simple cycle between v1 and v2. We form
variables and constraints according to the approach described (also denoted
in the figure). The SAT solver input is the conjunction of all the following
constraints.
1. • (¬p1 ∨ p1,2) ∧ (¬p1 ∨ q1,1)
• (¬p2 ∨ p2,1) ∧ (¬p2 ∨ q2,2)
• (¬p3 ∨ p3,1) ∧ (¬p3 ∨ q1,3)
2. • (p1 ∨ ¬p1,2) ∧ (p1 ∨ ¬q1,1)
• (p2 ∨ ¬p2,1) ∧ (p2 ∨ ¬q2,2)
• (p3 ∨ ¬p3,1) ∧ (p3 ∨ ¬q1,3)
3. • ¬p1,1 ∨ p1,2
4. • ¬q1,2 ∨ q2,2
5. • ¬p1,1 ∨ q1,2
• p1,1 ∨ ¬p1,2 ∨ q1,3
• ¬p2,1 ∨ q1,1
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• ¬p3,1 ∨ q2,2
• ¬p3,1 ∨ ¬q1,2
• ¬q1,2 ∨ p1,1
• ¬q1,3 ∨ p1,2
• ¬q1,3 ∨ ¬p1,1
• ¬q1,1 ∨ p2,1
• q1,2 ∨ ¬q2,2 ∨ p3,1
6. • ¬p1,1 ∨ p2
• ¬p2,1 ∨ p1
• p1,1 ∨ ¬p1,2 ∨ p3
• ¬p3,1 ∨ p2
7. • p1
• p2
Given these encodings, the SAT solver returns “satisfiable” to indicate
that there is at least one simple cycle between v1 and v2.
v1 p1 v2p2
v3 p3
p1,1 q1,2
q1,1 p2,1
p1,2 q1,3 p3,1 q2,1
Figure 4.12.: A directed graph D2 encoded in boolean variables.
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Example 4.4.2. The following constraints detect whether there exists a
simple cycle between v2 and v3 in the directed graph D2 shown in Fig-
ure 4.12.
1. • (¬p1 ∨ p1,2) ∧ (¬p1 ∨ q2,1)
• (¬p2 ∨ p2,1) ∧ (¬p2 ∨ q1,2)
• (¬p3 ∨ p3,1) ∧ (¬p3 ∨ q1,3)
2. • (p1 ∨ ¬p1,2) ∧ (p1 ∨ ¬q2,1)
• (p2 ∨ ¬p2,1) ∧ (p2 ∨ ¬q1,2)
• (p3 ∨ ¬p3,1) ∧ (p3 ∨ ¬q1,3)
3. • ¬p1,1 ∨ p1,2
4. • ¬q1,1 ∨ q2,1
5. • ¬p1,1 ∨ q1,2
• p1,1 ∨ ¬p1,2 ∨ q1,3
• ¬p2,1 ∨ q1,1
• ¬p3,1 ∨ q2,1
• ¬q1,2 ∨ p1,1
• ¬q1,3 ∨ p1,2
• ¬q1,3 ∨ ¬p1,1
• ¬q1,1 ∨ p2,1
• q1,1 ∨ ¬q2,1 ∨ p3,1
6. • ¬p1,1 ∨ p2
• p1,1 ∨ ¬p1,2 ∨ p3
• ¬p2,1 ∨ p1
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• ¬p3,1 ∨ p1
7. • p2
• p3
Given these encodings, the SAT solver returns “unsatisfiable” to indicate
that there is no simple cycle between v2 and v3.
4.4.3. Implementation of the chosen parity game solver
We aim to achieve the following from the experiments in this chapter:
• compare the effectiveness of colour compression of rabinα to a known
colour compression algorithm – static colour compression,
• get a feel for how much the abstract Rabin indices are reduced from
the original indices of the selected random and non-random games,
• demonstrate the potential performance improvement in solving these
games, after the applications of various colour compression techniques,
using the selected parity game solver.
We have chosen to use Zielonka’s solver [Zie98] because it is shown to be
often faster than Jurdziński’s SPM [Jur00] and Schewe’s Big-Steps [Sch07]
in practice [FL09]. Also, its pseudocode has a relatively small profile which
reduced our coding effort.
Zielonka’s solver utilises set operations heavily, and its pseudocode in-
volves non-trivial set inclusion/exclusion logic. We wrote our Zielonka’s
solver in the Scala programming language due to its advanced support for
both functional and object oriented features. We are then able to implement
and express the required logic concisely, and this results in clearer and more
maintainable code.
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4.5. Test framework
The experiments in this chapter are conducted on non-random and random
games separately. Each run of the experiments generates a parity game G
= (V, V0, V1, E, c) of a selected configuration. Static colour compression and
rabinα are performed on these games. We report the number of iterations
that rabinα runs until cycle and pop have no effect, i.e., the number of
iterations needed for µ(c) to reach RIα(c). Finally, we record the wall-
clock time required to solve original, statically compressed, and rabinα-
compressed games, using our implementation of Zielonka’s solver [Zie98].
Non-random games are generated using the same process as described in
Section 3.7 with xx/yy/zz/cc specifications, but now using the PGSolver
[FL10] toolkit (randomgame command) and different size configurations.
The test server used to carry out the experiments has an Intel R© CoreTM i5
CPU running at 3.20GHz, and 8G of RAM.
4.6. Experimental results
Game Type µ(c) µ(s(c)) RIα(c) #I Sol Sol.S Sol.R
Clique[100] 100 100 99 2 13.23 13.06 13.01
Ladder[100] 2 2 2 1 1.87 1.66 1.68
Jurdziński[5 10] 12 12 11 2 76.98 76.94 76.38
Rec Ladder[15] 48 46 16 2 310.21 309.21 174.91
Strategy Impr[8] 237 181 9 2 194.96 45.46 8.99
MC Ladder[100] 200 200 0 2 30.90 30.49 0.62
Tower of Hanoi[5] 2 2 1 2 29.43 29.61 45.41
Figure 4.13.: Indices and average times (in ms) for 100 runs for game types
named in first column. Next three columns: original, statically
compressed, and rabinα-compressed index. Followed by the
number of iterations within rabinα. Next two columns: time
taken to perform static colour and rabinα compressions on
the original games. Last three columns: Times of solving the
original, statically compressed, and rabinα-compressed games
with our implementation of Zielonka’s solver
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We now discuss our experimental results and their analysis for our al-
gorithm rabinα. As already mentioned, we are interested in studying and
observing the effects of our algorithm on the performance of parity game
solving, rather than developing a highly optimised parity game preprocessor
tool. In order to avoid confusion about the intention of the experiments, we
omit the time taken to perform either of compression algorithms from the
results reported in the main body of the thesis. The full tables showing the
compression time are listed in Appendix A.
Each row in Figure 4.13 shows the average statistics from 100 runs of the
experiments on the corresponding non-random games. We see that rabinα
has significantly reduced the indices of Rec(ursive) Ladder, Strategy Impr,
and Model Checker (MC) Ladder, where RIα(c) is 0% to 35% of the index
µ(s(c)) of the statically compressed colouring function.
One point to make about Model Checker (MC) Ladder is that all cycles
in this game go through an end node which has colour 0. Therefore, the
colours of all nodes can be reduced to this minimal value, hence we obtain
value 0 for RIα(c).
The benefit of rabinα is reflected by the performance increase in solving
some parity games. For game types Model Checker (MC) Ladder, Strategy
Impr, and Rec(ursive) Ladder, we observe 44% to 98% in solver time
reduction between solving statically compressed and rabinα-compressed
games. For other game types, we do not observe similar reductions. Fur-
ther colour compression is not possible due to their extremely small indices.
Apart from Ladder where rabinα has no effect, other games (including
Tower of Hanoi) take 2 iterations within rabinα to reach their RIα(c).
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Game Configs µ(c) µ(s(c)) RIα(c) #I Sol Sol.S Sol.R
100/1/20/100 99.16 45.34 35.97 2.05 6.71 5.21 4.84
200/1/40/200 198.97 91.91 80.29 2.03 12.40 11.49 11.43
400/1/80/400 399.28 184.34 172.30 2.10 42.78 40.62 40.58
800/1/160/800 799.08 369.76 355.67 2.05 181.73 173.59 173.83
1000/1/200/1000 999.14 462.48 447.37 2.05 296.53 281.60 281.70
Figure 4.14.: Indices and average times (in ms) for 100 runs of random
games of various configurations listed in the first column. The
remaining columns are as in Figure 4.13
We now discuss our experimental results on random games. Figure 4.14
shows the average statistics of 100 runs of experiments on five selected ran-
dom game configurations. The results indicate that static colour compres-
sion is effective in reducing the colours for randomly generated games, it
achieves around 54% index reduction for all game types in this experiment.
The rabinα-compression achieves further 3% to 21% reduction. Due to the
relatively small index reduction by rabinα and relatively small game sizes,
we do not see much improvement in solving rabinα-compressed games over
solving statically-compressed one.
The results reported in Figure 4.14 show that all random game types
in our experiment require, on average, more than two rabinα iterations.
This indicates that specific game structures, e.g., for the game shown in
Figure 4.5, exist in some of these randomly generated games. Hence, pop
has a positive effect in colour reductions for them (at the risk of spelling
out the obvious, if pop had no effect, the maximum number of iterations is
2).
In summary, the experimental results show that rabinα is able to re-
duce the indices of parity games significantly, for certain structures such as
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Rec(ursive) Ladder, Strategy Impr, and Model Checker (MC) Ladder.
Hence, its optimised implementation could effectively improve the overall
solver performance for those games. However, the effects of the algorithm
rabinα for other non-random games and random games are not noticeable
in our experiments.
Additionally, we can speculate on the meaning of the experimental results
in terms of descriptive complexity. For games where RIα(c) is much lower
than µ(c), it suggests that these games have relatively low complexity, and
vice versa.
4.7. Related work
4.7.1. Priority propagation
In [FL09], Friedmann & Lange study priority (colour) propagation as a
means of simplifying the colouring function. In consideration of min-parity
game G = (V0, V1, V, E, c), for each node v ∈ V , they look at the maximum
colour m of nodes in v.E. If c(v) > m, then they change c(v) to m. Dually,
if c(v) > n where n is the maximum colour of nodes in E.v, then c(v) is
changed to n, i.e., the new value of c(v) is min{c(v),m, n}. This approach
is less precise than rabin in general, as the next example shows.
Let n > 2 be odd in the arena with a sole SCC in Figure 4.15 with
colouring function c (blue/top). Priority propagation does not change c at
all, whereas rabin changes all even colours to 0 and all odd ones to 1 and
reveals the Rabin index 2.
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110 0 2 2 n− 1 n n
1 10 0 0 0 0 1
1
Figure 4.15.: Colouring function c (blue/top) with index n + 1. Priority
propagation cannot reduce this index, but rabin(c) (red/bot-
tom) determines the Rabin index 2 of c.
An in-depth comparison of our algorithms to priority propagation would
not be very meaningful, as priority propagation is one of the features in the
solver design of [FL09]. Whereas rabinα is designed to aid understanding
of parity games, not intended to be a preprocessing tool.
4.7.2. Rabin index in parity automata
Our results are also related to the Wagner hierarchy for automata on infi-
nite words [Wag79]. In particular, Carton and Maceiras use similar ideas
to compute and minimise the Rabin index of deterministic parity automata
on infinite words [CM99]. Carton and Macieras are concerned about the
structure of cycles and thus about the Rabin index. Their algorithm first
decomposes the arena into (maximal) SCCs. For s of each SCC, it removes
nodes with the maximal colour (and pushes them onto a stack), then re-
cursively processes the remaining arena of s (by SCC decomposition again).
Eventually, the input arena of the algorithm is reduced to a set of nodes that
exist in their own respective SCCs (hence do not have cycle dependency on
each other). These nodes are assigned the minimal colours m. The algo-
rithm then propagates the new colour m to the nodes in the “layer” above,
which will receive a new colour m or m + 1, depending on their parities.
Figure 4.16 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm described in [CM99].
This algorithm is clearly different from rabin and rabinα, but is related.
The difference will arise with high colour nodes that form an SCC that can
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rabinindex(V ,E, c) {
define a new colouring function c′ for (V ,E, c);
reduce(V ,E, c, c′);
return c′;
}
reduce(V ,E, c, c′) {
i = 0
decompose (V ,E) into maximal SCCs
for (R ∈ SCCs){
if (pi(R) == 0) m = 0
else {
R′ = {v ∈ R | c(v) 6= pi(R)}
m = reduce(R′, E|R′ , c|R′ , c′|R′)
if (pi(R) - m is odd) m = m + 1
}
for (v ∈ {v ∈ R | c(v) = pi(R)})
c′(v) = m
i = max{i, m}
}
return i;
}
Figure 4.16.: Algorithm to compute Rabin index [CM99] for a parity au-
tomaton A = (V , E, c), where R is a subset of V (could be
equal to V ), pi(R) = max{c(v) | v ∈ R}, E|R is E with restric-
tion to nodes in R, and similarly for c|R.
reach intermediate level SCCs through very low level SCCs. This algorithm
will not change the colour of nodes in such SCCs, but rabin will.
Example 4.7.1. Consider the game in Figure 4.5. The original colouring
is denoted in red/bottom. The first call of reduce will find the entire game
is a maximal SCC, then a series of recursive calls each removing a (the
top colour) node in descending colour ordering. The algorithm eventually
reaches v0, and assigns m = 0 to v0, followed by propogation of m = m
+ 1 to each of v1 . . . v6. This sequence of steps results in no change to the
colouring function of this game.
In our context of parity games, we saw that distinction between simple
and non-simple cycles becomes crucially important in terms of computation
complexity and degree of compression.
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4.8. Conclusions
We summarise the results and insights of this chapter, and discuss what
questions can be pursued in future work. We have presented a descriptive
measure of the complexity for parity games that (essentially) measures the
number of colours needed in a parity game if we forget the ownership struc-
ture of the game but compromise neither the winning regions nor winning
strategies when changing the colours. We called this measure the Rabin in-
dex of a parity game. We then studied this concept in depth. By analysing
the structure of simple cycles in parity games, we arrived at an algorithm
that computes this Rabin index in exponential time.
Then we studied the complexity of the decision problem of whether the
Rabin index of a parity game is at least k for some fixed k > 0. For k equal
to 1, we saw that this problem is in P, but we showed NP-hardness of this
decision problem for all other values of k. So these lower bounds also apply
to games that capture these decision problems operationally.
Next, we asked what happens if our algorithm rabin abstractly interprets
all detection checks for simple cycles through detection checks for cycles.
The resulting algorithm rabinα was then shown to run in polynomial time,
and to compute a corresponding abstract and sound interpretation of the
Rabin index. The experiments were performed on random and non-random
games. We observed that rabinα-compression plus Zielonka’s solver [Zie98]
achieved a 53% to 99% time reduction for Rec(ursive) Ladder, Strategy
Impr, and Model Checker (MC) Ladder, compared to solving the original
games as these games enjoy significant colour compression from rabinα.
For other game types and random games, no such significant reduction was
observed. We also saw that for some structured game types, the abstract
Rabin index is dramatically smaller than the original index of the game.
One possible investigation that can be carried out in future work is the
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study of the properties of the measure RIα(c) − RI(c). Intuitively, these
measure a difference between the structures of cycles and simple cycles. The
family of examples in Figure 4.7 show that this difference can be arbitrarily
large. It is also interesting to study variants of RI(c) that are targeted for
specific solvers. The SPM solver in [Jur00] (which extracts winning strategy
for player 0 only), e.g., favours fewer occurrences of odd colours but also
favours lower index when considering this from player 0’s perspective. This
suggests a measure with a lexicographical order of the Rabin index followed
by an occurrence count of odd colours.
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5. Partial Solvers
5.1. Introduction
Research on solving parity games may be loosely grouped into the follow-
ing approaches: the design of algorithms that solve all parity games by
construction and that:
• – so far – have exponential or subexponential worst-case complexity
(e.g., [JPZ06, Jur00, VJ00, Zie98]),
• restrict to special classes of parity games for which polynomial-time al-
gorithms can be devised as complete solvers (e.g., [BDHK06, DKT12,
Obd07]), or
• the practical improvement of algorithms to obtain solvers that perform
well across benchmarks (e.g., [FL09]).
In this chapter, we propose a new approach that relates to, and potentially
impacts, all of these aforementioned activities. We want to design and
evaluate a new form of parity game solvers based on new types of attractors.
These are solvers that are well defined for all parity games but that may not
solve all parity games completely, i.e., they are “partial”: for some parity
games they may not decide the winning status of some nodes. For us, a
partial solver has an arbitrary parity game as input and returns two things:
a subgame of the input game, and a classification of the winning status of
all nodes of the input game that are not in that subgame. In particular, the
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returned subgame is empty if, and only if, the partial solver classified the
winners for all input nodes.
The input/output type of our partial solvers clearly relate them to so
called preprocessors that may decide the winner of nodes whose structure
makes such a decision an easy static criterion (e.g., in the elimination of self-
loops or dead-ends [FL09]). But we here search for dynamic criteria that
allow partial solvers to completely solve a range of benchmarks of parity
games. This ambition sets our work apart from research on preprocessors
but is consistent with it as one can always run a partial solver as a prepro-
cessor.
The motivation for the study reported in this chapter is that we want
to investigate what theoretical building blocks one can create and use for
designing partial solvers that run in polynomial time and work well on many
games, whether partial solvers can be components of more efficient complete
solvers, and whether there are interesting subclasses of parity games for
which partial solvers completely solve all games. In particular, one may
study the class of output games of a PTIME partial solver in lieu of studying
the aforementioned open problem for all parity games.
We now summarise the main contributions we make in this chapter:
• We present several new forms of attractors that can be used in fixed-
point computations to detect winning nodes for a given player in parity
games. For each new attractor, we propose a new design of partial
solver for parity games by using the new attractor within fixed-point
computations.
• We analyse the properties of these partial solvers and show that they
work in PTIME.
• And we evaluate these partial solvers against known benchmarks and
report that these experiments have very encouraging results.
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Without loss of generality, we assume that parity games have no dead-
ends in this chapter. In addition, in order to help us differentiate between
the p-attractor (for p = 0 or 1, discussed in Section 2.6.3), and the various
forms of new attractors we are about to introduce, we refer to the p-attractor
as the normal attractor in this chapter.
5.2. Unique colour solver
5.2.1. Fatal k-attractor
If we consider parity game G that has unique colours; node k in G has
colour c(k). Let p(k) = c(k) % 2 and dually p(k) = 1− p(k). We define the
new attractor in this setting formally:
Definition 5.2.1. The k-attractor A[k] is the least An with An = An+1,
where
A0 = {}
An+1 = An ∪ {v ∈ Vp(k) | c(k) ≤ c(v), v.E ∩ (An ∪ {k}) 6= ∅} ∪
{v ∈ V1−p(k) | c(k) ≤ c(v), v.E ⊆ An ∪ {k}}
k=2
k=3 5
3
4
2
1
0
Figure 5.1.: Fatal attractor example
Intuitively, A[k] is the set of nodes v in V from which player p(k) can
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force reaching node k whilst preventing the other player from going to any
node w with c(w) < c(k). The subtlety of the definition is that player p(k)
cannot claim that k is in A[k] unless the player can reach k in this manner
by actually making a move from node k. This is one aspect in which this
differs from the normal attractor Attrp(k)(G, {k}) for parity games when
{k} is the set into which to attract. Another difference is that the player
who wants to attract has to guarantee that encountered colours are not less
than c(k). We now look at a simple example.
Example 5.2.1. Refer to the parity game with unique colours depicted
in Figure 5.1. We identify colours with nodes as colours are unique here.
Colour k = 2 gives rise to the k-attractor A[2] = {2, 3, 4, 5}. Here, the
construction steps are:
• A0 = {}
• A1 = {} ∪ {3, 5} (Nodes 3 and 5 go to 2)
• A2 = {3, 5} ∪ {2, 4} (Nodes 2 and 4 go to 5)
• A3 = {2, 3, 4, 5}
Whereas A[3] = {5} as node 5 is the only node that goes to 3.
The next definition identifies when this new attractor is of interest for
deciding the winning status of its nodes.
Definition 5.2.2. We call A[k] a fatal k-attractor if k happens to be in
A[k].
Whenever A[k] is a fatal k-attractor, all nodes in A[k] are won by player
p(k) in parity game G (by attracting to k in this manner) and so they are
“fatal” for the other player – hence the name given.
If k is not in A[k], and there is some (k,w) in E with w in A[k], then
the move k → w is a fatal (that is to say, losing) move for player p(k).
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In the setting of memoryless winning strategies, had player p(k) moved
from k to w, player p(k) would be able to trap the token in cycle of colour
k. Therefore, we may remove edge (k,w) without changing player p(k)’s
winning strategy, and winning region W
p(k).
Example 5.2.2. We continue the previous example. In the game from
Figure 5.1, A[2] is a fatal k-attractor, as node 2 is in A[2]. Whereas A[3] is
not a fatal attractor, as it does not contain node 3.
5.2.2. Partial solver psol
Figure 5.2 shows the pseudocode of partial solver psol, derived from the k-
attractor computation and edge removal logic described previously. Partial
solver psol explores parity game G in descending colour ordering. For each
colour k, it constructs A[k] for player p(k), and aims to do one of two things:
• If node k is in A[k], then mark Attrp(k)(G,A[k]) to be a winning region
of player p(k), remove it from G, and call psol recursively. This is
because A[k] is a fatal k-attractor, and is winning for player p(k).
• If node k is not in A[k], and there is some edge (k,w) such that w is
in A[k], then remove edge (k,w) and continue with the iteration.
psol(G = (V , V0, V1,E, c)) {
for (k ∈ V in descending colour ordering c(k)) {
if (k ∈ A[k]) {return psol(G \ Attrp(k)(G,A[k]))}
if (∃ (k,w) ∈ E : w ∈ A[k]) {
G = G \ {(k,w) ∈ E | w ∈ A[k]}
}
}
return G
}
Figure 5.2.: Partial solver psol based on detection of fatal k-attractors and
fatal moves.
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If no fatal k-attractor is detected for any k in V , game G is returned as
is – and is empty if psol solves its input completely. The accumulation of
winning regions and computation of their corresponding winning strategies
are omitted from the pseudocode for improved readability.
Lemma 5.2.1. The attractor Attrp(k)(G,A[k]) is winning for player p(k),
if A[k] is a fatal k-attractor.
Proof. By construction, k-attractor A[k] is a set of nodes for which player
p(k) can reach node k in a finite number of steps without encountering a
node whose colour is less than c(k). If A[k] is a fatal k-attractor, then it
means k is in A[k], and player p(k) is able to move the token from k to
reach k (from k to another node, and eventually return to k) repeatedly
while k remains the minimum colour on the path. Hence, player p(k) is
able to enter a cycle of colour k in this region by this strategy, and A[k] is
the corresponding winning region.
Attractor Attrp(k)(G,A[k]) is a region where player p(k) has a strategy to
move the token to A[k] in a finite number of steps (Definition 2.6.4). After
which the token will be trapped in A[k] infinitely, and resulting in winning
plays for player p(k).
Lemma 5.2.2. If node k is not in A[k], and there is some edge (k, w) such
that w is in A[k], then removing (k, w) does not alter the winning strategies
of both players, hence the winning regions are not changed.
Proof. Recall that if a Vp(k) node k has at least one successor w in A[k], then
by construction of A[k], k is in A[k]. If k is in V
p(k) and all of its successors
are in A[k], then k is in A[k] also. In these two cases, A[k] is considered a
fatal k-attractor.
The pseudocode of psol in Figure 5.2 shows that edge removal is only
applied when k 6∈ A[k] (i.e., A[k] is not “fatal”), and k has at least one
successor w in A[k]. Thus this implies node k is in V
p(k), and k must have
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some successors outside of A[k]. Moving the token from k to w would be
a “fatal” move for player p(k). Considering the memoryless strategies in
parity games, player p(k) would be able to trap the token in cycles of colour
k, which results in an unfavourable outcome for player p(k). Therefore, edge
(k,w) can not be a player p(k)’s winning move; thus removing this edge will
not alter her winning strategy.
Partial solver psol iterates through the colours in descending ordering.
Running psol in descending ordering is more efficient than running it in a
version that uses an ascending ordering, as we will now explain. Recall that
edges removed by psol are from node k to A[k]. If psol were to iterate
through the colours in ascending ordering, the edges removed at colour k
would have no effect at a node whose colour k′ is greater than c(k), as
the k′-attractor only considers nodes of colours greater than or equal to k′,
and so would not consider the node with colour c(k). One the other hand,
the removed edges will be immediately effective at the next iteration where
a lower colour is considered in our current descending colour exploration
design.
To change psol’s colour exploration ordering, a recursive call to itself is
required to “reset” the variable c(k) in the for-loop after edge removal, so
the fatal attractor detection can be restarted to consider all colours on the
remaining arena. Obviously, this change would increase the computational
complexity.
Theorem 5.2.1. The winning regions identified by psol are correct.
Proof. In Figure 5.2, psol only returns (not explicitly shown) winning re-
gions Attrp(k)(G,A[k]) when A[k] is a fatal k-attractor. Lemma 5.2.1 shows
that these regions are winning for their corresponding player p(k), and
Lemma 5.2.2 shows edge removal does not alter the winning strategies.
This concludes the argument that the winning regions detected in psol are
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correct.
We now provide an example run that illustrates how psol solves a parity
game using fatal k-attractor detections and edge removals.
k=4
Attr
k=8
9
0
14
2
6
15
4
8
11
12
×
Figure 5.3.: Game completely solved by psol. The edge removed in the
process (i.e., (11, 12)) is marked by the red cross. Fatal k-
attractor A[8] is surrounded by cyan box. Fatal k-attractor A[4]
is surrounded by blue box, and nodes attracted by the normal
attractor (Attr) to A[4] are surrounded by dotted border.
Example 5.2.3. We identify colours with nodes as colours are unique here.
A run of psol on the unique colour game in Figure 5.3 may be as follows:
1. k = 15, A[15] = ∅, do nothing.
2. k = 14, A[14] = ∅, do nothing.
3. k = 12, A[12] = ∅, do nothing.
4. k = 11, A[11] = {12}, k is not in A[11] but the (k, 12) edge goes from
k to A[11], remove edge (11, 12) (shown in red).
5. k = 9, A[9] = ∅, do nothing.
6. k = 8, A[8] = {11, 12, 8} (nodes shown in the order they are attracted
to A[8]), k is in A[8], this results in Attr0(G,A[8]) being recognised as
a winning region of player 0 (shown in cyan). Set Attr0(G,A[8]) is
removed from G.
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7. k = 6, A[6] = ∅, do nothing.
8. k = 4, A[4] = {15, 4, 6, 14, 9}, k is in A[4], thus Attr0(G,A[4])
(which is node set {0, 2, 4, 6, 9, 14, 15}) is a winning region of
player 0 (shown in blue). The remaining game is empty after further
removal of Attr0(G,A[4]). The algorithm ends.
We now see an example parity game that psol is unable to solve.
v0 0
v1 15
v2 4
v3
11
v4 8
v5
9
v62
v717
v86
Figure 5.4.: A parity game completely won by player 0, but not solved by
psol.
Example 5.2.4. Consider the parity game G in Figure 5.4, attractor A[k]
is ∅ for every colour k in G. Hence, no winning region was detected and G
is completely unmodified.
5.2.3. Complexity
The running time for psol is in O(|V |2 · |E |). This can be seen as follows.
Since all nodes have at least one successor in G, we have that |V | ≤ |E |.
The computation of the attractor A[k] is linear in the number of edges and so
in O(|E |). Each call of psol will compute at most |V |many such attractors.
In the worst case, there are |V | many recursive calls. In summary, the
running time is bound by O(|E | · |V | · |V |) as claimed.
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5.3. Buchi solver
5.3.1. Fatal Buchi d-attractor
In this section we will consider parity games whose colours are not neces-
sarily unique and we show that the definition of A[k] can be modified to
this setting. We achieve this by also computing the least fixed point which
determines the set X of nodes of colour d such that player d%2 can force
any plays from X to reach that set again without encountering nodes of
colour less than d. Formally:
Definition 5.3.1. Let X be a subset of nodes in G of colour d, and d is
a colour that occurs at some node in G. Then the d-attractor A[X, d] is
defined as the least An with An = An+1, where
A0 = {}
An+1 = An ∪ {v ∈ Vd%2 | d ≤ c(v), v.E ∩ (An ∪X) 6= ∅} ∪
{v ∈ V1−d%2 | d ≤ c(v), v.E ⊆ An ∪X}
The definition of A[X, d] is identical to that of the k-attractor A[k] for
unique colour games (for c(k) = d), except that the singleton {k} is now
replaced by node set X. We can use the definition of A[X, d] to compute
the largest set X of nodes of colour d that can give rise to a fatal attractor
for colour d. If set X is empty, the attractor for colour d is not fatal. But if
X is contained in A[X, d], we infer that A[X, d] is won by player d%2 in G.
Lemma 5.3.1. If X ⊆ A[X, d], then A[X, d] and Attrd%2(G,A[X, d]) are
winning for player d%2.
Proof. Recall that X is a set of nodes of colour d. Set A[X, d] is a region in
which player d%2 has a strategy to move the token into X in a finite number
of steps, without passing a node of colour lower than d. If X ⊆ A[X, d],
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this means the token can be returned to X from X with that same strategy.
Hence that strategy guarantees that cycles of colour d%2 will be entered,
and these cycles are all winning for player d%2 in A[X, d].
By construction, a normal attractor to a player d%2 winning region is
winning for player d%2, so Attrd%2(G,A[X, d]) is a winning region for player
d%2.
5.3.2. Partial solver psolB
We use Lemma 5.3.1 to write a “Buchi” version of psol, called psolB (the
pseudocode is shown in Figure 5.5), which correctly identifies winning nodes.
We formally prove this in Theorem 5.3.1.
psolB(G = (V , V0, V1,E, c)) {
for (colours d in descending ordering) {
X = {v ∈ V | c(v) = d}
cache = {}
while (X 6= {} && X 6= cache) {
cache = X
if (X ⊆ A[X, d]) {return psolB(G \ Attrd%2(G, A[X, d]))}
else {X = X ∩ A[X, d]}
}
}
return G
}
Figure 5.5.: Partial solver psolB for parity games that may not have unique
colours.
In psolB, the recursive call effectively resets the variable d to the maximal
value in the parity game supplied as input. This is required because as region
Attrd%2(G,A[X, d]) is removed from G, new fatal d-attractors of higher d
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previously not available might emerge. Let us demonstrate this point by
the following example.
v0 3
v1 1 v30
v23
Figure 5.6.: A parity game G showing recursion is required in psolB
Example 5.3.1. Consider game G in Figure 5.6, going in descending colour
ordering, d = 3, 1, 0. For d = 3, X is {v0, v2}, and A[X, 3] is {}. For d = 1,
A[X, 1] (i.e., {v0}) is not a fatal attractor. Finally, A[X, 0] (i.e., {v2, v3})
is a fatal attractor and Attr0(G,A[X, 0]) (also {v2, v3}) is removed from G.
If d does not reset to 3 after the region removal, the algorithm terminates
at this point and produces a remaining game of {v0, v1}, which is not the
optimal solution that psolB can produce as psolB from Figure 5.5 completely
solves this game.
As for the edge removal in psol, there does not seem to be a way of
soundly removing edges in psolB.
Theorem 5.3.1. The winning regions that psolB identifies are correct.
Proof. We have proven that A[X, d] is winning for player d%2 if X ⊆ A[X, d]
in Lemma 5.3.1. The for-loop in psolB constructs A[X, d] for every colour
d in G. If X ⊆ A[X, d], then A[X, d] is identified as a winning region (for
player d%2), and the normal attractor Attrd%2(G,A[X, d]) is removed from
G. Otherwise, the portion of X outside of A[X, d] is discarded, and the
winning region identification process is repeated. If the entire region X is
outside A[X, d] (i.e., X ∩A[X, d] = ∅), then no fatal attractor is detected for
colour d, and the for-loop moves on to the next colour. The process ensures
only normal attractors of fatal attractors are returned as winning regions.
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This proves the winning regions identified by psolB are correct.
Let us now compare and contrast psol and psolB. Both partial solvers
can be run on parity games with unique colours, but only psolB can be run
on games without unique colours.
v2
2
v3
3
v4
4
v5
5
v6
6
Figure 5.7.: Game solved completely by psol via edge removal, not solved
at all by psolB
Example 5.3.2. The example in Figure 5.7 shows that edge removals in
psol can be essential for solving a game completely. In contrast, the game
cannot be solved by psolB at all. A run of psol will compute A[4] = {v5, v6}
(non-fatal) and so will eliminate edge (v4, v6), and this will then detect
a fatal attractor for k = 2 on the remaining game and solve the game
completely. For psolB we cannot remove any edges, and as no fatal d-
attractor is detected also, this results in no changes made to the input game.
v0 0
v10 10
v19 19
v4 4
v20
20
v22
22
v77
v2828
Figure 5.8.: A game G which psol will not modify but which psolB solves
completely after an application of static colour compression.
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Example 5.3.3. Consider the parity game G in Figure 5.8. This is an
example that can not be solved by psol and psolB. However, with a little
external aid, such as static colour compression, the ability to solve games
can be dramatically improved.
Partial solver psol does not remove any edges nor detect any fatal attrac-
tors in G. Partial solver psolB does not detect any fatal attractors either.
However, if static colour compression is applied to G, it will change c(v4)
from 4 to 0 to make game G′. By making this colouring function change,
the game becomes incompatible with psol (as it contains duplicate colours).
However, psolB finds the fatal d-attractor A[G′, 0], which consists of all
nodes in the game, and solves G′ completely.
5.3.3. Complexity
We note that psolB is essentially the same algorithm as psol without sin-
gleton sets. It also has running time in O(|V |2 · |E |). First, computing
A[X, d] is linear in |E |. Second, node set V is partitioned into sets of nodes
of a specific colour, and so psolB can do at most |V | many computations
within the body of psolB before and if a recursive call happens. In the
worst case, there are |V | many recursive calls. In summary, the running
time is bound by O(|V |2 · |E |) as claimed.
5.4. Quantified layered Buchi solver
5.4.1. Quantified layered Buchi q-attractor
It seems that psolB is more general than psol in that if there is a singleton
X with X ⊆ A[X, d] then psolB will discover this as well. However, the
requirement to attract to a single node seems too strong. Partial solver
psolB removes this restriction and allows attraction to more than one node,
albeit of the same colour.
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Now we design a new partial solver psolQ that can attract to a set of nodes
of more than one colour (the “Q” is our code name for this “Q”uantified
version of layers of colours of the same parity). Partial solver psolQ allows
combining attraction to multiple colours, cutting off at a specified bound,
by adding them gradually and taking care to “fix” visits to nodes of opposite
parity. The hope is that by specifying a bound, this can help speed up the
(albeit possibly smaller) fatal attractor detection process by minimising the
number of colours scanned in the iterations.
Definition 5.4.1. We define a “layer” of the q-attractor and show how the
boundary is applied. Let d be a colour that occurs at some node in G, and
b a colour bound such that d ≤ b. Then we define:
Y = {v ∈ V | c(v)%2 = b%2 ∧ c(v) ≤ b ∧ c(v) ≤ d}
It follows that a layer of the q-attractor AQ[Y, b, d] is defined as the least An
with An = An+1, where
A0 = {}
An+1 = An ∪
{v ∈ Vd%2 | (d ≤ c(v) ∨ v ∈ Y ), v.E ∩ (An ∪ Y ) 6= ∅} ∪
{v ∈ V1−d%2 | (d ≤ c(v) ∨ v ∈ Y ), v.E ⊆ (An ∪ Y )}
We now discuss the partial solver derived from the accumulation of layers
of a q-attractor, and its intuition, followed by its correctness proof.
5.4.2. Partial solver psolQ
Figure 5.9 shows the pseudocode for fixedPointG(G, p, b), where b is an in-
put bound and p = b%2. It does not factor the fixed-point computation into
a separate method for better readability. The algorithm initially defines set
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X which contains only nodes v of p parity, and c(v) ≤ b. The q-attractor
accumulation (of its layers) iterates all p parity colours d in ascending or-
dering, and stops at bound b; player p will be able to move the token to
some nodes in X encountering only nodes of higher or equal colours. By
abuse of language, we refer to the accumulation of layers of the attractor
simply as attractor accumulation in the rest of this chapter.
Intuitively, the q-attractor accumulation works as follows. The process
starts from a set Y0 of nodes of parity p from the minimum colour in p
parity, and adopts a more permissive policy than that of d-attractor. In the
accumulation of q-attractor, it includes not only nodes of higher colour but
also those nodes that are in Y0.
When the algorithm reaches the least fixed point of the attractor set for
colour d, instead of stopping as before, it now continues for set Y1, which
contains nodes of p parity, and colours less than or equal to d = d+2 (so Y1
is a superset of Y0). The process continues until colour d reaches the input
bound b. As in psolB, the method fixedPointQ performs the greatest fixed-
point computation, constructing the set of X (nodes of parity p) that can
be (fatally) attracted to itself in the “layered” fashion. Finally, the method
returns the normal attractor to the q-attractor.
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fixedPointQ(G,p,b) { // PRE: p equals b%2
X = {v ∈ V | c(v)≤b, c(v)%2=p};
do {
Xcache =X; A = {};
for (d = p up to b in increments of 2) {
Y = {v ∈ X | c(v) ≤ d};
// the following is the accumulation of AQ[Y , b, d]
do {
Acache = A;
A = A ∪ {v ∈ Vp | d ≤ c(v) ∨ v ∈ Y , v.E ∩ (A ∪ Y ) 6= ∅}
∪ {v ∈ V1−p | d ≤ c(v) ∨ v ∈ Y , v.E ⊆ (A ∪ Y )};
} while ((A 6= Acache) && (A 6= V ))
}
X =X ∩ A;
} while (X 6= Xcache)
return Attrp(G,A);
}
Figure 5.9.: Method fixedPointQ(G, p, b) which is called from psolQ.
Partial solver psolQ (Figure 5.10) iterates through all colours in ascending
ordering. For each such value b it calls fixedPointQ(G, p, b) to construct
q-attractors in the manner described above. If a non-empty attractor W
is found, then we know it is won by player p (the correctness argument is
in Theorem 5.4.1). So we remove it from G and restart the process on the
remaining game G \W .
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psolQ(G = (V , V0, V1,E, c)) {
for (colours b in ascending ordering) {
W = fixedPointQ(G,p,b)
if (W 6= {}) {return psolQ(G \W)}
}
return G
}
Figure 5.10.: Partial solver psolQ that is based on fatal q-attractor accumu-
lation.
Theorem 5.4.1. Function fixedPointG(G, p, b) returns a winning region
for player p, where b is a natural number such that p = b%2.
Proof. Assume that there are no dead-ends in the game. We show that
method fixedPointG(G, p, b) returns a (possibly empty) winning region for
player p, and that the accumulated q-attractor is winning for player p. With-
out loss of generality, we prove this for p = 0.
Set X is a set of nodes in V that have parity p and colours at most b.
Let X∞ denote the (greatest) fixed-point value for X (so the proof occurs
after X has stopped changing), and Ad,i be an enumeration of the set A
(the q-attractor) computed by the inner while-loop. Here, b is the bound,
and d is the incrementing colour (in the for-loop). Finally, i is an index
which increases in every iteration of A accumulation and resets whenever
the colour d is increased. Note in the inner while-loop, b is just a constant.
For every node v ∈ A, let r(v) = (d, i) be minimal in the lexicographic
order with respect to v ∈ Ad,i. Again, we choose the strategy that selects
the successor with minimal r according to the same lexicographic order.
That is, minimise colour d first and then the iteration i. Intuitively, player
p wants to select the successor from v, that appears in the earliest Ad,i, so
the play can move closer to, and eventually reach X∞.
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Consider an infinite play starting in A in which player 0 follows this
strategy. First, we show that the play remains in A forever. Indeed, if
r(v) = (d, i) then all successors of v (if v ∈ V1−p) or some successor of v (if
v ∈ Vp) are/is either in X∞, which is a subset of A, or in Ad′,i′ for some
(d′, i′) < r(v) (also a subset of A by well founded induction). This derives
from the fact that X∞ is the fixed-point value. As the outer do-while sets
X to be X ∩ A, the fixed-point value of X (i.e., X∞) is contained in the
A computed for that X (in particular, X∞=X∞∩ A implies that X∞ is a
subset of A). Then, by the definition of A, the fact that v is included in A
means at some point that v either has at least one successor in X∞ or in a
previously found part of A.
Second, we show that the play is winning for player 0. Consider an odd
coloured node v0 appearing in the play. Let v0, v1, . . . be an enumeration
of the nodes in the play starting from v0. By definition, v0 ∈ Ad0,i0 for
some (d0, i0), and so clearly, c(v0) > d0. We have to show that this play
visits some even colour that is at most d0. By construction, v1 is either in
{v ∈ X∞ | c(v) ≤ d0}, which implies that its colour is even and smaller than
c(v0), or in Ad1,i1 for some (d1, i1) < (d0, i0). In this case, the obligation
to visit an even colour at most d0 is passed to v1. Continuing this way,
the play must reach X with a lower colour than that of v0 by well founded
induction.
Example 5.4.1. Consider game G in Figure 5.7, where G can be solved
completely by psol via edge removal, but not solved at all by psolB. Steps
for running psolQ on G, in ascending colour ordering, i.e., b = 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, are as follows:
Call fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 0, and b = 2.
• X = {v2}
• d = 0
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• Y = {}, no action taken
• d = 2
• Y = {v2} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), A = {v3}
• X = X ∩ A = {}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 0
• Y = {}, no action taken
• d = 2
• Y = {} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• A remains {} in another iteration in the inner-while loop, exit loop
• X remains {}, exit outer-while loop, call ends and return {}
Next call to fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 1, and b = 3.
• X = {v3}
• d = 1
• Y = {}, no action taken
• d = 3
• Y = {v3}, A = {v4, v5, v6}
• X = X ∩ A = {}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 1
• Y = {}, no action taken
• d = 3
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• Y = {} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• A remains {} in another iteration in the inner-while loop, exit loop
• X remains {}, exit outer-while loop, call ends and return {}
Next call to fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 0, and b = 4.
• X = {v2, v4}
• d = 0
• Y = {}, no action taken
• d = 2
• Y = {v2} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), A = {v3}
• d = 4
• Y = {v2, v4} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}
• A = V, exit inner-while loop
• X = X ∩ A = {v2, v4}, set X is not altered, exit outer-while loop, call
ends and return Attr4%2(G,A)
Back in psolQ, the entire game is won by player 0, there is no need to
call fixedPointG(G, p, b) for b greater than 4, the algorithm ends.
Example 5.4.2. Figure 5.8 shows game G where G can not be solved by
psol and psolB can only do so after an application of static colour com-
pression. These are the steps taken by psolQ to solve game G, in ascending
colour ordering, i.e., b = 0, 4, 7, 10, 19, 20, 22, 28:
Call fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 0, and b = 0.
• X = {v0}
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• d = 0
• Y = {v0} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), A = {v7, v19, v22, v28}
• X = X ∩ A = {}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 0
• Y = {} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• A remains {} in another iteration in the inner-while loop, exit loop
• X remains {}, exit outer-while loop, call ends and return {}
Next call to fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 0, and b = 4.
• X = {v0, v4}
• d = 0
• Y = {v0}, A = {v7, v19, v22, v28}
• d = 2
• Y = {v0}, A = {v7, v19, v22, v28}, no change to A
• d = 4
• Y = {v0, v4}, then A = {v0, v4, v7, v10, v19, v20, v22, v28}
• X = X ∩ A = {v0, v4}, set X is not altered, exit outer while-loop, call
ends and return Attr4%2(G,A) (i.e., V)
Back in psolQ, again, the entire game is won by player 0, there is no
need to call fixedPointG(G, p, b) for b greater than 4, the algorithm ends.
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v0 1
v23
v3 2
v51
v6 0
v10
v43
v71
Figure 5.11.: A game that psolQ and psolL do not modify.
Example 5.4.3. The game in Figure 5.11 can not be solved by psolQ. For
bounds in ascending colour ordering, b = 0, 1, 2, 3, the steps are shown as
follows:
Call fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 0, and b = 0.
• X = {v1, v6}
• d = 0
• Y = {v1, v6}, A = {v5, v7}
• X = X ∩ A = {}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 0
• Y = {} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• A remains {} in another iteration in the inner-while loop, exit loop
• X remains {}, exit outer-while loop, call ends and return {}
Next call to fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 1, and b = 1.
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• X = {v0, v5, v7}
• d = 1
• Y = {v0, v5, v7}, A = {v0, v2, v3, v4}
• X = X ∩ A = {v0}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 1
• Y = {v0} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• A remains {} in another iteration in the inner-while loop, exit loop
• X remains {}, exit outer-while loop, call ends and return {}
Next call to fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 0, and b = 2.
• X = {v1, v3, v6}
• d = 0
• Y = {v1, v6}, A = {v5, v7}
• d = 2
• Y = {v1, v3, v6}, A = {v2, v3, v4, v5, v7}
• X = X ∩ A = {v3}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 0
• Y = {} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• d = 2
• Y = {v3} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {v2, v4}
• X = X ∩ A = {}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
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• d = 0, A remains {}
• d = 2, A remains {}
• X remains {}, exit outer-while loop, call ends and return {}
Next call to fixedPointG(G, p, b) with p = 1, and b = 3.
• X = {v0, v2, v4, v5, v7}
• d = 1
• Y = {v0, v5, v7}, A = {v0, v2, v3, v4}
• d = 3
• Y = {v0, v2, v4, v5, v7}, A = {v0, v2, v3, v4}
• X = X ∩ A = {v0, v2, v4}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 1
• Y = {v0} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• d = 3
• Y = {v0, v2, v4} (nodes in X with colour ≤ d), then A = {}
• X = X ∩ A = {v0}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
• d = 1
• Y = {v0}, A = {}
• d = 3
• Y = {v0}, A = {}
• X = X ∩ A = {}, set X is altered, entering another iteration
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• d = 1
• Y = {}, A = {}
• d = 3
• Y = {}, A = {}
• X = X ∩ A, it remains {}, exit outer-while loop, call ends and returns
Attr1(G, {})
psolQ finishes with no winning region found.
Note that the tail recursion in psolQ effectively resets the bound to min-
imal value every time a winning region is detected. We would get an imple-
mentation that discovers fewer q-attractors if the reset does not take place.
We demonstrate this property by the following example.
v0 3
v1 3
v3
0
v23
v51
v42
Figure 5.12.: A parity game G showing that in psolQ without recursion is
less precise than psolQ with recursion.
Example 5.4.4. The sample game in Figure 5.12 can be solved completely if
recursion is in place. We show the simplified steps leading to the suboptimal
(of psolQ) solution if the recursive call is removed in psolQ. In ascending
colour ordering, i.e., b = 0, 1, 2, and 3.
For b = 0, X = {v3}, then Y = {v3} (when d = 0), and AQ[Y, 0, 0] = {}.
For b = 1, X = {v5}, then Y = {v5} (when d = 1), and AQ[Y, 1, 1] = {}.
For b = 2, X = {v3, v4}, then Y = {v3} (when d = 0), Y = {v3, v4} (when
d = 2), and AQ[Y, 0, 2] = {}.
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For b = 3, X = {v0, v1, v2, v5}, then Y = {v0, v1, v2, v5}, and AQ[Y, 1, 3]
= {v0, v1}. Then psolQ returns Attr1(G,AQ[Y, 1, 3]) (i.e., {v0, v1, v2, v3})
and the algorithm terminates leaving a remaining game consisting of node
{v4, v5}.
5.4.3. Complexity
The computation of fixedPointQ(G, p, b) can be completed in O(|V | · |E |).
The run of the entire for loop can be implemented so that each edge is
crossed exactly once in all the q-attractor computations. Then, the loop on
X can run at most |V | times.
The number of times fixedPointQ is called by psolQ is bounded by
|V |·|c |, as the for-loop iterates at most as many times as number of colours,
and there can be at most |V | number of q-attractors found. So psolQ runs
in time O(|V |2 ·|E |·|c |) with |c | the number of colours in G.
5.5. Layered Buchi solver
5.5.1. Layered Buchi l-attractor
We now introduce a different partial solver, named psolL. In it, a fixed-point
computation similar to that in psolB (and psolQ) is performed. Partial
solver psolL is derived from the l-attractor, which is a more aggressive
form of q-attractor. The change is that the constraint d ≤ c(v) ∨ v ∈ Y is
weakened to a disjunction:
d ≤ c(v) ∨ c(v)%2 = d%2
In other words, it suffices if the colour at node v has parity d%2 even though
it may be smaller than d. In the same way as in psolQ, solver psolL
allows combining attraction to multiple colours by adding them gradually
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and taking care to “fix” visits to nodes of opposite parity, so that all the
opposite parity nodes encountered would have higher colour than d, whereas
nodes of p parity can be of any colour. The difference is that the q-attractor
accumulation stops at a bound; the l-attractor accumulation aggressively
“scans” through all colours of d%2 parity.
Definition 5.5.1. Let d be a colour that occurs at some node in G, and
Y = {v ∈ V | c(v)%2 = d%2 ∧ c(v) ≤ d}. Then a layer of the l-attractor
AL[Y, d] is defined as the least An with An = An+1, where
A0 = {}
An+1 = An ∪
{v ∈ Vd%2 | d ≤ c(v) ∨ c(v)%2 = d%2, v.E ∩ (An ∪ Y ) 6= ∅} ∪
{v ∈ V1−d%2 | d ≤ c(v) ∨ c(v)%2 = d%2, v.E ⊆ (An ∪ Y )}
Partial solver psolL is derived from l-attractor accumulation. We present
its pseudocode, intuition and correctness proof next.
5.5.2. Partial solver psolL
Figure 5.13 shows the pseudocode for fixedPoint(G, p) (where p = 0 or 1).
As for psolQ, the pseudocode does not factor the fixed-point computation
into a separate method for readability. Set X initially contains all nodes
that have parity p. The algorithm iterates through all p parity colours d
in ascending colour ordering. By construction, Y is a subset of X, which
contains nodes of colour lower than or equal to d. Naturally, nodes in Y are
considered favourable by player p. For each p parity colour d (or intuitively,
at each layer of l-attractor accumulation), AL[Y, d] is constructed such that
player p would have a memoryless strategy to visit some nodes in Y from
every node in AL[Y, d] in the manner described by l-attractor. Hence, the
union of all AL[Y, d] (for all colour d of p parity in G) contains nodes from
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which player p has a memoryless strategy to eventually reach some p parity
nodes, and those nodes would be the minimal colour nodes visited on the
play.
So far, from all nodes v in the l-attractor (consisting of the union of
AL[Y, d] for all p parity colours d), player p has a strategy to visit some
minimal colour nodes k in X. However, this does not guarantee the visits
to k can occur infinitely often. The (greatest) fixed-point computation on
X is performed to keep only the subset of X, denoted as X∞, for which it is
possible for player p to repeatedly visit in the manner described above. The
purpose of this construction is to accumulate the attractor that is “fatal” for
player p. Finally, the method returns the normal attractor of the l-attractor.
fixedPoint(G,p) {
X = {v ∈ V | c(v)%2 = p};
do {
Xcache = X; A = {};
for (d = all p parity colours in G in ascending ordering) {
Y = {v ∈ X | c(v) ≤ d};
// the accumulation of AL[Y , d]
do {
Acache = A;
A = A ∪ {v ∈ Vp | d≤c(v) ∨ c(v)%2=p, v.E ∩ (A ∪ Y ) 6= ∅}
∪ {v ∈ V1−p | d≤c(v) ∨ c(v)%2=p, v.E ⊆ (A ∪ Y )};
} while ((A 6= Acache) && (A 6= V ))
}
X =X ∩ A;
} while (X 6= Xcache)
return Attrp(G,A);
}
Figure 5.13.: Method fixedPoint(G, p) which is called from psolL.
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Figure 5.13 shows the pseudocode of psolL. It simply calls fixedPoint(G, p)
for p = 0 and 1. Each call returns the winning region of the corresponding
player. The detected winning regions are saved (not shown in pseudocode
for improved readability) and removed from game G. The algorithm calls
itself recursively to resolve the remaining game until no winning regions (W0
and W1) are found.
psolL(G = (V , V0, V1,E, c)) {
W0 = fixedPoint(G,0);
W1 = fixedPoint(G,1);
if (W0 ∪ W1 = {}) { return G; }
else { return psolL(G \W0 ∪ W1); }
}
Figure 5.14.: Partial solver psolL that is based on fatal l-attractor accumu-
lation.
Next we show that the computation of an accumulated l-attractor is
sound.
Theorem 5.5.1. Function fixedPoint(G, p) returns a winning region for
player p, where p = 0 or 1.
Proof. The correctness proof of psolL is almost identical to that of psolQ.
As previously mentioned, we assume that there are no dead-ends in the
game. We show that the fixed-point computed for set A in fixedPoint(G, p)
is a winning region for player p. Then Attrp(G,A) clearly returns a winning
region. Without loss of generality, we prove this for p = 0.
Set X is a set of nodes in V that have the same parity as p. Let X∞
denote the (greatest) fixed-point value forX (so the proof occurs afterX has
stopped changing), and let Ad,i be an enumeration of the sets A computed
by the inner while-loop. Here, d is the incrementing colour (in the for-
loop), and i is an index that increases in every iteration of A accumulation,
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which resets whenever the colour d is increased. For every node v ∈ A, let
r(v) = (d, i) be minimal in the lexicographic order with respect to v ∈ Ad,i.
That is, minimise colour d first and then the iteration i. We choose the
memoryless strategy that selects the successor with minimal r according to
the same lexicographic order.
Consider an infinite play starting in A in which player 0 follows this
strategy. First, we show that the play remains in A forever. Indeed, if
r(v) = (d, i) (i.e. v ∈ A) then either all successors of v are in X∞, which is
a subset of A, or in Ad′,i′ for some (d′, i′) < r(v). Intuitively, this says that
at least one successor of v, is in X∞ already, or is one step closer to X∞.
Second, we show that the play is winning for player 0. Consider an odd
coloured node v0 appearing in the play. Let v0, v1, . . . be an enumeration of
the nodes in the play starting from v0. By definition, v0 ∈ Ad0,i0 for some
(d0, i0), by construction of A, c(v0) > d0. We show that the play proceeds
from v0 to some node with even colour that is at most d0. By construction,
v1 is either in {v ∈ X∞ | c(v) ≤ d0}, which implies that its colour is even
and smaller than c(v0), or in Ad1,i1 for some (d1, i1) < (d0, i0). In this case,
the obligation to visit an even colour at most d0 is passed to v1. Continuing
this way, the play must reach X with a lower colour than that of v0.
Hence, fixedPoint(G, p) returns a winning region for player p.
Example 5.5.1. Consider game G in Figure 5.7, where G can be solved
completely by psol via edge removal, but not solved at all by psolB. Par-
tial solver psolL can solve it without removing edges. Steps for running
fixedPoint(G, 0) to extract W0:
• X = {v2, v4, v6}
• For d = 2, Y = {v2}, A = {v3}
• For d = 4, Y = {v2, v4}, A = {v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}
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• For d = 6, Y = {v2, v4, v6}, A = {v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}
• X = X ∩A = {v2, v4, v6}, no change to X, exit loop
• Return Attr0(G,A) = V , the entire game is completely won by player
0
Example 5.5.2. The parity game G in Figure 5.8, where G can not be
solved by psol and psolB can only do so after an application of static
colour compression. Partial solver psolL solves G completely. These are
the steps taken by fixedPoint(G, 0) to extract W0.
• X = {v0, v4, v10, v20, v22, v28}
• For d = 0, Y = {v0}, A = {v7, v19, v22, v28}
• For d = 4, Y = {v0, v4}, A = {v0, v4, v7, v10, v19, v20, v22, v28}
• For d = 10, Y = {v0, v4, v10}, A = {v0, v4, v7, v10, v19, v20, v22, v28}
• For d = 20, Y = {v0, v4, v10, v20}, A = {v0, v4, v7, v10, v19, v20, v22, v28}
• For d = 22, Y = {v0, v4, v10, v20, v22}, A = {v0, v4, v7, v10, v19, v20, v22, v28}
• For d = 28, Y = {v0, v4, v10, v20, v22, v28}, A = {v0, v4, v7, v10, v19, v20, v22, v28}
• X = X ∩A = {v0, v4, v10, v20, v22, v28}, no change to X, exit loop
• Return Attr0(G,A) = V , the entire game is also completely won by
player 0
Example 5.5.3. Figure 5.11 shows a game G that can not be modified at
all by psolL. Steps for running fixedPoint(G, 0):
• p = 0, so d = {0, 2}
• X = {v1, v3, v6}
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• For d = 0, Y = {v1, v6}, A = {v5, v7}
• For d = 2, Y = {v1, v3, v6}, A = {v2, v3, v4, v5, v7}
• X = X ∩A = {v3}, X is changed, entering another iteration
• For d = 0, Y = {}, A = {}
• For d = 2, Y = {v3}, A = {v2, v4}
• X = X ∩A = {}, X is changed, entering another iteration
• For d = 0, Y = {}, A = {}
• For d = 2, Y = {}, A = {}
• No winning region detected.
For each colour d, fixedPoint(G,0) fails to construct a non-empty l-
attractor, therefore the partial solver is unable to define a region in which
player 0 can visit a set of even minimum colour nodes infinitely often.
Hence, no winning region is detected in game G for player 0.
Running fixedPoint(G, 1) yields the same result. No winning region is
detected for player 1.
5.5.3. Complexity
The computation of fixedPoint(G, p) can be completed in O(|V | · |E |).
Indeed, the entire run of the for loop can be implemented so that each edge
is crossed at most once in all the l-attractor computations. Then, the loop
on X can run at most |V | times.
Partial solver psolL makes two calls of fixedPoint, and at most |V |
recursive calls to itself. Therefore the run time of psolL is bounded by
O(|V |2 · |E |).
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5.6. Discussion
We now discuss a common property of our partial solvers that makes these
algorithms useful parity game solving tools, even if they do not solve all
parity games completely.
5.6.1. Partial solvers as preprocessors
We present an argument which shows that all the partial solvers we designed
are preprocessors, in the sense that the winning regions of remaining games
are correct classifications for the input game of partial solvers.
Theorem 5.6.1. Let G = (V, V0, V1, E, c) be a parity game and pS be one
of our partial solvers. Let D be the subset of nodes of V that pS decides,
and so the remaining game G[R] has node set R = V\D. Let W0[R] and
W1[R] be the winning regions of player 0 (respectively 1) in game G[R]. Let
W0 and W1 be the winning regions of player 0 (respectively 1) in game G.
Then:
(1) W0[R] is contained in W0.
(2) W1[R] is contained in W1.
Proof. We only show the argument for (1), the one for (2) is done symmet-
rically. Our partial solvers are such that:
(A1) G[R] has no dead-ends as the input G has no dead-ends and pS won’t
introduce new dead-ends.
(A2) Each Di is the union of attractors Attri(G,Ai) where Ai are some
fixed points (e.g. fatal attractors) discovered by pS .
By symmetry, it suffices to show (1) above. Let v be a node in W0[R].
Case 1 If v is owned by player 1, then there cannot be an edge from v to
D1 in G, as otherwise by definition of normal attractor, (A2) would
ensure that v is absorbed by region D1.
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From v, there may well be edges to D0 but these would be losing
moves as D0 is winning for player 0.
So player 1 has to make a move from v that stays in R, and this is
possible due to (A1). But within G[R], W0[R] is a trap for player 1
and so this move will end up in W0[R], where player 0 can play his
winning strategy from G[R].
Case 2 If v is a player 0 node, then player 0 can simply move according to
the winning strategy in G[R], which ensures that the play will stay
in W0[R].
This shows that all moves in W0[R] are won by player 0 in the larger
game G. Therefore, D is partitioned into D0 and D1 which are nodes won
by player 0 and 1, respectively. Thus Di is a subset of Wi for each i.
From Theorem 5.6.1, we know that pS is actually a preprocessor as it
cannot change the effect that complete solvers will have on the remaining
nodes (their classification will be the same regardless of whether the com-
plete solver operates on G or on G[R]).
5.7. First experimental results
5.7.1. Experimental setup
We wrote Scala implementations of psol, psolB, psolQ, and psolL, and of
Zielonka’s solver zlka (the latter also used in Chapter 4) that rely on the
same data structures. As already stated before, our solver implementations
do not extract/record winning strategies, in order that we can focus on the
study of the design essence of winning region detection.
The (parity) Game object has a map of Nodes (objects) with node identi-
fiers (integers) as the keys. Apart from colour and owner type (0 or 1), each
Node has two lists of identifiers, one for successors and one for predecessors.
For normal attractor computation, the predecessor list is used to perform
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“backward” attraction. This uniform treatment allows for a first informed
comparison. We choose zlka as the benchmark solver for comparison, be-
cause it seems to work well in practice (also reported in [FL09]) on many
games.
Here, we use the non-random games generated by PGSolver [FL10] in our
experiments, because we know that these partial solvers are not complete,
and therefore, we concentrate our experiments on game types that they
can solve. As before, our implementations assume min-parity games, so we
perform polarity shift on PGSolver generated games to min-parity. We did
not perform extensive experiments on random games, and did not include
those brief results. We use the same list of non-random games shown in
Figure 3.15 of Chapter 3, with one additional game type.
• Elevator Verification: a verification problem for an elevator model.
This new game type is unable to be solved completely by some of our
partial solvers, which is of interest in exhibiting the “partial” properties of
our new solvers. We defer the discussion of this to a later section.
Each of these games takes in one (n) or two (n,m) input parameters to
configure their sizes. The values of these parameters will be specified in the
relevant points in the text below. For regression testing, all tested games
were also run on the PGSolver and we verified that the winning regions
extracted from psol, psolB, psolQ, psolL and zlka are consistent with
those computed by PGSolver. Consistency means that all nodes that the
partial solvers classify as being won by a particular player are indeed in the
winning region of that player, as computed by PGSolver.
Runs of these algorithms that took longer than 20 minutes (i.e., 1200K
milliseconds) or for which the machine exhausted the available memory dur-
ing solver computation are recorded as aborts (“abo”). All experiments were
conducted on the same machine with an Intel R© CoreTM i5 (four cores) CPU
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at 3.20GHz and 8G of RAM, running on a Ubuntu 11.04 Linux operating
system.
5.7.2. Running time, edge removal and fatal attractor count
comparison
We report results for game types for which we used unbounded binary
search. For games using one input parameter, we double the parameter
n at each iteration. After the first abo, n is set to the average of the last
success and the last failure. We start with n = 2 and terminate when the
search interval is smaller than 10, cutting off when all solvers reach abo;
the last terminating value of n in that search, referred to as “terminat-
ing boundary”, is henceforth displayed in the last row of each table. For
the game that has two input parameters, the set up of these values will
be explained in the relevant section. The result tables are colour coded to
aid readability. The shortest/longest running times of the five solvers are
coloured in green/red. Similarly, the largest/smallest terminating boundary
are also coloured in green/red.
The experimental results are presented in two-part tables (e.g., in Ta-
ble 5.1). The rows in the first part of the tables show the running time
of psol, psolB, psolQ, psolL, and zlka in milliseconds. The second part
shows the number of edges removed by psol, and fatal attractors by all
partial solvers detected. The edge removal and fatal attractor count results
suggest that each type of game seems to have a characteristic “signature”
of how many fatal attractors are detected and how many edges are removed
(psol only). We emphasise that these results are “inductive” in nature as
they are only consistent with the experiments we performed up to a certain
game size. For some game types, the partial solvers appear to detect a num-
ber of fatal attractors and that number is an exact arithmetic expression of
the input parameters.
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In our experiments, the results show that our fatal attractor based par-
tial solvers do perform favourably against the classic recursive solver zlka
[Zie98] for some (but not all) types of games tested. We cover the observa-
tions from the results of running time and terminating boundary, as well as
the edge removal and fatal attractor count, for the five solvers on each of
the game types. Then we discuss the insights obtained from the results.
n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
2**1 81.00 83.25 87.89 82.80 120.40
2**2 49.96 54.78 72.49 62.50 70.26
2**3 58.36 58.85 74.53 68.56 70.75
2**4 70.18 72.50 84.09 85.86 96.59
2**5 78.31 87.77 120.75 119.84 137.16
2**6 97.12 172.25 122.37 246.95 259.03
2**7 154.40 224.45 171.08 577.04 357.08
2**8 299.68 428.49 328.27 879.92 428.53
2**9 737.83 1932.27 436.17 1870.39 752.57
2**10 1680.17 11066.22 1287.93 7283.18 2487.42
2**11 6016.68 48691.72 3281.57 47398.46 12862.92
2**12 abo 164126.06 28122.96 342879.30 76427.44
20min n = 3680 n = 5232 n = 4608 n = 5040 n = 5104
n edges removed fatal A
2**1 0 1 (1) {1} [1]
2**11 0 2 (2) {2} [2]
2**12 0 2 (2) {2} [2]
Table 5.1.: Experimental results for Clique[n]. The first table shows the
running time in milliseconds. The second shows psol the edge
removal, and the detected fatal attractor count. In fatal A col-
umn: psol, (psolB), {psolQ}, [psolL].
Table 5.1 shows the experimental results for Clique. Here, psolB per-
forms the best in terms of terminating boundary, followed by zlka. How-
ever, in terms of running time, psolQ does the best amongst all solvers to-
wards larger game sizes, and outperforms zlka by around 3 times as much
for the largest game (Clique[212]) tested before all solvers aborted.
Clique[n] games are fully connected parity games without self-loops. The
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input parameter n specifies the number of nodes. The node set is divided
into an equal number of V0 and V1 nodes (when |V | is even, otherwise |V0|
= |V1| + 1). For p = 0 and 1, Vp nodes are owned entirely by player p, every
node has an unique colour, and for all v ∈ Vp, c(v)%2 = p.
Apart from for n=2 (the smallest size tested), psol and psolB solve all
Clique[n] games by finding two fatal attractors. Let cm be the largest colour
in Clique game G. Then the first fatal attractor A1 detected consists of
two nodes of the largest colours in cm%2 parity, followed by computing
Attrcm%2(G,A1) which attracts all cm%2 parity nodes. This makes up all
of the player cm%2’s winning region. The second fatal attractor A2 consists
of two nodes with the largest 1 − cm%2 parity colours, then the player
1 − cm%2 winning region is Attr1−cm%2(G,A2). Therefore, the winning
regions are divided such that Wp (for p = 0 and 1) consists of all Vp nodes.
Partial solvers psolQ and psolL compute the same fatal attractors. Due
to their ascending colour exploration ordering, they detect the two fatal
attractors straight away when checking the first two colours (0 and 1), and
they detect identical fatal attractors. However, there is a significant dif-
ference in their running time. In practice, psolQ is more efficient to solve
Clique than psolL because of its bounded property. Given a bound b,
psolQ stops at the bound whereas psolL acts “greedily” and tries to max-
imise the fatal attractor by iterating through all colours of p (i.e., b%2)
parity in the accumulation process, even when the extra iterations make no
contribution to the fatal attractor found.
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
2**1 79.38 81.15 110.77 92.31 98.00
2**2 64.71 68.73 76.44 63.87 74.71
2**3 69.52 64.25 82.97 71.27 69.53
2**4 87.27 67.95 86.56 74.23 80.82
2**5 147.74 73.87 93.17 84.63 91.20
2**6 261.21 89.37 115.54 103.93 112.89
2**7 417.42 147.91 146.22 133.73 140.50
2**8 806.85 140.78 158.99 188.26 194.37
2**9 1583.93 300.45 278.94 297.88 310.84
2**10 4077.46 434.75 433.29 514.55 472.96
2**11 18776.31 450.61 771.91 822.30 547.22
2**12 71543.08 935.86 833.99 741.18 749.50
2**13 401515.36 1663.38 1124.56 1137.57 901.65
2**14 abo 1813.43 1297.28 1668.62 1214.65
2**15 abo 2008.35 1964.06 2376.40 1922.70
2**16 abo 3210.40 3300.57 3717.25 3128.11
2**17 abo 5453.26 5341.88 7410.25 5541.28
2**18 abo 9776.80 11398.05 14694.70 12270.57
2**19 abo 22440.57 26759.85 31628.69 24406.79
2**20 abo 47139.96 59238.77 68567.02 75270.74
20min n = 14712 n = 1596624 n = 1415776 n = 1355480 n = 1242376
Ladder edges fatal A
2**12 0 2 (2) {2} [2]
2**13 0 2 (2) {2} [2]
Table 5.2.: Experimental results for Ladder[n]. The first table shows the
running time in milliseconds. The second shows psol the edge
removal, and the detected fatal attractor count. In fatal A col-
umn: psol, (psolB), {psolQ}, [psolL].
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In Ladder[n] game, all V0 nodes have colour 2, and all V1 nodes have
colour 1. Each node v ∈ V has two successors, one V0 and one V1 node,
which form a node pair. Every node pair is connected to the next pair to
form a “ladder” of node pairs. Finally, the bottom pair is connected to the
top to close the loop. The parameter n configures the number of such node
pairs.
In Table 5.2, we see that psolB performs better than zlka in terms of run-
ning time and terminating boundary, 37% time reduction and 22% bound-
ary increase for Ladder[220]. We do not observe significant performance
difference between the partial solvers psolB, psolQ, and psolL. Due to its
extremely small index (i.e., 2), regardless of the colour exploration ordering,
these three partial solvers detect the two fatal attractors consecutively, each
consisting of all nodes in V1 and V0, for colour 1 and 2, respectively.
However, in order to make Ladder compatible with psol, we need to con-
vert the game to have unique colours, hence inflating the index from 2 to size
of the game. This process unnecessarily increases the computational com-
plexity of the game, and the low performance observed in the experimental
results backs up this intuition.
A Model Checker Ladder[n] game consists of overlapping blocks of four
nodes where n specifies the number of blocks. All nodes are owned by player
1. However, the nodes are connected in such a way that every cycle in the
game passes through a single “choke point” node of colour 0. The partial
solver iterates through all colours, and eventually detects a colour for which
a fatal attractor can be accumulated. In the case of Model Checker Ladder,
this colour is 0. The accumulation process then goes through iterations to
eventually attract all of the nodes in the game.
As a result, all partial solvers detect only one fatal attractor (fatal for
player 1) in this game structure. Table 5.3 shows results for Model Checker
Ladder. All solvers seem fairly close in terms of running times and termi-
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
2**1 99.48 115.60 101.66 111.30 109.30
2**2 63.89 76.07 78.44 83.36 75.87
2**3 75.11 78.12 90.79 98.57 82.66
2**4 119.79 121.99 117.80 165.20 111.07
2**5 184.89 178.85 193.17 276.26 212.65
2**6 336.12 345.01 268.91 430.73 348.90
2**7 479.54 449.79 405.46 581.05 755.56
2**8 974.23 1118.71 822.48 1267.14 713.06
2**9 1885.50 1496.22 1809.69 3297.83 1895.34
2**10 5717.84 5209.86 5255.96 12645.13 6404.10
2**11 23732.15 18829.26 23484.65 53536.12 20362.12
2**12 119291.99 90366.80 117006.17 268556.46 79284.72
2**13 560002.68 457049.22 644225.37 abo 398592.74
20min n = 11528 n = 12288 n = 10928 n = 7424 n = 13248
Model Checker Ladder edges fatal A
2**12 0 1 (1) {1} [1]
2**13 0 1 (1) {1} [1]
Table 5.3.: Experimental results for Model Checker Ladder[n]. The first
table shows the running time in milliseconds. The second shows
psol the edge removal, and the detected fatal attractor count.
In fatal A column: psol, (psolB), {psolQ}, [psolL].
nating boundary, though, psolL notably performs the worst. When exe-
cuting fixedPoint(G, 0), although the construction of the fatal attractor
is already completed at the first colour (i.e., colour 0), the algorithm still
iterates through the rest of the even colours. In addition, the current design
of psolL calls fixedPoint(G, 1) on the same (unmodified) input game G,
even though the whole game G has been fully solved in the previous step.
The Recursive Ladder[n] game consists of n blocks, each of which con-
sists of four layers of total five nodes. The node in the bottom layer has
connections to two nodes in the next block, whereas the top layer node has
a connection back to the top layer node of the previous block, hence forming
the “recursive” structure. Different to Ladder, the last block in Recursive
Ladder does not loop back to the first block. Table 5.4 shows results for this
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
2**1 99.25 118.35 107.77 111.98 96.82
2**2 73.76 79.50 85.18 106.56 122.11
2**3 98.24 104.05 99.66 198.42 374.02
2**4 157.70 155.97 145.61 407.02 1676.78
2**5 330.65 321.91 262.72 778.42 1112857.95
2**6 866.06 897.39 460.96 2255.76 abo
2**7 1735.51 1784.69 1009.50 9822.45 abo
2**8 6663.13 3822.82 1499.94 70429.58 abo
2**9 46193.13 20352.43 2982.26 531608.20 abo
2**10 299750.87 114852.49 8876.95 abo abo
2**11 abo 1168393.84 34688.06 abo abo
2**12 abo abo 138956.08 abo abo
2**13 abo abo 606868.31 abo abo
20min n = 1560 n = 2064 n = 11352 n = 664 n = 32
Recursive Ladder edges fatal A
2**7 72 90 (2**7) {2**6} [2**6]
2**8 129 192 (2**8) {2**7} [2**7]
2**9 266 377 (2**9) {2**8} [2**8]
Table 5.4.: Experimental results for Recursive Ladder[n]. The first table
shows the running time in milliseconds. The second shows psol
the edge removal, and the detected fatal attractor count. In fatal
A column: psol, (psolB), {psolQ}, [psolL].
game. All our partial solvers outperform the recursive solver zlka in the
experiment. Partial solver psolQ is the best performer among all solvers. It
solved Recursive Ladder[213] in around 10 minutes (when all other solvers
timed out after 20 minutes) and reached a terminating boundary 355 times
larger than the one that zlka achieved.
The results in the second part of Table 5.4 show that “layered” versions of
the partial solvers, psolQ and psolL require fewer fatal attractors than psol
and psolB to solve the game. psolB solves Recursive Ladder[n] through
n (= 2k) fatal attractors; whereas psol through between 2k−1 and 2k fatal
attractors and removes about that many edges; psolQ, and psolL detect
2k−1 fatal attractors.
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Although psolQ and psolL detect identical fatal attractors, their running
times and terminating boundary differ significantly. Recall that psolQ uses
bounded colour in the attractor accumulation, once the bound is reached,
the process stops. However, in the case of psolL, the attractor accumulation
process iterates through all colours of the same parity, even though some
of the steps in the attractor accumulation process make no contribution to
the final fatal attractor computation.
n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
2**1 126.03 122.89 1124.95 326.69 220.87
2**2 123.84 137.79 1466.41 919.53 465.36
2**3 202.44 223.44 6587.89 1263.61 1224.07
2**4 634.96 444.87 48985.62 2078.73 10558.95
2**5 996.98 959.14 444599.10 5715.31 abo
2**6 1005.84 1178.69 abo 32985.33 abo
2**7 2763.97 2389.40 abo 227388.17 abo
2**8 7599.40 6424.32 abo abo abo
2**9 33031.14 33077.99 abo abo abo
2**10 174913.85 134795.46 abo abo abo
2**11 909401.03 631963.68 abo abo abo
20min n = 2368 n = 2672 n = 40 n = 232 n = 24
Strategy Impr edges fatal A
2**4 0 2 (2) {2} [2]
2**5 0 2 (2) {2} [2]
Table 5.5.: Experimental results for Strategy Impr[n]. The first table
shows the running time in milliseconds. The second shows psol
the edge removal, and the detected fatal attractor count. In fatal
A column: psol, (psolB), {psolQ}, [psolL].
Table 5.5 shows the results for Strategy Impr. The structure of this
game is more complicated than games introduced previously. A Strategy
Impr[n] game has 25n + 10 nodes. One key property of Strategy Impr
is that it causes the strategy improvement algorithm [VJ00] to exhibit an
exponential running time [FL10]. In our experiment, the partial solvers
can reach higher terminating boundaries than zlka against this game type.
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Partial solver psolB is the best performer (followed by psol), and is able to
solve Strategy Impr[211] in around 10.5 minutes when other solvers, psolQ,
psolL, and zlka, timed out after 20 minutes. The terminating boundary
reached by psolB is 111 times greater than that achieved by zlka.
Although this game has a more complicated structure, it contains a few
properties that psolB and psol exploit. Strategy Impr (recall that these
are min-parity) games contain a V1 node vs that has the maximum colour,
which is odd, and has a self-loop, as well as a pair of high colour odd par-
ity V0 nodes, from which player 0 can either go to vs (which is bad for
player 0), or stay with them (which is also bad for player 0). From descend-
ing colour ordering, psolB/psol immediately identifies the fatal attractor
A[{vs}, c(vs)]/A[vs], followed by normal attractor computation for player 1
to it. The next fatal attractor is found after 3 colour iterations. The nor-
mal attractor computed for that fatal attractor includes the whole of the
remaining game. As a result, the entire game is won by player 1.
Partial solvers psolQ and psolL solve this game in a similar manner.
The difference is that they find the required fatal attractors at very late
stages of the accumulation process due to their colour exploration ordering.
The wasted iterations cause significant inefficiency, as reflected by the poor
performance in the experimental results.
We note that the number of fatal attractors detected by all of partial
solvers to solve Strategy Impr[n] are identical (namely, 2) regardless the
size of n.
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
1 119.64 91.66 133.32 111.93 92.76
2 86.22 69.66 123.00 93.46 81.44
3 106.31 99.59 253.53 174.89 127.81
4 207.26 174.04 421.41 518.34 210.89
5 642.84 321.70 667.68 579.71 415.72
6 1035.98 610.72 2032.96 1469.46 801.99
7 4412.76 1504.73 10588.08 8428.07 1553.94
8 54059.56 7838.95 80896.73 63127.37 8239.88
9 272095.32 54543.31 610264.18 444594.02 56780.41
10 abo 397728.33 abo abo 390407.41
20min n = 9 n = 10 n = 9 n = 9 n = 10
Towers Of Hanoi edges fatal A
7 0 3**7 (2) {2} [2]
8 0 3**8 (2) {2} [2]
9 0 3**9 (2) {2} [2]
Table 5.6.: Experimental results for Towers Of Hanoi[n]. The first table
shows the running time in milliseconds. The second shows psol
the edge removal, and the detected fatal attractor count. In fatal
A column: psol, (psolB), {psolQ}, [psolL].
In Towers Of Hanoi[n] game, all nodes belong to player 0, and have
colour 1 or 2. This game has an intertwined tower structure that captures
a well-known puzzle (called Towers Of Hanoi). Each tower in the game
consists of four nodes, with outgoing edges to other towers. Regardless of
the value of n, every tower, except one, has an odd colour (i.e., 1) node with
self-loop. The node with self-loop in the exception tower has even colour.
Table 5.6 shows the results for Towers Of Hanoi. The table suggests
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that psolQ has the worst performance, whereas psolB performs similarly as
zlka. Let G be a Towers Of Hanoi game of any size. We claim that psolB
solves G in two steps. From the maximum colour (i.e., 2), it first detects
fatal attractor A0, consisting of the even parity node with self-loop (denoted
as v) and the node that has outgoing edge to v. The attractor Attr0(G,A0)
makesW0, and is removed from the game. The remaining game G′ after the
previous step only has nodes of colour 1. The next step simply identifies
all nodes with self-loops as the fatal attractor A1. The normal attractor
Attr1(G′, A1) is the W1 region. Due to the unique colour conversion, psol
needs many more steps to solve Towers Of Hanoi.
Similar to psolB, partial solver psolL first accumulates the fatal at-
tractor A0 for even parity nodes (in this case, colour 2), and then the
next fatal attractor A1 for odd parity nodes (colour 1). However, there
is one crucial difference (which explains the performance difference). In
psolB, after detection of A0, the Attr0(G,A0) region is removed from the
game, before the next step starts. This removal process does not happen in
psolL. After calling fixedPoint(G, 0), the unmodified game G is passed
in fixedPoint(G, 1) as an input.
Partial solver psolQ solves this game in this manner. Starting from the
minimum colour (i.e., 1), it detects and removes fatal attractor A1 and
its normal attractor, Attr1(G,A1) (which does not contain all nodes with
colour 1). Removal of a region causes a recursive call to psolQ which resets
the boundary colour b to 1. In the next step, psolQ tries to find a fatal
attractor for colour 1 again, but fails. Then for colour 2, it detects fatal
attractor A0.
The above descriptions of solver steps show that Towers Of Hanoi is
solved with exactly two fatal attractors by psolB, psolQ, and psolL, re-
gardless of the game size. While psol requires 3n fatal attractors, due to
the inflated colours caused by the unique colour conversion process.
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n psol;zlka psolB psolQ psolL zlka
1 171.63 120.59 147.32 121.78 125.41
n psol;zlka psolB;zlka psolQ psolL zlka
2 646.18 248.56 385.56 286.79 237.51
3 2707.09 584.83 806.28 499.30 512.72
4 223829.69 1389.10 2882.14 1665.42 1116.85
5 abo 11681.02 22532.75 15335.64 3671.04
6 abo 168217.65 373568.85 241866.20 41344.03
7 abo abo abo abo 458938.13
20min n = 4 n = 6 n = 6 n = 6 n = 7
Elevator Verification edges fatal A
1 0 6 (3) {2} [2]
2 0 24 (2) {3} [3]
3 0 94 (2) {3} [3]
4 0 448 (2) {3} [3]
5 abo abo(2) {3} [3]
6 abo abo(2) {3} [3]
7 abo abo(abo) {abo} [abo]
Table 5.7.: Experimental results for Elevator Verification[n].
Elevator Verification represents a fairness verification problem for an
elevator model that encodes a CTL* model checking problem [FL10]. For
our purpose, we need to know that an Elevator Verification[n] game
represents a model with n floors, and has roughly 5n−1 × 37 number of
nodes. This game has three colours (0, 1, and 2) regardless of the size of n.
All games we have seen previously can be solved completely by all four
partial solvers. Partial solver psol does not solve this type of game com-
pletely, and psolB does not do so for n > 1. We therefore add to their
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running time that of zlka on the game that remains unsolved by these par-
tial solvers. Partial solvers psolL and psolQ do solve this type of games
completely.
We see that zlka alone performs better for Elevator Verification than
first running any of these partial solver and then zlka on the remaining
game in Table 5.7. We write psol;zlka etc. for such compositions. Again,
psolB performs much better than psol. We note that for larger games the
vast proportion of time for the compositions psol;zlka and psolB;zlka is
spent in the partial solvers. Although psolQ and psolL are able to solve
this game completely, they do not seem to perform better than zlka.
Partial solvers psolQ and psolL solve this game by finding the same
fatal attractors, albeit in different order. For games with n = 1, Elevator
Verification[n] is solved by two fatal attractors (and their corresponding
normal attractors). For n > 1, psolQ finds three fatal attractors this way.
Given an Elevator Verification game G, psolQ first attempts to find a
fatal attractor for colour variable d = 0, but fails to do so. It then detects
a fatal attractor A1 for d = 1, and removes Attr1(G,A1). The removal of a
region causes a recursive call which resets d to 0. In this iteration, psolQ
attempts and fails to accumulate a fatal attractor for d = 0, and 1, then
it succeeds in finding fatal attractor A2 for d = 2. Eventually, psolQ finds
fatal attractor A0 for d = 0 in the next iteration when d is reset.
Partial solver psolL makes two calls to fixedPoint. In the first call, it
finds A2, followed by finding A1 in the second call. Fatal attractor A0 is
then found in the next fixedPoint call when psolL is executed recursively.
Elevator Verification is one example illustrating that the “greedy” ac-
cumulation strategy of psolL is beneficial when compared to the bounded
accumulation of psolQ. This is reflected by the marginal performance ad-
vantage over psolQ.
Amongst the four partial solvers, psolB appears to have the best/least
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running time in the experimental results for Elevator Verification. How-
ever, the truth of this observation is polluted by the fact that psolB is un-
able to solve Elevator Verification completely and its results include the
running time of zlka (which performs favourably) on the remaining game.
We note that psol has poor performance and is unable to solve Elevator
Verification completely.
m psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
10*2**0 367.34 298.79 602.70 640.67 2208.62
10*2**1 588.87 608.71 1452.53 1630.69 2760.80
10*2**2 1154.01 1314.88 2088.30 8986.20 6826.65
10*2**3 3549.54 1687.52 6119.28 69366.59 23209.46
10*2**4 18881.92 2974.80 21582.44 561980.89 97061.02
10*2**5 151100.10 9078.96 85659.40 abo 465235.74
10*2**6 abo 38595.93 356985.11 abo abo
10*2**7 abo 179097.35 abo abo abo
10*2**8 abo 833509.48 abo abo abo
20min n = 560 n = 2890 n = 1120 n = 200 n = 480
Jurdzinski edges fatal A
10, 10*2**1 137 148 (201) {201} [21]
10, 10*2**2 330 266 (401) {401} [41]
10, 10*2**3 713 514 (801) {801} [81]
10, 10*2**4 1501 954 (1601) {1601} [161]
Table 5.8.: Experimental results for Jurdzinski[10,m].
The Jurdzinski[n,m] game is designed to cause the worst-case behaviour
for the SPM solver [Jur00]. This game consists of n number of layers, while
each layer consists of m number of repeating blocks of three nodes. The
layers and blocks are inter-connected in the manner described in [Jur00].
As this game has two input parameters n and m, we ran three binary
search experiments: one where n is fixed to 10 and binary search is done
over k, where m = 10×k, one in which these roles of n and m are swapped,
and a third one where n = m = 10 × k. The initial configuration is
(n,m) = (10, 10) in all three experiments. The results in Tables 5.8, 5.9
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
10*2**0 425.03 308.43 621.50 625.15 1923.57
10*2**1 469.09 459.36 958.02 1499.28 4187.24
10*2**2 772.54 1057.39 2213.25 3070.37 22033.35
10*2**3 1587.16 1450.96 5158.28 9810.63 167021.82
10*2**4 3896.81 2567.82 17677.65 37298.33 abo
10*2**5 14801.06 5721.61 75413.93 172813.89 abo
10*2**6 63984.18 23966.66 297384.36 1019879.99 abo
10*2**7 308033.94 106453.86 abo abo abo
10*2**8 abo 406621.65 abo abo abo
20min n = 2420 n = 4380 n = 1240 n = 700 n = 140
Jurdzinski edges fatal A
10*2**3, 10 464 587 (801) {801} [11]
10*2**4, 10 938 1163 (1601) {1601} [11]
10*2**5, 10 1869 2324 (3201) {3201} [11]
10*2**6, 10 3719 4664 (6401) {6401} [11]
Table 5.9.: Experimental results for Jurdzinski[n, 10].
and 5.10 show that in runs of all three forms, psolB clearly outperforms
zlka and does better throughout than other partial solvers. It reaches 4
to 31 times larger terminating boundary than zlka. Additonally, psolB
solves (the three largest games) Jurdzinski[10, 10× 28] in around 14 min-
utes, Jurdzinski[10 × 28, 10], and Jurdzinski[10 × 24, 10 × 24] in around
7 minutes when all other solvers timed out.
The results also show that a greater number of fatal attractors are de-
tected for Jurdzinski. Partial solvers psolB and psolQ detect nm + 1
many fatal attractors, whereas psolL finds exactly m + 1 many fatal at-
tractors. Partial solver psol detects slightly more than it removes edges:
nm/2 ≤ x ≤ n ·m many edges are removed for Jurdzinski[n,m].
Although psolB finds the same fatal attractors as psolQ (but in a different
ordering), their performances differ significantly. In psolB solving, the first
few fatal attractors detected consist of all nodes of some colour. Hence, the
steps taken rapidly reduce the indices, and the computational complexity of
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka
10*2**0 377.95 309.40 622.80 622.63 1977.74
10*2**1 855.57 982.13 2158.87 4988.00 11221.26
10*2**2 6939.97 2660.77 19856.60 134865.12 318244.01
10*2**3 215118.70 23045.37 310665.53 abo abo
10*2**4 abo 403844.56 abo abo abo
20min n = 110 n = 200 n = 100 n = 50 n = 50
Jurdzinski edges fatal A
10*2**0, 10*2**0 58 83 (101) {101} [11]
10*2**1, 10*2**1 272 276 (401) {401} [21]
10*2**2, 10*2**2 1301 977 (1601) {1601} [41]
Table 5.10.: Experimental results for Jurdzinski[n, n].
the remaining games. However, in psolQ solving, a prefix of fatal attractors
found consists of only a subset of nodes of some colours. After removing
the normal attractors to these fatal attractors, the indices of the remaining
games remain the same. This means psolQ is required to attempt many
unfruitful fatal attractor detections on some colours before real progress
can be made.
The process of psol solving is the same as for psolB in spirit. How-
ever, due to the unique colour conversion process, the inflated colour space
means that psol has to process these “artificial” colours which yield no fatal
attractor.
Partial solver psolL performs poorly against Jurdzinski, despite the
fact that it solves this game with much fewer fatal attractors. We note that
its current design has some inefficiencies. The two fixedPoint calls in the
main loop produce winning regions belonging to player 0 and 1, respectively.
Due to the determinacy property of parity games, we know that these two
sets do not overlap, therefore, it is feasible to improve the efficiency of psolL
by removing the first winning region (if found) before the next fixedPoint
call.
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Also, the fatal attractor accumulation in psolL is “greedy” in nature, in
that it always iterates through all colours of the designated parity, attempt-
ing to maximise the size of the fatal attractor found. In our experiments,
this approach does not seem to show much practical benefit (for most games
tested), as the extra iterations on colours often do not add new nodes to the
fatal attractors in the accumulation process. As a result, psolL is usually
the poorest performer amongst the partial solvers in the tests.
5.7.3. Summary
We summarise the experimental results. Partial solvers psol, and psolB
completely solved seven out of eight game types (with exception of Elevator
Verification). Whereas psolQ and and psolL completely solved all eight
types, but are incomplete in general (meaning that they do not completely
solve all finite parity games).
The algorithms of the four partial solvers explore the nodes in different
colour ordering. They also have different degrees of permissiveness in their
fatal attractor accumulation. In our experiments, it is shown that these
algorithmic variations can work for or against specific game types, depend-
ing on their characteristic structures. We conducted three experiments for
Jurdzinski, and one for each of the other game types. In terms of perfor-
mance merit (we regard terminating boundary over running time), psolB
performs the best for 7 experiments, zlka best for 3 (equal best with psolB
for Towers Of Hanoi), and psolQ best for 1 of these. On the other hand,
psol performs the worst for 3 experiments, psolQ worst for 1, psolL worst
for 2, and zlka worst for 4 of these.
Overall, psolB appears to perform best across these eight types of bench-
marks, and psol is generally worse than psolB. We note that psol is unable
to solve Elevator Verification[n] completely and so is psolB when n > 1;
and zlka is the best for this type. Finally, psolQ performs significantly bet-
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ter than other solvers for Recursive Ladder in our experiments.
5.8. Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a new family of attractors for parity games.
We used these new attractors to design four algorithms that detect “fatal”
such attractors. These algorithms are partial solvers that can potentially
solve some parity games quickly, but not all games completely. However, in
our experiments, two of those do solve 7 out of 8, and the remaining two
solve all 8 benchmark game types completely.
In the setting of our experiments, the results also show that some of
these partial solvers have better performance than the classical recursive
solver zlka [Zie98]. Notably, psolB performs favourably over zlka in terms
of running time and terminating boundary for Clique, Ladder, Strategy
Impr, and Jurdzinski. Partial solver psolQ performs significantly better
than zlka (as well as other partial solvers) in the experiment for Recursive
Ladder. These results are encouraging.
Without performing in-depth analysis of the structures of the eight game
types used (which is not the intention of this research), we discussed the
reasons for why the partial solvers are better for some games – based on
our understanding of the partial solvers and knowledge of parity games.
Zielonka’s solver [Zie98] (zlka) defers the final decision of the winner of a
node to the next subgame (“layer”) if the winner of node v can not be de-
termined in the current subgame. This process continues until the winners
of a core set of nodes (i.e., nodes that have winners identified) are deter-
mined, then the algorithm “unfolds” to propagate the winner identification
information to the nodes in the layers above.
Despite the algorithmic variations, our partial solvers all utilise fatal at-
tractor accumulation which is based on fixed point computation of some set
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of nodes. In this approach, the construction assumes less “responsibilities”,
and so the accumulation process can act more permissively in the sense that
it does not need to find the complete set of the winning region, but only
needs to find a core set of nodes with favourable colours for player p (for p
= 0 or 1) initially. The accumulation of fatal attractors only has two con-
siderations, whether there exist paths for player p from nodes in the fatal
attractor to the core set, without encountering lower colour 1 − p parity
nodes; and whether player p is able to repeat such visits infinitely often
(from all nodes in the fatal attractor) in the same manner.
Intuitively, the construction of fatal attractors only considers some prop-
erties of a winning region that the zlka algorithm examines. This means
the decision of the winner of some nodes can be achieved at a lower com-
putational cost (than in zlka). Once a set of nodes Ap has been identified
as winning for player p in parity game G, the partial solver computes the
normal attractor to Ap for player p (i.e., Attrp(G,Ap)). The trade-off of
this polynomial-time approach of course is that the solvers can not identify
winners for all nodes, thus are incomplete in general.
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6. Evaluation and Conclusions
The main objective of this thesis was to improve the performance of parity
game solving. We first discuss the custom framework developed to conduct
the required experiments in this thesis. This is followed by summaries of our
three distinct contributions, and the theoretical and empirical study carried
out for each of them, in the field of parity game research.
6.1. Code development and validation framework
As discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, our experiments used a custom built
framework, on which different parity game solvers are built up. This frame-
work uses object-oriented domain object design, which means domain en-
tities are represented as objects that consist of data attributes as well as
behaviours. This approach allows better code modularisation and program-
ming, so we are able to gain better clarity on the internal working and
robustness of our implementations of solvers. However, the resultant frame-
work is focused on maximising throughput and performance. Some opera-
tions can be efficiently performed, e.g., a normal attractor can be efficiently
computed via “backward” exploration. Or in small progress measure up-
date, obtaining the successor list of a node is a simple look-up. However,
other operations become time consuming, e.g., subgame creation, edge re-
moval, and SCC decomposition.
This performance aspect of our framework is not an issue in our em-
pirical study, as the aims of our experiments are to compare relative per-
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formance between different parity game solvers, under various settings in
the same conditions. If one wishes to investigate solver integration, and/or
build high performance parity game tools, it is our recommendation to take
performance optimisation into consideration right from the domain object
design level.
6.2. Contributions
6.2.1. Concurrent small progress measures
The first contribution was the improvement to an existing parity game solver
(called PW solver [vdPW08]), and the design and development of a new
parity game solver [HKP12a]. We called the improved version of PW solver
PWe, and our new solver CSPM (concurrent SPM). Both of which utilise
the multi-core technology, and are based on the sequential SPM solver by
Jurdziński [Jur00].
The design of CSPM aims to make the threads concentrate on performing
“useful” work, which are tasks that help in reaching the fixed point state
of the game as soon as possible. SPM was chosen as the basis of CSPM
because of its local look-up nature. Clear division of tasks between threads
can thus be easily achieved. The CSPM solver uses multiple-readers/single-
writer locks to reduce thread contention, allowing all threads to freely read
the properties of nodes. The blocking only occurs when writing to the
pendingQueue (and the associated active thread counter), and the small
progress measures.
The PW solver divides the game graph into partitions, the fixed point
state of each partition is managed by a single thread. This design favours re-
duction of thread contention over computational complexity. Our improved
version PWe further reduces the overall work performed by the threads,
though PW and PWe share similar preference to parity game structures in
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general.
Our experimental results show that both CSPM and PWe exhibit signif-
icant performance improvement over SPM in solving all games tested. For
randomly generated parity games that have other 1600 nodes, as well as
non-random games with indices greater than 2, we do observe that CSPM
delivers more favourable performance than PWe. These results are encour-
aging: considering that the performance of CSPM has a relatively low de-
pendency on configuration details, we believe that CSPM is the best option
to solve parity games, if one wishes to take advantage of the extra processing
resources available in a multi-core environment, without having to analyse
the input parity games.
Future work includes comparing CSPM to some of the high performing
sequential solvers, such as Zielonka’s recursive solver [Zie98], and Schewe’s
Big-Steps [Sch07] solver. The former performs well in practice [FL09], and
the latter has better theoretical running time bound. It would be interesting
to see, given sufficient number of CPU cores, whether utilisation of extra
hardware resources will give CSPM an overall time advantage over other
algorithms. In addition, the CSPM experimental results showed that the
optimal core count varies according to the parity game structure (node
count, edge density, and indices). It would be useful to develop a method
with which one could reliably calculate the optimal thread count given an
input parity game.
6.2.2. Rabin index in parity games
The second contribution we made is the development of new colour compres-
sion algorithms, rabin and rabinα. As we have seen, in many solvers, e.g.,
in [Jur00, Sch07, Zie98], the index of the parity game is the most dominant
factor in the computational complexity. Thus, it is desirable to reduce this
value prior to sending the game to the solver. We also defined the Rabin
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index for parity games, which is a descriptive complexity for such games.
We studied this concept in depth. By analysing the structure of simple cy-
cles in parity games, we arrived at an algorithm that computes this Rabin
index in exponential time.
The algorithm changes the colouring function while ignoring the owner-
ship structure. It reduces the index of the game to the Rabin index, which
is the minimum index required for a parity game to maintain its winning
regions and strategies given that ownership of nodes is disregarded.
Then we studied the complexity of the decision problem of whether the
Rabin index of a parity game is at least k for some fixed k > 0. For k equal
to 1, we saw that this problem is in P, but we showed NP-hardness of this
decision problem for all other values of k.
Next, we asked what happens if our algorithm rabin abstractly inter-
prets all detection checks for simple cycles through detection checks for
cycles. The resulting algorithm rabinα was then shown to run in polyno-
mial time, and to compute a corresponding abstract and sound interpreta-
tion of the Rabin index. Our experiments were performed on random and
non-random games. We observed that rabinα-compression plus Zielonka’s
solver [Zie98] achieved a 29% and 85% time reduction for Jurdziński and
Recursive Ladder games, respectively, compared to solving the original
games. For other game types and random games, no such reduction was
observed. We also saw that for some structured game types, the abstract
Rabin index is dramatically smaller than the original index of the game.
But for other structured and randomly generated game types, the perfor-
mance improvement is not too encouraging. Coupled with the time taken
to perform rabinα, overall performance gains observed are limited to a few
specific game types. The rabinα implementation in its current form is not
yet ready to be used as an effective parity game preprocessor. However, the
algorithm does offer us a new way of looking at descriptive complexity of
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parity games.
As discussed in the conclusion of Chapter 4, we plan to investigate prop-
erties of the measure RIα(c)−RI(c), which essentially measures a difference
between the structures of cycles and simple cycles. The family of examples
in Figure 4.7 shows that this difference can be arbitrarily large. We also
intend to study variants of RI(c) that are targeted for specific solvers. The
SPM solver in [Jur00], for example, favours fewer occurrences of odd colours
but also favours lower index. This suggests a measure with a lexicographical
order of the Rabin index followed by an occurrence count of odd colours.
6.2.3. Fatal attractors
The third contribution we made is the design and development of four parity
game solvers that have simplified winning region detection processes which
help to identify subsets of winning regions earlier. These solvers are partial
parity game solvers because they do not solve all parity games completely.
We have shown that they work in PTIME. These partial solvers take a
parity game as the input, and return possibly proper subsets of the winning
regions for the two players. The nodes for which the winners cannot be
decided are returned as a subgame.
We demonstrated the feasibility of this approach both in theory and in
practice. Theoretically, we developed a new family of attractors that natu-
rally lend themselves to the design of such partial solvers; and we also proved
results about the computational complexity and the semantic properties of
these partial solvers. Practically, we observed that these solvers can com-
pete with extant solvers on benchmarks – both in terms of practical running
times and in terms of precision in that our partial solvers completely solve
such benchmark games.
In our experiments, we used the eight non-random benchmark game types
from the PGSolver tool kit [FL10], because we wanted to concentrate on
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games that these partial solvers can solve. These benchmark games are
carefully crafted to cause exponential running time on some complete parity
game solvers. For the ten experiments we conducted, we saw that psolB
is the best for 7 of them; zlka is the best for 3; and psolQ is the best for
1. The results shown for psolB are particularly encouraging. It would be
interesting to study psolB’s behaviour in detail, and maybe develop it into
a complete solver, or an optimised preprocessor tool in future work.
We have also shown (in Section 5.6.1) that the winning regions detected
by our partial solvers are subsets of the winning regions in the original
games. This property greatly improves the usefulness for these algorithms
as preprocessors for parity games that can not be solved fully.
In addition, we plan to study the descriptive complexity of the class of
output games of a partial solver, for example of psolQ. We also want to
investigate whether such output classes can be solved by algorithms that
exploit invariants satisfied by these output classes. Furthermore, we mean to
investigate whether classes of games characterised by structural properties
of their game graphs can be solved completely by partial solvers. Such
insights may connect our work to that of [DKT12], where it is shown that
certain classes of parity games that can be solved in PTIME are closed
under operations such as the join of game graphs.
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A. Rabin Index
Game Type µ(c) µ(s(c)) RIα(c) #I ts tα Sol Sol.S Sol.R
Clique[100] 100 100 99 2 0.08 388.93 13.23 13.06 13.01
Ladder[100] 2 2 2 1 0.11 8.93 1.87 1.66 1.68
Jurdziński[5 10] 12 12 11 2 0.09 44.25 76.98 76.94 76.38
Rec Ladder[15] 48 46 16 2 0.04 10.46 310.21 309.21 174.91
Strategy Impr[8] 237 181 9 2 0.10 54.01 194.96 45.46 8.99
MC Ladder[100] 200 200 0 2 0.14 141.95 30.90 30.49 0.62
Tower of Hanoi[5] 2 2 1 2 0.46 261.10 29.43 29.61 45.41
Figure A.1.: Indices and average times (in ms) for 100 runs for game types
named in first column. Next three columns: original, statically
compressed, and rabinα-compressed index. Followed by the
number of iterations within rabinα. Next two columns: time
taken to perform static colour and rabinα compressions on
the original games. Last three columns: Times of solving the
original, statically compressed, and rabinα-compressed games
with our implementation of Zielonka’s solver
Game Configs µ(c) µ(s(c)) RIα(c) #I ts tα Sol Sol.S Sol.R
100/1/20/100 99.16 45.34 35.97 2.05 0.48 57.04 6.71 5.21 4.84
200/1/40/200 198.97 91.91 80.29 2.03 0.12 441.29 12.40 11.49 11.43
400/1/80/400 399.28 184.34 172.30 2.10 0.24 4337.04 42.78 40.62 40.58
800/1/160/800 799.08 369.76 355.67 2.05 0.47 47241.70 181.73 173.59 173.83
1000/1/200/1000 999.14 462.48 447.37 2.05 0.59 106332.96 296.53 281.60 281.70
Figure A.2.: Indices and average times (in ms) for 100 runs of random
games of various configurations listed in the first column. The
remaining columns are as in Figure A.1
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B. Partial Solvers
This section repeats the results from Chapter 5 with the addition of PG-
Solver [FL10] (using command pgsolver -global recursive) timing in-
formation. As alluded, the direct comparison of our solver results to PG-
Solver’s is not valid as they have very different design intention and run
time architectures (Java virtual machine vs native code). The purpose of
displaying these results here is for readers to gain a better sense of potential
if one wishes to create a more performance oriented implementation for our
partial solvers.
n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**1 81.00 83.25 87.89 82.80 120.40 22.79
2**2 49.96 54.78 72.49 62.50 70.26 20.50
2**3 58.36 58.85 74.53 68.56 70.75 20.82
2**4 70.18 72.50 84.09 85.86 96.59 22.07
2**5 78.31 87.77 120.75 119.84 137.16 20.90
2**6 97.12 172.25 122.37 246.95 259.03 26.76
2**7 154.40 224.45 171.08 577.04 357.08 49.35
2**8 299.68 428.49 328.27 879.92 428.53 174.96
2**9 737.83 1932.27 436.17 1870.39 752.57 1021.39
2**10 1680.17 11066.22 1287.93 7283.18 2487.42 6776.30
2**11 6016.68 48691.72 3281.57 47398.46 12862.92 48826.68
2**12 abo 164126.06 28122.96 342879.30 76427.44 371862.74
20min n = 3680 n = 5232 n = 4608 n = 5040 n = 5104
Table B.1.: Experimental results for Clique[n]
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**1 79.38 81.15 110.77 92.31 98.00 22.48
2**2 64.71 68.73 76.44 63.87 74.71 20.00
2**3 69.52 64.25 82.97 71.27 69.53 20.13
2**4 87.27 67.95 86.56 74.23 80.82 21.04
2**5 147.74 73.87 93.17 84.63 91.20 20.39
2**6 261.21 89.37 115.54 103.93 112.89 21.45
2**7 417.42 147.91 146.22 133.73 140.50 24.01
2**8 806.85 140.78 158.99 188.26 194.37 30.50
2**9 1583.93 300.45 278.94 297.88 310.84 40.54
2**10 4077.46 434.75 433.29 514.55 472.96 44.22
2**11 18776.31 450.61 771.91 822.30 547.22 69.43
2**12 71543.08 935.86 833.99 741.18 749.50 139.71
2**13 401515.36 1663.38 1124.56 1137.57 901.65 255.09
2**14 abo 1813.43 1297.28 1668.62 1214.65 538.64
2**15 abo 2008.35 1964.06 2376.40 1922.70 1136.23
2**16 abo 3210.40 3300.57 3717.25 3128.11 2501.88
2**17 abo 5453.26 5341.88 7410.25 5541.28 5374.77
2**18 abo 9776.80 11398.05 14694.70 12270.57 abo
2**19 abo 22440.57 26759.85 31628.69 24406.79 abo
2**20 abo 47139.96 59238.77 68567.02 75270.74 abo
20min n = 14712 n = 1596624 n = 1415776 n = 1355480 n = 1242376
Table B.2.: Experimental results for Ladder[n]
n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**1 99.48 115.60 101.66 111.30 109.30 23.64
2**2 63.89 76.07 78.44 83.36 75.87 21.46
2**3 75.11 78.12 90.79 98.57 82.66 21.59
2**4 119.79 121.99 117.80 165.20 111.07 21.86
2**5 184.89 178.85 193.17 276.26 212.65 21.83
2**6 336.12 345.01 268.91 430.73 348.90 23.27
2**7 479.54 449.79 405.46 581.05 755.56 23.19
2**8 974.23 1118.71 822.48 1267.14 713.06 26.54
2**9 1885.50 1496.22 1809.69 3297.83 1895.34 37.81
2**10 5717.84 5209.86 5255.96 12645.13 6404.10 57.94
2**11 23732.15 18829.26 23484.65 53536.12 20362.12 87.62
2**12 119291.99 90366.80 117006.17 268556.46 79284.72 159.59
2**13 560002.68 457049.22 644225.37 abo 398592.74 302.97
20min n = 11528 n = 12288 n = 10928 n = 7424 n = 13248
Table B.3.: Experimental results for Model Checker Ladder[n]
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**1 99.25 118.35 107.77 111.98 96.82 22.32
2**2 73.76 79.50 85.18 106.56 122.11 23.43
2**3 98.24 104.05 99.66 198.42 374.02 24.64
2**4 157.70 155.97 145.61 407.02 1676.78 215.31
2**5 330.65 321.91 262.72 778.42 1112857.95 448310.85
2**6 866.06 897.39 460.96 2255.76 abo abo
2**7 1735.51 1784.69 1009.50 9822.45 abo abo
2**8 6663.13 3822.82 1499.94 70429.58 abo abo
2**9 46193.13 20352.43 2982.26 531608.20 abo abo
2**10 299750.87 114852.49 8876.95 abo abo abo
2**11 abo 1168393.84 34688.06 abo abo abo
2**12 abo abo 138956.08 abo abo abo
2**13 abo abo 606868.31 abo abo abo
20min n = 1560 n = 2064 n = 11352 n = 664 n = 32
Table B.4.: Experimental results for Recursive Ladder[n]
n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**1 126.03 122.89 1124.95 326.69 220.87 32.31
2**2 123.84 137.79 1466.41 919.53 465.36 22.43
2**3 202.44 223.44 6587.89 1263.61 1224.07 22.22
2**4 634.96 444.87 48985.62 2078.73 10558.95 24.22
2**5 996.98 959.14 444599.10 5715.31 abo 67.96
2**6 1005.84 1178.69 abo 32985.33 abo 39.61
2**7 2763.97 2389.40 abo 227388.17 abo 66.14
2**8 7599.40 6424.32 abo abo abo 134.52
2**9 33031.14 33077.99 abo abo abo 554.49
2**10 174913.85 134795.46 abo abo abo 2583.97
2**11 909401.03 631963.68 abo abo abo 13494.93
20min n = 2368 n = 2672 n = 40 n = 232 n = 24
Table B.5.: Experimental results for Strategy Impr[n]
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
1 119.64 91.66 133.32 111.93 92.76 21.34
2 86.22 69.66 123.00 93.46 81.44 20.59
3 106.31 99.59 253.53 174.89 127.81 20.75
4 207.26 174.04 421.41 518.34 210.89 20.99
5 642.84 321.70 667.68 579.71 415.72 31.13
6 1035.98 610.72 2032.96 1469.46 801.99 38.01
7 4412.76 1504.73 10588.08 8428.07 1553.94 99.08
8 54059.56 7838.95 80896.73 63127.37 8239.88 242.48
9 272095.32 54543.31 610264.18 444594.02 56780.41 780.35
10 abo 397728.33 abo abo 390407.41 2349.03
20min n = 9 n = 10 n = 9 n = 9 n = 10
Table B.6.: Experimental results for Towers Of Hanoi[n]
n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**3 367.34 298.79 602.70 640.67 2208.62 72.89
2**4 588.87 608.71 1452.53 1630.69 2760.80 237.59
2**5 1154.01 1314.88 2088.30 8986.20 6826.65 845.76
2**6 3549.54 1687.52 6119.28 69366.59 23209.46 3502.16
2**7 18881.92 2974.80 21582.44 561980.89 97061.02 18047.64
2**8 151100.10 9078.96 85659.40 abo 465235.74 80472.46
2**9 abo 38595.93 356985.11 abo abo 339609.36
2**10 abo 179097.35 abo abo abo abo
2**11 abo 833509.48 abo abo abo abo
20min n = 10560 n = 102890 n = 101120 n = 10200 n = 10480
Table B.7.: Experimental results for Jurdzinski[n]
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n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**3 425.03 308.43 621.50 625.15 1923.57 72.89
2**4 469.09 459.36 958.02 1499.28 4187.24 207.54
2**5 772.54 1057.39 2213.25 3070.37 22033.35 749.34
2**6 1587.16 1450.96 5158.28 9810.63 167021.82 2893.67
2**7 3896.81 2567.82 17677.65 37298.33 abo 11467.18
2**8 14801.06 5721.61 75413.93 172813.89 abo 50157.66
2**9 63984.18 23966.66 297384.36 1019879.99 abo 241500.78
2**10 308033.94 106453.86 abo abo abo abo
2**11 abo 406621.65 abo abo abo abo
20min n = 242010 n = 438010 n = 124010 n = 70010 n = 14010
Table B.8.: Experimental results for Jurdzinski[n]
n psol psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2**3 377.95 309.40 622.80 622.63 1977.74 72.89
2**4 855.57 982.13 2158.87 4988.00 11221.26 690.75
2**5 6939.97 2660.77 19856.60 134865.12 318244.01 8714.53
2**6 215118.70 23045.37 310665.53 abo abo 126433.62
2**7 abo 403844.56 abo abo abo abo
20min n = 110110 n = 200200 n = 100100 n = 5050 n = 5050
Table B.9.: Experimental results for Jurdzinski[n]
n psol;zlka psolB psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
1 171.63 120.59 147.32 121.78 125.41 21.62
n psol;zlka psolB;zlka psolQ psolL zlka PGSolver
2 646.18 248.56 385.56 286.79 237.51 20.93
3 2707.09 584.83 806.28 499.30 512.72 32.06
4 223829.69 1389.10 2882.14 1665.42 1116.85 46.93
5 abo 11681.02 22532.75 15335.64 3671.04 226.22
6 abo 168217.65 373568.85 241866.20 41344.03 1883.24
7 abo abo abo abo 458938.13 abo
20min n = 4 n = 6 n = 6 n = 6 n = 7
Table B.10.: Experimental results for Elevator Verification[n]
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